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Signal Constellations in the V.34 Modem Standard
Jo n  H am k in s 
D ecem ber 8, 1995
Abstract
The signal constellation and encoding method used in the V.34 modem standard is 
described. The encoder uses shell mapping and trellis coded modulation to achieve a coding 
gain which is nearly a full dB higher than that used in V.32. Characteristics of good signal 
constellations are discussed, with an eye towards future modem standards.
1 Introduction
One characteristic of the V.34 modem standard [EJ93, V.394] that differentiates it from all 
previous modem standards is its flexibility. Line probes measure the signal-to-noise spectrum 
SNR(f), which is then used to select one of six symbol rates, one of nine carrier frequencies, 
and one of three trellises. The line probes also allow for decision feedback equalization at the 
transmitter in the form of precoded outputs. The previous standards had a fixed symbol rate, a 
fixed carrier frequency, a fixed number of trellis states, and no precoded outputs. A comparison 
of V.32 and V.34 is given in Table 1
Flexibility alone cannot account for data rates as high as 28,800 bits/sec, however. Several 
innovative techniques are utilized to obtain a higher effective coding gain. As a result of recent 
work on trellis codes for multi-dimensional constellations [Wei87], the signal constellation used
V.32 V.34
Data Rate Up to 9600 b/s Up to 28,800 b/s
Constellation dimension 2D 4D
Constellation Expansion Ratio 100% 50%
Symbol Rate (baud) 2400 2400, 2743, 2800, 3000, 3200, 3429
Carrier Frequency (Hz) 1800 1600, 1646, 1680, 1800, 1829, 
1867, 1920, 1959, 2000
2D Constellation Size 4 -9 6 0
Trellis states 8 16, 32, 64
Effective Coding Gain 3.6 dB 4.2 dB, 4.52 dB 4.65 dB
Table 1: Comparison of V.32 and V.34
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Figure 1: Modem communications system.
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in V.34 has four dimensions, instead of two. More complicated shaping called shell mapping is 
performed to reduce the average energy of transmitted points.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the major concepts involved in 
using the 4D constellations according to the V.34 modem standard. This is broken down into 
two parts, the shell mapping and trellis encoding, which roughly account for the shaping gain 
and coding gain, respectively. In Section 3, we outline the issues involved in the choice of a 
signal constellation for communications using QAM modems. Based on this analysis, Section 4 
discusses what types of signal constellations and encoding techniques should be expected in 
future modem standards.
2 Description of the signal constellation and encoder
Figure 1 shows a typical communications system of which a modem is a part. This paper shall 
concentrate on the encoding of data bits into points in the complex plane that are ready for 
modulation. For modems using the V.34 standard, the decoding is performed by a conventional 
Viterbi algorithm and the inverse operation of certain parts of the encoder, and will not be 
described here.
The V.34 modem standard calls for a 4-dimensional (4D) signal constellation consisting 
of a subset of the cross-product, or concatenation, of two identical constituent 960-point 2D 
constellations, shown in Figure 2. The actual size of the constellation used depends on results of 
line probing. A block diagram of the encoder is shown in Figure 3. At the input is a data stream 
of bits; the output is four 4D symbols, or eight 2D symbols, which are sent on to the modulator.
2.1 The Shell Mapper
The constituent 2D constellation is partitioned in two ways. First, it is partitioned into four 
subsets A, B, C, and D. The subsets are chosen such that each has the same number of codepoints 
each is invariant to 90, 180, and 270 degree rotations. The method for this partitioning is 
described fully by Wei [Wei87], and is similar to the set partitioning described by Ungerboeck 
[Ung82]. This is described in more detail in the following subsection.
The second partitioning of the constellation consists of a sequence of M  concentric circles, 
as shown in Figure 4. The region between two circles is called a ring. The rings are indexed 
0 ,1 , . . . ,  M  — 1. The radii of the rings are chosen such that the number of constellation points 
within each ring is identical, and furthermore, the number of constellation points of each subset 
A, B, C, and D is the same within each ring.
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Figure 2: The 960-point constituent 2D signal constellation for V.34.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of V.34 encoder.
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The purpose of the shell mapper is to use its K  input bits to specify a set of ring indices 
used in a block of four 4D symbols. Each 4D symbol uses two points from the constituent 2D 
constellation, and thus the output of the shell mapper must specify an 8-ring combination, i.e., 
8 ring indices mi, m2, . . . ,  mg.
There are M 8 possible 8-ring combinations, but only 2K input combinations to the shell 
mapper. Both M  and K  are given by a table in the V.34 standard, and each is a function of the 
symbol rate and data rate, set during the start-up phases. The important relationship between 
M and K  is that in every case 2K < M 8. Thus, some ring combinations are never used. As 
described below, the highest energy 8-ring combinations are the ones omitted.
Every practical communication systems has a bound on the average energy of transmitted 
signals. Any given constellation may be scaled by a constant factor so that this bound is met 
exactly, and in this case the the constellation points are “spread out” as much as possible. Thus, 
in the unsealed domain we desire the average energy of a transmitted signal to be as small as 
possible so that the scaling factor can be very large.
Accordingly, let the cost of ring i be equal to the average energy of constellation points 
within it. Since each ring contains the same number of constellation points and the points are 
approximately uniformly spread throughout the constellation region, the continuous approxima­
tion implies that each ring has approximately the same area. Thus, if 7% denotes the outer radius 
of ring i, we have
nrl «  Tt(r\ -  rj) »  • • • »  7r(r^_x -  r^_2),
or r \  «  ¿7*0. Hence, the average energy of a point in ring i is roughly linearly proportional to
4
Hank C ost m i m 2 m 3 m 4 m 5 m 6 m j m 8
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
4 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
• j ;
9 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
11 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
: •
37 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
38 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
; ;
W 8(M  -  1) M  — 1 M -  1 M  — 1 M  — 1 M  -  1 M  -  1 M  -  1 M -  1
Table 2: 8-ring combinations, sorted by cost.
its index. Apparently as a consequence of this fact, the V.34 standard uses the simple rule of 
assigning the cost of ring i to its index: c(i) = i .
The cost of an 8-ring combination m i,. . . ,  m8, therefore, is simply m H ------- (- m8. Table 2
enumerates all 8-ring combinations, in ascending order of cost. If X  is the integer whose binary 
representation is specified by the K  input bits to the shell mapper, then the output of the shell 
mapper is the 8-ring combination corresponding to the X th  row of Table 2.
The concept of the table was introduced for expository purposes only; such an implemen­
tation is not suggested by the V.34 standard. Indeed, writing down such a table would by far 
be the dominating factor in the complexity of the encoder. The implementation is performed 
instead by an algorithmic technique requiring only a small constant number of operations. The
algorithm consists first of determining the cost of the 8-ring combination m i -I-----+  m8, then
the cost of the 4-ring combinations mi +  • • • +  m4 and m5 +  • • • +  m8, then the cost of the 
2-ring combinations mi +  m2, m3 +  m4, m5 -I- m6, and m7 +  m8, and finally the individual costs 
m i,. . . ,  ms- This can be computed easily and recursively, in software.
To illustrate the shaping advantage of shell mapping, consider the probability that a given 
point in the constituent 2D constellation is transmitted. This probability is completely dependent 
on the ring in which it is located, for all points within a given ring have the same transmission 
probability. If shell mapping successfully reduces the average energy, then the lower indexed 
rings should have a higher probability of being sent. There is a threshold Cmax such that every 
8-ring combination with a cost less than 0^ ^  is transmitted with equal probability, and every 
8-ring combination with a cost more than is not transmitted. This is because some 8-ring 
combinations are indexable by the K  input bits to the shell mapper and some aren’t; according 
to Table 2, it is the high cost combinations that aren’t indexable.
For example, at a symbol rate of 3200 baud and a data rate of 14,400 bits per second, the
5
Number of 8-ring combinations of a given cost
Figure 5: Number of 8-ring combinations vs. cost.
V.34 standard specifies the number of rings to be M  =  10 and the number of input bits to the 
shell mapper to be K  =  24. Thus, the input is capable of specifying 2K =  16,777,216 different 8- 
ring combinations, whereas there are a total of M 8 =  100,000,000 different 8-ring combinations. 
Hence, only the 16.7% 8-ring combinations at the top of the cost table will be used. A given 
8-ring combination has a cost somewhere in the range of 0 to 8(M — 1) =  72. Figure 5 shows 
the number of 8-ring combinations of a given cost, for all costs. This is symmetric about the 
median cost of 36. Only the 2K lowest cost 8-ring combinations are used, i.e., only the 8-ring 
combinations which have cost less than Cmax and which thus lie under the the constant line 2K in 
the cumulative number of rings shown in Figure 6. In this example, =  28. By enumerating 
all 8-ring combinations with cost at most 28, then, we may calculate the relative frequency of 
uses of the various rings by counting the number of occurrences of the various ring indices at the 
output of the shell mapper. With the aid of a computer, these probabilities were computed and 
are shown in Figure 7. Indeed, the lower numbered indices are the most used.
2.2 The Trellis Encoder
The trellis coded modulation (TCM) used in V.34 is similar to that of V.32, except that the trellis 
has more states. The purpose of the trellis encoder is to provide further coding gain beyond that 
accomplished with shell mapping, by allowing only certain sequences of constituent 2D codepoints 
to be transmitted. These sequences have better distance properties than an uncoded system.
The trellis code operates as follows. After line-probing and modem capability evaluation, a 
value m  € {2 ,3 ,4} is chosen. This number designates that a rate m /(m  + 1) trellis encoder is to
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Figure 6: Cumulative number of 8-ring combinations vs. cost.
Figure 7: Relative transmission frequency of constituent 2D points vs. ring index.
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Figure 8: The rectangular grid is partitioned into four subsets.
be used. For every 4D symbol, there are m  input bits to the trellis and m  +  1 output bits which 
are then sent to the constellation mapper (see Figure 3). Thus, the state of the trellis encoder 
and the current input bits determine the state and output of the trellis encoder.
The trellis is only helpful, of course, if consecutive 2D output points have minimum distance 
higher than that of an uncoded system. This is accomplished via a judicious partition of the 
constituent 2D signal constellation. This partition is entirely separate from the partition of the 
shells into rings used in the shell mapping of the previous subsection.
Wei first described how to partition multidimensional signal constellations [Wei87]. The 
constituent 2D constellation C shown in Figure 2 may be scaled so that the minimum Euclidean 
distance dmin =  1. It, or any subset of it which is chosen at the start-up phase, may be partitioned 
into 4 subsets A, B, C , and D, as shown in Figure 8, such that the minimum Euclidean distance 
of each subset is twice that of the original constellation. Any codepoint in the 4D constellation 
C x C can be labeled by (A, A), (A, £ ) ,  etc., according to the subset in which the constituent 
2D points are located. These pairs of subsets (A, A), (A ,2?),. . . ,  (D, D) are called types. The 
minimum distance of each type is also 2. To see this, note that the minimum distance certainly 
cannot be larger than that of an individual subset, and if A, Y  € A with \\X -  Y\\ =  2 and 
Z  € B, then {X, Z) 6 (A, B) and (y, Z) € (A, B) and \\(X, Z) -  (Y, Z )) || =  2.
Next, 16 4D types are grouped into 8 pairs, {(A, A), (£ , £ ) } ,  {(C, C), (D, £>)}, {(A, B ), (B , A)}, 
i(C , D), (D , C )}, {(A, C), (B, £>)}, {(C, B), (D, A)}, {(X, D ), (B , C)}, and {(C, A), (C, B )}. The 
minimum distance of each pair is still 2, even though each pair is twice as numerous as an in­
dividual type. Within a type, we already know that the minimum distance is 2. Thus, we need 
only show that two 4D points, one from each type in the pair, are also at least distance 2 apart. 
For example, consider the pair {(A, C), (B , D )}. If (Ax, Yi) e  (A, C) and (X 2, Y2) € (B , D ), then
II(*1, Yi) -  (x2, y2)IP = ||*J -  x2||2 + px -  y2||2 > 1 + 1 = 2.
The minimum distance of the other pairs may be argued similarly.
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By design, the number of points from each subset A , £ ,  C, and D  is precisely the same 
in each ring defined by the shell mapper. This makes the encoding from bits to 2D symbols 
particularly easy. If, say, the rate 2/3 trellis encoder is used, then the 3 trellis encoder output 
bits can be used to select one of the eight subset pairs, the shell mapper output bits can specify 
the ring index, and the remaining uncoded data bits can specify which point within the specified 
subset and ring is to be transmitted.
3 Issues in signal constellation design
A number of considerations must be balanced in designing a signal constellation for use with 
modems. We describe some of the major issues here. Most of these issues have also been 
outlined in [JW89] and [Wei87],
S N R  efficiency. Two distinct sequences of transmitted 2D signal points should be as easily 
distinguishable as possible at the receiver. SNR efficiency is a measure of this differentiability. 
In conventional signaling schemes such as QAM and PSK, the probability of error is governed 
by the ratio d^^/Eb, i.e., the ratio of the minimum Euclidean distance between points in the 
constellation to the average bit energy.
In trellis coded schemes, d^in does not measure the Euclidean distance, but rather the 
minimum distance between sequences of points transmitted. For a given set of sequences of length 
N, say, is the smallest value of the sum of Euclidean distances between two sequences in 
the set.
C om patib ility  w ith  Q A M  m odem s. Transmitting in-phase and quadrature components 
is inherent in any modem scheme. Hence, any signal constellation to be considered for a modem 
standard must provide a way to obtain 2D outputs, i.e., points in the complex plane. This 
almost always means having the constellation be defined in an even number of dimensions. The 
constituent 2D constellation(s), then, can be defined as the set of points obtainable in the first 
two dimensions, the second two dimensions, etc. Complexity considerations dictate that the 
constituent constellations be identical, so that there is only one constituent constellation C, and 
the entire constellation is the iV-fold cartesian product C x • • • x C.
R otation a l Invariance. The signal constellation for V.34 has the property that it remains 
invariant under a 90, 180, or 270 degree rotation. This is not obvious, and does not simply 
follow from the rotational invariance of the constituent 2D constellation. This property allows a 
phase tracker in the receiver to lock onto a steady-state much quicker than it would be able to 
otherwise. The differential encoding technique may then be used to guarantee the transparency 
to phase ambiguities. That is the purpose of the differential encoder in the block diagram of 
Figure 3.
For phase tracking to work, another important property of the constellation is that it not 
have any point at the origin. The reason for this is that the phase is generally tracked directly 
from the signal, and the origin carries no phase information. Thus, a long sequence of zero 
transmissions could cause the receiver to lose its lock on the phase.
Peak to  average power ratio (P A R ). PAR is a measure of the extent to which nonlinear 
distortion at the transmitter could be a problem, since transmitting a high energy point, then
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a low-energy point, then a high-energy point can cause severe degradation in performance. One 
way around this is the use of a constant envelope coding technique or the use of spherical codes, 
in which all codepoints have the same energy.
4 The future of signed constellations
V.34 uses a 4D signal constellation, a new shell mapping technique, and a more complicated 
trellis code to obtain approximately ldB in coding gain over the code used in the V.32 modem 
standard. Although recent advances [Jr.92,KK93] have improved the shaping gain, there is a 
hard upper limit of about 1.53dB on the shaping gain obtainable through shaping methods such 
as shell mapping, trellis shaping, etc. There is no such limit on coding gain, however, and we 
should expect future modem standards to have much higher coding gain.
Since the introduction of multi-dimensional codes by Wei in 1987 [Wei87], much effort has 
been put on the design of good multi-dimensional signal constellations for use on QAM modems. 
A method to perform TCM using a signal constellation consisting of any fc-dimensional lattice 
was provided by [CS87], which also showed that if the density of the lattice is A, then the coding 
gain achievable over an uncoded system is
10 log10 (k +  2) A 2/* 3
This is a truly remarkable result because it had already been known (see, e.g., [CS93]) that there 
is an infinite sequence of lattices in ever increasing dimensions which satisfy «  —2.218, or
A2/* «  22(_2-218) «  0.046.
This implies, therefore, that the coding gain is unbounded as more and more dimensions are 
used.
It is not all good news, however. It is not easy to find constellations which can be used with 
TCM and which improve upon easier codes. Even in two dimensions, most of the best codes 
known are based on the cubic lattice Z2, including the code used in V.34, even though the familiar 
hexagonal lattice A2 is 2 /\/3  times as dense (i.e., approximately 2 /\/3  times as many points fit in 
a given area using the same minimum distance), and seemingly ought to provide a higher coding 
gain. Even when good signal constellations could be found for use with TCM, there are other 
practical problems such as that of complexity and delay. The higher the dimension, the more 
2D symbols must be processed simultaneously, which increases not only complexity of encoding 
and decoding, but also introduces delay that is not present in a 2D or 4D signal constellation. 
With faster and more powerful computers emerging every year, however, signal constellations of 
dimensions higher than four should be expected in the future.
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Trellis-Coded Modulation: An Application to 
Digital Satellite Communications
A n d y  W ilhe lm  
E C E 497U M
D ecem ber 11, 1995
Trellis-coded modulation is a combined coding and modulation technique 
for the transmission of digital signals over a band-limited channel. An ex­
panded, redundant signal constellation is used to produce a coded sequence 
in a manner that maximizes the minimum sequence distance. Through the 
use of trellis-coded modulation, the required signal-to-noise ratio for a given 
probability of error can be reduced, without bandwidth expansion or a re­
duction in data rate.
In this paper, we will first present an example of two simple trellis codes 
and how they may be implemented. Next, we will show how this example 
can be extended to generate more sophisticated trellis codes. Finally, we will 
present a specific application of trellis-coded modulation in the context of 
a digital satellite communications system; performance improvements over 
traditional modulation schemes will be shown.
1 Introduction
For an M-ary complex signal constellation, the performance of a max­
imum-likelihood demodulator is governed by the minimum Euclidean dis­
tance between points in the signal constellation; to improve performance, we 
must increase the minimum distance between points. If we wish to improve 
the error rate while maintaining the same transmitted signal power, one ap­
proach would be to reduce the number of points in the signal constellation, 
thus increasing the minimum distance between points. This, however, has 
the undesirable effect of a reduction in the data rate.
4-PSK 8-PSK
(Es= 1)
CN Ql o
d1=V2
3 * • 0
d0=2sin(n/8)
d1=V2
d2=2sin(3n/8)
d3=2
Figure 1: Signal constellations for 4-PSK, 8-PSK
Trellis-coded modulation (TCM) uses an alternate approach -  the size of 
the signal constellation is increased , while maintaining the same transmitted 
energy per symbol. The increased signal constellation provides redundancy 
for coding. By careful design of the coding and mapping of symbols into the 
signal constellation, the minimum distance between transmitted sequences is 
increased, thus improving performance. Because symbols are still transmit­
ted at the same rate, no bandwidth expansion is required.
To implement TCM, the transmitter uses an encoder to select points from 
the enlarged signal constellation, generating a coded sequence. At the re­
ceiver, the signal is decoded by a soft-decision maximum-likelihood sequence 
decoder.
2 Implementation of a simple Trellis Code
In this section we present a simple four-state trellis code for 8-PSK mod­
ulation as an example of how TCM is implemented. This is one of the first 
trellis codes developed by Ungerboeck [1].
Figure 1 shows the signal constellation for 4-PSK and the redundant 
8-PSK constellation. Each constellation has symbol energy Es =  1, with 
the distance between points in the constellation as labeled. Figure 2 shows a 
trellis for coded 8-PSK modulation. Each branch of the trellis is labeled with 
a point from the 8-PSK constellation, and every path through the trellis is an 
allowed signal sequence. At each node of the trellis, there are four possible 
transitions as required to transmit two bits per symbol period. While it is 
possible to develop a four-state trellis without the odd parallel branches, it
2
State
Figure 2: A four-state trellis code for 8-PSK
has been shown [2] that this trellis provides the maximum coding gain.
To transmit sequences as defined by the trellis in Figure 2, the transmitter 
uses an encoder/modulator; one possible realization is shown in Figure 3. 
Each symbol period two data bits are input into the encoder. A rate 1/2 
convolutional encoder produces two coded bits, while the other input bit is 
uncoded. The three bits are then used to select one of the points in the 
8-PSK signal constellation.
The receiver decodes the transmitted sequence with a soft-decision max­
imum-likelihood sequence decoder, using the Viterbi algorithm to search the
Differential Encoder
Transmitted
Symbol
Figure 3: Encoder for simple trellis code
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trellis. In searching the trellis, a sequence distance metric can be defined as 
the Euclidean sequence distance,
d( b ,b ) = E l & t - i b l 2]
■ k=0
(l)
where b represents the transmitted sequence and b represents a possible 
candidate sequence. It is shown in [3] that if the transmitter shaping pulse, 
p(t), is matched to the receiver filter such that p(t) * p*(—t) is a Nyquist 
pulse, then the Viterbi algorithm using the metric in Equation (1) implements 
maximum-likelihood demodulation. We then define the minimum sequence 
distance, dmt„, as the*minimum of d(b,b) over all possible pairs of sequences 
(b, b). The number of sequences at distance dmtn is defined as Ndmtn.
In decoding the received sequence, the most likely errors occur between 
sequences at the minimum distance. With the distance metric defined, it 
is now possible to estimate the probability of an error event. For a signal 
received in additive white Gaussian noise with variance cr2, the error-event 
probability can be approximated as Equation (2), as shown in [3].
P. r*  NimmQ f e )  (2)
It must be stressed that Equation (2) is an approximation; the approxima­
tion is more accurate at higher signal-to-noise ratios. At high signal-to-noise, 
errors may be attributed almost exclusively to the minimum-distance error 
sequence. However, at low signal-to-noise, other error sequences will con­
tribute as well; this will cause the actual performance to be worse than 
predicted by Equation (2). We may view Equation (2) as a lower bound 
on the probability of error; actual performance will asymptotically approach 
this bound as the signal-to-noise ratio increases [2].
The trellis in Figure 2 is demodulated in two steps. In the first step, 
called “subset decoding”, the receiver selects between the parallel branches, 
choosing the branch that is closest to the received signal. In the next step, the 
Viterbi algorithm finds the most likely path through the trellis, considering 
only the branches already selected in subset decoding. Examining Figures 1 
and 2, we observe that the distance between each parallel branch is d3 =  2. 
After subset decoding, we are left with a trellis as shown in Figure 4. We 
find the minimum distance between sequences in this trellis is
4
0 0 0
Figure 4: Minimum distance sequences after subset decoding
\ J +  d\ 4- ¿o =  2.141 (3)
For example, the sequences {0 ,0 ,0} and {2 ,1 ,2} are at this distance. Since 
this distance is greater than that between the parallel branches, we conclude 
that with the signal constellation of Figure 1, the minimum distance for 
this trellis is dmtn =  2. There is only one sequence at this distance, so we 
approximate the error-event probability as
* - * » _ «  ( £ ) - « ( ! )  (4)
We now wish to compare the performance of the trellis-coded 8-PSK to 
that of uncoded 4-PSK; we will do so using the union bound approximation. 
In Figure 1, we see that the minimum distance between points in the 4-PSK 
signal constellation is d\ =  y/2; there are two points at this distance, so 
N d min — 2. Thus for 4-PSK, we have
( | f )  = 2 « ( ¿ )  (5)
Comparing Equations (4) and (5), we can compute the coding gain as 
10 log  ^ =  3dB. We see that this relatively simple TCM scheme re­
sults in a fairly significant reduction in the required signal-to-noise ratio.
It is not possible to achieve additional gain using a trellis with four states. 
But by increasing the number of states in the trellis, the coding gain may be 
increased. Figure 5 shows an eight state trellis for 8-PSK TCM. The label
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0 4 2 6 0 O 0
Figure 5: 8-PSK trellis with 8 states
associated with each branch is shown to the left of the trellis; the labeling 
begins with the top branch and works downward. The trellis of Figure 5 may 
be produced by the encoder shown in Figure 6.
For the trellis in Figure 5, a set of minimum distance sequences is found 
to be {0 ,0 ,0} and {6 ,7 ,6}. The minimum sequence distance is given by 
Equation (3). There are two sequences at this distance, thus we approximate 
the error-event probability as
P„r M 2Q (6)
When compared to uncoded 4-PSK in Equation (5) we find the coding gain
Input
Data
Transm itted  
Symbol
Figure 6: Increased constraint length encoder
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Figure 7: Simulation results for 8-PSK trellis with 8 states
to be
10 log 2.141/2. 1/V2 =  3.6 dB
We see that by increasing the number of states in the trellis, the coding gain 
has been increased.
The trellis shown in Figure 5 was simulated using the Matlab file found 
in the appendix; the results' can be seen in Figure 7. Observing the figure, 
we note that the approximation in Equation (6) is not accurate at low values 
of signal-to-noise; however, we see that the actual results rapidly approach 
the bound as the signal-to-noise increases. We note that at Es/N q «  12.9 
dB, the error rate for the uncoded 4-PSK is approximately 10-5 ; the coded 
8-PSK will be demodulated essentially error-free at the same signal-to-noise.
The coding gain can be further increased by increasing the number of 
states in the trellis. Table 1 shows the coding gain achieved for a given 
trellis size [2]. Observing the table, we note the largest improvement (3 
dB) is achieved simply by using TCM. As the the trellis size increases the 
gain increases, however the incremental gains become smaller. But when the 
trellis size is increased, the amount of memory and computation required
7
No. of states Coding gain (dB)
4 3.01
8 3.60
16 4.13
32 4.59
64 5.01
128 5.17
256 5.75
Table 1: Coding gain vs. trellis size
to implement the Viterbi algorithm increases exponentially. We conclude 
that it is important to carefully balance the coding gain against the receiver 
complexity.
We see that the use of trellis-coded modulation can greatly increase the 
complexity of the receiver. Another possible problem is performance degra­
dation due to carrier phase offset. In [2], it is shown that the two 8-PSK 
trellis codes that have been presented will fail for a carrier phase offset of 
22.5°; in contrast, the uncoded 4-PSK can continue to operate up to 45°.
3 Design of more sophisticated trellis codes
The two trellis codes presented in the previous section are relatively sim­
ple and could be designed by hand. However, as the size of the signal 
constellation and the number of trellis states grows, the problem becomes 
increasingly difficult.
Trellis codes are developed using the concept of set partitioning. As an 
example, the set partitioning for the trellis in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 8. 
The initial signal set is divided in two such as to maximize the distance 
between points in the subsets; this process is then repeated. In Figure 3, we 
note that the two coded bits are denoted z° and z 1; the remaining uncoded 
bit is x2. Figure 8 shows how the two coded bits are used to select one of the 
four subsets. The remaining uncoded bit is the used to select a signal point 
from within the given subset.
The general structure of an encoder for TCM is shown in Figure 9. At 
each symbol period, m +  n data bits are used to select one of 2m+n+1 code
8
Figure 8: Signal set partitioning
C o de
S y m b o l
Figure 9: A general encoder for trellis-coded modulation
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*symbols; the n +  1 coded bits specify a subset, and the m uncoded bits specify 
a point within the subset. It it permissible to have m =  0, as in the second 
example above; in this case there will be no parallel transitions in the trellis.
Using the idea of set partitioning and the properties of convolutional 
codes, a bound on the distance between paths in the trellis can be devel­
oped [2]; the search for complex TCM codes can then be carried out by 
computer.
4 TCM applied to a digital satellite system
A new satellite modem design using trellis-coded modulation has been 
proposed and studied [4]. The new modem is to provide an upgrade to the 
INTELSAT system which currently uses a 4-PSK modulation scheme. The 
trellis code that was analyzed is a 64-state Ungerboeck code for 8-PSK. A 
number of advantages of using a trellis code were shown.
First, the use of a trellis code reduces the required signal-to-noise ratio 
for a given probability of error; signal power is a significant issue in a satellite 
system.
Second, the use of a TCM scheme provides a great deal of flexibility. 
The trellis code can be implemented entirely in software, and requires no ad­
ditional hardware or hardware modifications. The software implementation 
provides the ability to switch between 4-PSK and 8-PSK TCM modulation at 
any time; the design allows backward compatibility with the existing system 
while the system is being upgraded.
Finally, the use of a TCM scheme has been shown to be cost effective. 
While we have seen that the use of TCM can greatly increase the complexity 
of the receiver, the cost of upgrading the system processor or adding addi­
tional memory is not significant compared to the overall cost of the satellite 
system. Aside from a possible upgrade of the processor in the receiver, no 
additional hardware is required.
While the proposed TCM satellite modem is still under study, its feasi­
bility has been demonstrated through simulations. It has been shown to be 
a practical solution in terms of cost to performance, and appears to be a 
promising upgrade to the existing system.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an overview of trellis codes and methods 
of implementation. Significant improvements in performance, requiring a 
modest increase in receiver complexity, were shown. The general structure 
of a TCM encoder and methods of searching for sophisticated trellis codes 
was briefly discussed. Finally, a promising application of TCM to a digital 
satellite system was presented.
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A Appendix
The following Matlab file was used to evaluate the performance of an eight 
state Ungerboeck trellis code for 8-PSK.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
*/. File: TCM.M
*/.
xx
X Implements trellis-coded modulation with 8-state trellis.
y.X Use: Pe=tcm(N,SNR)
X
X N ” number of symbols to *transmit'
X SNR * signal to noise ratio (in dB)
'/, Pe * rate of error events
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxX
function pe-tcm(N,SNR)
const=exp(j*[0:7]*2*pi/8) ; '/. define 8-PSK signal constellation
'/, d e f in e  t r e l l i s :  
p0= [0 1 4  5 ];  
s0= [0  2 4 6] ; 
p i » [2 3 6 7 ];  
s i * [ l  3 5 7 ];  
p2=[0 1 4 5 ];  
s 2 - [4 6 0 2 ];  
p3=[2 3 6 7 ];  
s3= [5 7 1 3 ] ;  
p4= [0 1 4  5 ];  
s4= [2 0 6 4 ];  
p5=[2 3 6 7 ];  
s5 » [3  1 7  5 ];  
p6= [0 1 4  5 ];  
s6 = [6 4 2 0 ];
y, paths entering node 0
Y, symbol on branches entering node 0
% paths entering node 1y. :
X :
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p7s [2 3 6 7]; 
s7s [7 5 3 1];
p=[p0;pl;p2;p3;p4;p5;p6;p7]; 
P*P+i;
'/. form matrix of paths entering 
'/, each node
'/. increment for Matlab indexing
s=[s0;sl;s2;s3;s4;s5;s6;s7]; 
s=exp(j*s*2*pi/8);
'/, form matrix of branch labels 
'/, convert to actual signal 
*/, const, points
pathlen-6*3; '/, length of paths maintained in 
*/, Viterbi algorithm
state=[0 0 0]; */, initial state of encoder
bOdly-zeros(l,pathlen+l); 
bldly=zeros(l,pathlen+l);
*/, delay lines to hold 
7, transmitted bits
path-ones(8,pathlen); 
metric^zerosCl,8);
'/. path storage for Viterbi alg. 
% metrics for Viterbi algorithm
tpath=path; 
tmetric=metric;
'/. temp, path/metric storage used 
'/, while updating Viterbi alg.
err_ev=0; 
estart=0;
*/, number of error events that 
*/, have occurred 
'/. index marking start of 
'/. an error event
sigma=l/sqrt(2*10~(SNR/10)); 
for m=l:N+pathlen
'/, compute required std. dev. of 
*/, noise for requested SNR
bOsround(rsLnd); 
bl=round(rand);
'/. generate two input data bits
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b0dly-[b0dly(2:pathlen+l) ,bO] ; 7 save so can see if are 
bldly=[bldly(2:pathlen+l),bl]; '/. demod. correctly
7777. update encoder: 
c2=xor(bl,state(l)); 
cl=xor(b0,state(3)); 
cO!Bstate(2) ;
7 output of encoder
state=[bO bl state(2)]; 7 update encoder state
sig-const (4*c2+2*cl+l*c0+l); 7 select point from signal
7 constellation
sig=sig+sigma*randn+j*sigma*randn; 7 add noise
7777 decode bits: 
[x,n]=min(metric); 7 select path with minimum metric
bOhat=l;blhat=l;
x=path(n,1);
if x<5, bOhat-O; end;
7 decode output bits based on 
7 trellis state
if (x<=2 | x==5 | x==6), blhat=0; end; 
if bOhat~=bOdly(l) | blhat~=bldly(l)
/, an error occurred 
if estart=-0 7 
estart=m; '/ 
end 
else
if is start of an error event, 
mark it
7 no error
if est art >0 7 
err_ev=err_ev+l; 7 
estart=0 ; '/, 
end 
end
if is end of error event, 
update count of errors 
and reset error event marker
7777 update Viterbi algorithm:
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for k=l:8 '/, loop through all 8 nodes
'/, find distance from receieved signal to branches 
*/, entering this node: 
dist-abs(sig*ones(l,4)-s(k,:));
*/, add previous path metric 
dist=dist+metric(p(k,:));
'/, select path with smallest metric 
[d,i]=min(dist);
*/, becomes new path ending on this node with new metric 
tpath(k,:)=[path(p(k,i),2:pathlen),k]; 
tmetric(k)-d; 
end
path=tpath; */, copy temp, paths
metric=tmetric; */t copy temp, metrics
metric-metric-min(metric); '/, don't let metrics get too large
end
Pe=err_ev/N '/, compute error rate
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For wireless communication systems, fading is a commonly encountered problem in which the signal 
envelope power fluctuates randomly. There axe two common types of fading - multipath fading 
and shadowing. Shadowing is a slowly varying fade caused by the attenuation of electromagnetic 
wave penetrating obstacles. On the other hand, multipath fading arises due to the scattering of 
electromagnetic waves by buildings and the multipath components with random delay (or phase) 
sum up at the antenna of the mobile in a random manner such that they reinforce or cancel each 
other out at times.
In this project, I studied the effect of mulitpath fading on FM demodulation. First, I studied the 
modeling of fading processes and their simulation techniques. Then, I measured the performance 
of a new adaptive short-time Fourier transform-based FM demodulator under the simulated fading 
environment. I also researched for an efficient peak tracking scheme for the FM demodulator. 
The two immediate chapters - fading processes and their simulation techniques (Chapter 2), and 
time-frequency representation-based FM demodulation (Chapter 3) provide the theory used in my 
project. The simulation result is given in Chapter 4, followed by a discussion in Chapter 5.
2
Chapter 2
Fading Processes
2.1 Fading Models
In 1968, R. H. Clarke [3] proposed a popular scattering model of fading process which describes the 
effect of fading on the transmission from a base station to a moving mobile receiver in an urban 
environment.
In urban areas, e.g. New York city, the dominant mode of propagation of electromagnetic 
waves is mostly by scattering, i.e., reflection off the buildings or refractions around the obstacles. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the mobile receives only a large amount of scattered 
copies of the original wave. We assume the mobile travels at speed v and the antenna receives a 
superimposed version of N  vertically polarized plane waves, each having random azimuthal arrival 
angle, random delay and equal power. Let x (t) be the complex baseband representation of the 
passband signal x (t). Mathematically, the effect of fading can be expressed as:
X  f a d e d  (i) =  Re X  (t -  7 j )  ■ . e»M
1 1=1 
N
Xf a d e d  (t) =  £ 2  •»<<’*>. (2.2)
1=1
Usually, the { } ,  and {(pi} are assumed to be i.i.d. random variables uniform on [0, 2tc). In 
addition, if the bandwidth of the signal is much small that ^ , we can ignore the delay of the signal 
and Eqn. 2.2 becomes:
x f a d e d  ( ^ )  —  x  ( ¿ )
’  NE
.¿=1
J<t>i . c o s ( 0 i ) J 2 i r f c t (2.3)
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The second term of the product in the right-hand side can be thought as a fading envelope a (t). 
By the central limit theorem, Re [a (¿)] and Im [a (t)} approximate two independent zero-mean, 
gaussian processes. Thus, the envelope amplitude has the Rayleigh distribution:
/( l« ( t ) |)  =  ^ e - J^ - » ( | a ( i ) | )  (2.4)
where u (x) is the unit step function. Therefore, this type of fading is also called Rayleigh fading. 
Another quantity of interest is the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the fading process since the 
fading envelop approximate a complex gaussian process for sufficiently large N,  the mean (which 
is 0) and the autocorrelation function complete determines the statistics of the process. The 
autocorrelation function can be shown to be [6]:
r  (r) =  J0 (2ttf dr )  (2.5)
which corresponds to a power spectral density (PSD) of:
2.2 Simulation Techniques
An effective simulation technique for generating fading processes allows engineers to obtain a reliable 
model of their products without doing actual field testing and thus reduces the production cost. 
Many researchers attempted to build faders that produce faded signals similar to the collected data.
The uniform phase modulation method [4] randomly modulated a signal into several multipath 
components before summing them to approximate a Rayleigh fading process. This method is very 
simply but lacks control on the power spectrum of the fading process. The quadrature amplitude 
method [5] splits the signal into its in-phase and quadrature components. Each component is 
amplitude modulated by a lowpass gaussian process before being recombined together. This method 
can also generate frequency selective fading by combining several faded versions with different 
delays. However, the resulting fading spectra are always of rational forms so it is difficult to 
approximate the irrational form of the PSD given by Eqn. 2.6.
Jakes [6] proposed a fader that can overcome this shortcoming. The basic idea is to sum up a 
set of sinusoids each with a Doppler shift from the carrier as in the Clarke’s model. Define:
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(2.8)where N  1 .
Then a Rayleigh fading process is given by:
Xfaded(t) =  A • Re (t) • a  (<) • e,'2,r/ci]•,
where
(2.9)
N 0
a  (t) =  V2 cos (<jJd,ot) +  ^2 2^ "°  cos (wd,ni), (2.10)
. n = l
A is the energy scaling factor. (Usually, A < 1 .) For large N,  R e{a-fodedit)} and Im {a faded(t)} 
approach two independent gaussian processes and thus x(t) approximates a Rayleigh fading process. 
For Nq — 8, the envelope magnitude distribution and the autocorrelation function are shown in 
Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2. We can see that the PDF is in good agreement with the theory. The 
autocorrelation function is close to the theoretical values up to about 55 millisecond of separation 
only. The result is a large discrepancy in the PSD. (See Fig. 2.3.)
1Figure 2.1: The distribution of the magnitude of the envelope.
Figure 2.2: The autocorrelation function of the envelope.
6
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 2.3: The PSD of the envelope.
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Chapter 3
FM Demodulation Under Fading 
Environment
3.1 Introduction
The traditional method for analog FM demodulation is the phase-locked loop (PLL) approach. 
Recently, people [1] have shown that time-frequency representation (TFR) based methods are 
superior to the PLL.
TFR is a lD-to-2D transform that takes a signal x (t) and transforms it to X  (t, f )  where it 
displays the time and frequency information in a jointly fashion. Given any time t , X  (£, / )  is the 
“instantaneous frequency spectrum” of the signal.
3.2 Short-Time Fourier Transform
One of the most popular TFRs is the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). The STFT of a signal, 
x (t), is given by [2]:
/ OO
x ( T ) g ‘ { T - t ) e - W r dT (3.1)
■ O
=  ( x ( r ) ,g ( T - t ) e j2*fT} (3.2)
where g (t) is the analysis window and is usually a lowpass function. Usually, people only consider 
the magnitude \Xatft (¿, /) | or the energy |X atft (t, f) \2 (which is commonly known as the spectro­
gram (SP) of x(t)). Eqn. 3.2 provides the interpretation of |X atft (t, f)\. Since g (r  — t) ej27r-U is
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a function that has its energy around time t and frequency / ,  \X3tft (t, f)\2 is roughly the energy 
that x (t) has at time t and frequency / .
The STFT has some desirable properties such as positivity and robustness against noise. How­
ever, the STFT has a major drawback of poor time-frequency resolution [2] due to its fixed window. 
To illustrate this problem. Consider the following example:
Exam ple 1 A FM modulated triangular pulse is being analyzed. An upward-chirping window is 
used as the analysis window in Fig. 3.1 while a downward-chirping window is used in Fig. 3.2. 
We can see that the first window does a good job for the first half of the signal and poorly for the 
second half and vice versa for the second window.
Figure 3.1: Upward-chirping window performs well only for the first half.
We can see that there does not exist a window that yields good resolution over the whole signal. 
However, if we can use the first window for the first half and the second window for the second half, 
the result will be excellent resolution over the whole signal. This is the motivation for adaptive 
short-time Fourier transform.
3.3 Adaptive Short-Time Fourier Transform
The adaptive short-time Fourier transform (ASTFT) is similar to the STFT except that the analysis 
window is changing with time (and frequency) in order to match the signal characteristics over all
9
Figure 3.2: A downward-chirping window performs well only for the second half.
time. Specifically, let W =  {wi (t), W2 (t) , . . . ,  wm (£)} be the window set from which the ASTFT 
can choose. Then, the ASTFT of a signal, x (t), is given by:
/ CO
x (r ) • wi(t,f) (t - 1) e~j2irfTdr. (3.3)
-OO
Note that the index of the analysis window is a function of time and frequency.
Assuming the modulating function, /  (£), is continuous for small interval [T — AT, T  4- AT),
/ ( t ) « / ( T )  +  / ( T ) - A  t.(3.4)
To match this class of signals over all possible ( /(T ) ,/(T )^  combinations, we use a set of chirp 
windows, each having the form of:
Wi (t) -  g (t) • ejait2, (3.5)
where g (t) should be a real lowpass window, to match the linear term and frequency modulate the 
window to match the constant term.
Finally, an adaptation rule is required to choose among M  windows available. We use the
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maximum correlation rule:
* (*-/) =  arg,<“ f M & /) l9W=«m(t)} • <3-6)
The FM demodulator is then given by:
f ( t )  =&Tgmax{\Xa3tft{ tJ)\} .  (3.7)
The adaptation rule performs the ML estimation of the parameter of the signal and the demodulator 
estimates the true IF using the estimate parameter to construct. Thus, this FM demodulator can 
be viewed as the GLRT estimator of the true instantaneous frequency (IF).
If the ASTFT is implemented on a computer, the input will be the sampled version of the signal 
and we use the discrete-time, discrete-frequency version of the ASTFT:
oo
Xastft [n, k] =  x M • wi[n,k] V -  n\ e~j27r* z (3.8)I——00
where K  is the number of discrete frequencies and the adaptation rule and the FM demodulator 
become:
i[n,k\ =  arg1S“ ^ M [">fcl W ]=u,mW} . (3-9)
f [n ]  =  argmax {\Xa3tft [n , j ] |} . (3.10)
3
3.4 Peak Tracking
Unlike the PLL which is a tracking scheme, TFR-based FM demodulation searches for the optimal 
solution at each time independently. This can result in spurious false estimations.
Peak tracking is used to reject these false estimations by exploiting the smoothness of the 
modulating signal. Under a non-fading environment, we can show that a HMM or a dynamic 
programming scheme works very well. However, they perform poorly in a fading environment. The 
main reason is that peak tracking offers improvement when the false peaks are scattered throughout 
time. If there is a long successive run of false peaks, these peak-tracking schemes may perform worse 
than without peak tracking. Therefore, a new scheme is proposed. Define the estimate quality factor
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7  [n] as:
7 M = K  • max* {|X aatft [n, A:]|2}T L i l^ t/t[n ,A :]|2
Now the FM demodulator becomes:
(3.11)
/  M =  arg max {|Xast/t [n, fc]|} ■ (7  [n] -  7 ) (3.12)
where u (x ) is the unit step function. The estimate is equal to the a priori mean of /  (t) , 0 in this 
case, if the estimate quality is below the threshold 7  and is equal to the ASTFT estimate if the 
quality factor is above the threshold. The estimate quality factor is an indicator of how reliable 
the ASTFT information is at each time instance. 7  [n] varies from 1 to K.  It achieves the lower 
bound when the frequency spectrum is flat, indicating it is primarily noise and it achieves the upper 
bound when the frequency spectrum is an impulse, indicating that the signal component is strong. 
Thus, it tells us how reliable our estimate from the ASTFT is at each time. If the estimate becomes 
unreliable, we choose the a priori mean.
3.5 Performance of the ASTFT demodulator
It is possible to derive a formula that approximates the output SNR given an input SNR. Since 
we quantize the output frequencies into K  values, the maximum output SNR will be limited by 
the resolution of the FFT (which is effectively a log2 K  bit output quantizer) as the input SNR 
becomes sufficiently high. Denote S N R mo.x as the output SNR given that there is no noise at the 
input (S N R j  =  4-oo). We heuristically argue that the output SNR is S N R mox — ||z ||2 / c r ^  if the 
signal amplitude is over the noise floor and is ||x||2 when the signal is under the noise floor. The 
first claim is based on empirical observation and the second is the result of forcing the estimate to 
the a priori mean when the signal strength is weak. Then, the output SNR is given by:
S N R 0
\x\
Pr [|x| < noise floor] • ||x||2 -f Pr [|x| > noise floor] ■ <7?. (3.13)
Let the mean amplitude of the noise floor be 0. (The noise power is cr2.) The noise floor relates to 
the input SNR, S N R i , by:
SNRi  = (3.14)
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Combined with the fact that the signal amplitude has the Rayleigh distribution with the parameter 
||x||2, we have:
SN R 0 IM<T2 1 <T2
1 — e 2~ H*tl " . ||a;||2 +  e
____ Ll _ e  7, - SNRj
^  S N  R.Max
____ I
2 S N R j  1 — e 2 S N R I
This approximation yields excellent agreement with experimental results.
(3.15)
(3.16)
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Testing Method
We compare the ASTFT FM demodulator with a PLL operating in the complex baseband. The 
test signal is a complex baseband FM modulated sinusoid of 300 Hz sampled at 20 kHz with a 
modulation index of 0.75. (See Fig. 4.1.) The test signal is faded at 15,30,45, and 60 mph with
Figure 4.1: The true IF law of the test signal.
a carrier frequency of 900 MHz. The PLL requires a oversampling factor of 4 in order to work 
properly. The optimal step gain and the best narrowband filter are found by experiment. The 
ASTFT does not need oversampling.
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4.2 Simulation Results
The ASTFT FM demodulator is tested with and without the peak-tracking component under 
computer simulation. The ASTFT method out performs the PLL by about 7 — 10 dB; i.e., the 
input-to-output SNR curves are roughly 7 to 10 dB to the left of the family of curves of the PLL. 
See Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.3, Fig. 4.4.
Figure 4.2: The input vs. output SNR characteristics for the PLL.
The peak tracking can only provide a modest amount of improvement, about 0.2—0.8 dB. In very
15
high input SNR region, it may actually degrade the performance. (See Fig. 4.5.) The performance 
approximation (Eqn. 3.16) derived in Chapter 3 is in good agreement with the simulation data as 
shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.3: The input SNR vs. output SNR characteristics of the ASTFT FM demodulator without 
peak-tracking.
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Figure 4.4: The input SNR vs. output SNR characteristics for the ASTFT FM demodulator with 
peak-tracking.
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Figure 4.5: The output SNR gain by using peak tracking. (At high SNR, there is often no gain in 
output SNR.)
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Figure 4.6: The theoretical approximation agree well with the simulation data.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The ASTFT requires FFTs which lead to an increase in computational requirement. It also needs 
more memory to store the correlation of each hypothesis parameterized by each window. However,, 
it allows more efficient use of bandwidth. In PLL FM systems, there exists a trade-off between 
the input SNR and the bandwidth. Although such trade-off still exists, the ASTFT is much more 
tolerant towards small modulation index by using longer windows (finer frequency resolution) and 
matching them to the signal characteristics. In addition, software PLL requires an oversampling 
of 2 — 8 times in order to function properly. This requirement translates to using a faster A/D 
converter and a high production cost. The ASTFT requires less samples per time interval and can 
afford to use slower, cheaper A/D converters. Most importantly, it offers a substantial amount of 
improvement, including higher output SNR and more robust co-channel interference rejection, over 
conventional PLL approach.
21
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% H---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1-
% | ECE 497UM Advanced Digital Communication I
% | Class Project: Jakes' Fader I
% I I
% | By Henry K. Kwok, Fall 1995 I% H---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- f
% | function [ y] = fade(x,v,fc,T,fadetype,power,diversity,paths)|
% | is a function that produces a faded version of 'x'. |
% | x - the original version of the signal. I
% | v - the mobile traveling speed in mph. I
% | fc - the carrier frequency in MHz. I
% | T - the sampling interval in sec. I
% | fadetype - 'rayleigh' or 'rician' fade I
% | power - if fadetype = 'rayleigh' I
% | the output is scaled to have 'power' |
% | times of the input energy. I
% | if fadetype = 'rician' I
% | power determines the LOS-to-fading ratio. |
% | the output energy is same as the input. |
% | diversity - the number of faded output signal. I
% | path - the number sinusoids to use (optional). |
% | y - the faded version of 'x'. I% +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- +%
% x is assumed to be a complex baseband signal. If paths is unspecified,
% it is defaulted to 8. Also, the maximum doppler shift + BW must be less 
% than 1/2T. Otherwise, x needs to interpolate such that aliasing 
% does not occur after the fading process.
function [ y] = fade(x,v,fc,T,fadetype,power,diversity,paths)
% conversion to metric system 
fc = fc * le6;
v = v * 5280 * 12 * 0.0254 / 3600;
if (-exist('fadetype'))
fadetype = 'rayleigh';
end
if (-exist('power'))
if (fadetype == 'rayleigh') 
power = 1; 
else
power = 0.5; 
end 
end
if (-exist('diversity')) 
diversity = 1; 
else
if (diversity > 2 | diversity < 1)
disp('Diversity can only be 1 or 2!!') 
return 
end 
end
if (-exist('paths'))
NO = 8; 
else
NO = paths; 
end
N = 4* NO + 2;
% Calculate the maximum Doppler frequency* %--------------------------------------------------------------
- wavelength = 3e8/fc; 
fdmax = v/wavelength;
vdisp([ 'Maximum Doppler Shift = ' num2str (fdmax) 'Hz.'] )
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Calculate the NO Doppler shifts
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
wd = zeros(1,NO); 
for k = 1:N0
wd(k) = 2*pi*fdmax*cos(2*pi*k/N); 
end
%--------------------------------------------
% Generate the fading envelope
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
y = zeros(length(x),diversity); % reserve space for 'y*
t = (cumsumfones(length(x),1))-1)*T; % generate a analog time scale
% Add up the first NO branches 
for k = 1:N0
if (diversity == 1)
y = y + exp(j*pi*k/NO)*cos(wd(k)*t); 
else
y(:,l) = y(:,l) + exp(j*pi*k/(NO+1))* cos (wd (k)* t) ; 
y(:,2) = y(:,2) + exp(j*pi* (k+2)/ (NO+1))*cos(wd(k)*t); 
end 
end
% Add the branch with the maximum Doppler shift 
for k = 1:diversity
y(:,k) = 2*y(:,k) + sqrt(2)*cos(2*pi*fdmax*t); 
end
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Multiple the envelope with the signal
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
y = y .* (x*ones(1,diversity) ) ;
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Scale the rays to the appropriate energy level%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
stdY = sqrt(mean(abs(y) .A 2)); 
stdX = sqrt(mean(abs(x) .A 2));
if (strcmp(fadetype,'rayleigh'))
y = y ./ (ones(length(x),1)*stdY) * stdX * sqrt(power); 
else
y = y •/ (ones(length(x),1)*stdY) * stdX/sqrt(1+power); 
y = y + sqrt(power/(1+power))*x*ones(1,diversity); 
end
/*+■ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- +
ECE 497UM Advanced Digital Communication I
Class Project: Jakes' Fader II
By Henry K. Kwok, Fall 1995 I
_l---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- h
| fade [ in] [ out] [ speed] [ fc] [ T] I
| is a function that produces a faded version of 'x'. |
| in - the filename of the input signal I
| out - the filename of the output signal I
| v - the mobile traveling speed in mph I
| fc - the carrier frequency in MHz I
| T - the sampling interval in sec I
I I
| This program can only produce one Rayleigh fading process |
| The output vector name is the input signal name plus a 'f' |
| at the end, e.g., if the input is vector 'x', the output |
| will be vector 'xf'. The energy is automatically scaled to |
| the energy of the original signal. It does not quite offer |
| the options that is available in the .m code. I
| The maximum signal length is 200000 sample determined by the|
| constant MAX_SIGNAL_LENGTH. I+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
x is assumed to be a complex baseband signal. If paths is unspecified, 
it is defaulted to 8. Also, the maximum doppler shift + BW must be less 
than 1/2T. Otherwise, x needs to be interpolated such that aliasing 
does not occur after the fading process.* /
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#define MAX_SIGNAL 
#define NO 
#define N 
#define pi 
#define root2
typedef struct { 
long type; 
long mrows; 
long ncols; 
long imagf; 
long namlen;
} M A T R I X ;
main(argc,argv) 
int argc; 
char * argv[ ] ;{
char pname( 20] ;
double xr[ MAX_SIGNAL_LENGTH] , xi[ MAX_SIGNAL_LENGTH] ; 
double wd[ 9] , phasef 9] ;
FILE * in,*out;
MATRIX IN,OUT; 
int len; 
register n,k;
double v,fc,t,T,egyX,egyY,tempR,tempi,tempi,temp2,fd;
/* First, make sure that there are enough arguements */ 
if (argc < 6) {
LENGTH 200000 
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4* NO+2
3.141592684
1.4142136
printf("USAGE: fade in.mat out.mat velocity carrier_freq. sampling_interval\n"); 
printf("Please enter the right arguments and try again !!\n\n"); 
exit(-1);}
else {
v = atof (argv[ 3] ) ; 
fc = atof (argvf 4] ) ;
T = atof (argv[ 5] ) ;
}
in = fopen(argv[ 1] , " rb" ) ; 
out = fopen(argv[ 2] , "wb" );
if (in != NULL) {
/* Read in the signal from .mat file */ 
fread(&IN,sizeof(MATRIX),1,in); 
fread(Spname,sizeof(char),IN.namlen,in); 
len = IN.mrows;
fread(&xr,sizeof(double),len,in); 
if (IN.imagf) {
fread(&xi,sizeof(double),len,in);}
/* read the header */
/* the name of the vector */
/* read the real part */
/* is the signal complex? */
/* if yes, read the imaginary */ 
/* part too */
/* Calculate the Doppler shifts & the phase shifts*/
v = v * 5280 * 12 * 0.0254 / 3600; /* mph -> m/s */
fc = fc * le6; /* MHz -> Hz */
fd = fc * v/3e8; /* fd - max. Doppler shift */
for (n=0;n<=N0;n++) {
phase[ n] = pi * (double) (n) / (double) (NO);
wd[ n] = 2*pi*fd*cos(2*pi* (double) (n)/ (double) (N));
/* Fade the signal */
/* <1> Calculate the signal energy */
egyX = 0.0;
for (n=0;n<len;n++) {
egyX += xr( n] * xr[ n] + xi[ n] * xi[ n] ;}
/* <2> Fade the signal */ 
egyY=0.0;
for (n=0,t=0.0;n<len;n++,t+=T) {
/* 1st source of degradation - Doppler shift */
tempR = 0.0;
tempi = 0.0;
for (k=l;k<=N0;k++) {
tempR += 2*cos(wd[ k] * t)* cos (phase( k] ); 
tempi += 2*cos(wd[ k] * t) * sin (phase[ k] );}
tempR += root2* cos (wd[ 0] * t) ;
tempi = xr( n] * tempR - xi[ n] * tempi; 
temp2 = xr[ n] * tempi + xi[ n] * tempR; 
xr[ n] = tempi; 
xi[ n] = temp2;
/* Sum up the energy too! */ 
egyY += tempi*tempi + temp2*temp2;}
/* <3> Scale the energy of the faded signal back to */ 
/* the same as the original signal */
tempi = sqrt(egyX/egyY);
for (n=0;n<len;n++) {
xr[ n] = xr[ n] * tempi; 
xi[ n] = xi[ n] * tempi;}
/* Finally, save the data into the output file in .mat format */ 
OUT = IN;
OUT.namlen++; 
n = strlen(pname);
pnamef n] ='f'; /* add a letter 'f' to the signal vector name
pname[ n+1] = ' \ 0 ' ;
OUT.imagf =1; /* the output is complex in general */
fwrite(&OUT,sizeof(MATRIX),l,out);
fwrite(Spname,sizeof(char),OUT.namlen, out);
fwrite(&xr,sizeof(double),len,out);
fwrite(&xi,sizeof(double),len,out);}
else {
printf("Unable to open input file! Quit!\n\n"); 
exit(-1);}
fclose(in); 
fclose(out);
return 0;
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Abstract
Adaptive MMSE receivers have been shown to yield near-far resistant 
demodulation for direct sequence CDMA systems. However, the efficiency of 
MMSE adaptation in a fading environment has not been explored. In this 
project, we consider the trade-off between steady state error and tracking 
performance for a stochastic gradient algorithm. We consider methods for 
tuning the adaptation gain automatically to minimize the mean square error, 
and compare the performance of these self-tuning mechanism to that of the 
adaptive algorithm with a fixed gain.
1 Introduction
The MMSE demodulator has been shown to yeild near-far resistant perfor­
mance for direct-sequence CDMA systems. In this project,we examine the 
performance of MMSE adaptation over a fading channel. In order to focus 
attention on the effect of channel time-variations, however, we consider a 
single user using DS signaling over a Rayleigh fading channel. The channel 
fading results in a time-varying system which needs to be tracked sufficiently 
fast. This feist tracking requires a large adaptation gain for the fixed-gain 
NLMS algorithm, which also leads to high misadjustment. This motivates 
us to use a self-tuning gain for the NLMS algorithm which can catch up with 
the channel variation and still keep a low misadjustment.
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2 Background: fading channel model
Due to the combined effect of mobile and multipath propagation, a signal that 
is transmitted over a mobile radio channel will experience rapid and extreme 
phase and frequency modulation, referred to as fading. Previous work in the 
field over the frequency range from 50 to 11200MHz have shown that the 
envelope of the mobile radio signal is Rayleigh distributed when measured 
over distances of a few tens of wavelength. [6]]. This leads to the assumption 
that at any point the received field is made up of a number of horizontally 
traveling plane wave with random amplitudes and angles of arrival from 
different locations. The phases of the waves are uniformly distributed from 0 
to 27T. Figure 2 shows a typical plane wave component incident on a mobile 
receiver.
The vehicle motion introduces a Doppler shift in every wave
Ljn =  /3vcos(an)
where
with the Ac being the transmitted carrier frequency. The Doppler shift is
Assume that the field can be represented as a superposition of plane 
wave, a mathematical model can be developed. Jakes’s simulator [6] is mo­
tivated by this model. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the Jakes’s simulator. 
It uses No low frequency oscillators with frequencies equal to the Doppler 
shifts u mcos(2Trn/N), n =  1 , 2 , . . .No, plus one with frequency u m are used 
to generate signals frequency-shifted from a carrier frequency uc using mod­
ulation methods. The amplitudes of all the components are made equal to 
unity except for the one with frequency u>m, which is set to l/y /2 . The phase 
(3n is chosen to be jjr  so that the resultant phase will be close to a uniform 
distribution. The quadrature (xa) and in-phase (æc) are
No
xc(t) =  2 cos/3ncosujnt +  a/ 2 cosacosumt (1 )
n = l
2
coming wave
mobile x
1 : A typical plan wave component incident on a mobile receiver
OFFSET OSCILLATORS
Figure 2: Jakes’ Rayleigh fading simulator
No
xs(t) =  2 ^ 2  sin/3ncosujnt +  y/2sinacosujmt (2)
n = l
The phase of y (t) must be random and uniformly distributed from zero 
to 27T. We can choose a  =  7t/ 4 , (3n — 7r * n/No to obtain the uniform phase.
3 System  M odel
As mentioned earlier, the objective is to evaluate the performance of adaptive 
MMSE receiver in the fading environment. To focus the attention on the 
time variation of the channel, we assume that there is no multiple access 
interference (MAI), i.e., the system is a single-user using DS signaling as in 
Fig. 3.
In our assumption, we assume that the carrier frequency is f c =  900M H z, 
and the symbol rate is f a =  10kbit/ second. Goldcode is used as the spreading 
sequence, as it has good correlation property. For the adaptive receiver, the
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spreading sequence
Figure 3: The system model
NLMS is used due to its simplicity. The NLMS algorithm is listed here for 
further reference.
1 . Filter output
y(n) =  W H(n)X(n) (3)
2. Estimation error
e(n) =  d(n) -  y(n) (4)
3. Power estimation
p(n +  l)  =  Ap(n) +  ( l - A ) | |X | |  (5)
4. Tap-weight adaptation
r?r/ -X itt/ \ uX(n)e*(n)k > + i ) = ^ w + - p(^ ; 1y  (6)
where X  is the input to the adaptive filter, W  is the adaptive filter coef­
ficient, fi is the adaptation gain, i.e., step size.
3.1 The Variable Step (VS) NLMS algorithm
The signals in the fading channel are apt to vary faster than the nonfading 
signals, which could pose a more difficult task for the adaptive filter.
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When the NLMS algorithm is used, the tracking ability is directly related 
to the choice of the adaptation gain. The adaptation gain is a fixed positive 
real value. The adaptation gain has to satisfy , to guarantee the
convergence in mean, where R is the correlation matrix of input X . A large 
adaptation gain within the convergence bound normally gives fast conver­
gence and at the same time large misadjustment. When the environment is 
time-varying, fast tracking is demanded and the convergence bound could be 
different at different time. In that case a time-varying adaptation gain could 
be a better alternative than a fixed one to obtain both small misajustment 
and fast convergence. This issue of on-line estimation of the adaptation gain 
has been addressed in a few papers. Among the methods proposed in these 
papers, Variable Step (VS) method by Harris has been shown to be one of 
the possible means to estimate the optimal adaptation gain [7].
In the VS algorithm, for a length-iV filter, a N  by N  diagonal adaptation 
matrix is used instead of a single value, each element of the adaptation gain 
diagonal matrix is adjusted when either the corresponding gradient has the 
same sign for a certain number of consecutive times or has alternated signs 
for a certain number of consecutive times.
V S  a d a p ta tio n  ga in  a d ju stm en t
if V,-,* alternates sign for mO consecutive samples 
/it,it =  H i , k - i / o c
if Vj,* have the sa'me sign for m l consecutive samples 
/it,k =  /it,Jfc-l x  a  
where
Vi,* =  —real(elxk-i) is the gradient estimate of the ith component
For the VS algorithm, a N  x N  diagonal adaptation gain matrix is needed. 
All these N  diagonal elements is controlled by a single value a  to adjust 
the change. Since the adaptation gain for NLMS or LMS must satisfy a 
bound to guarantee the convergence, the large numbers of adaptation gain 
elements could result in an overall adaptation gain larger than the bound. 
Besides the parameter a, the choice of mO and m l is ad hoc. Further, N  
adaptation gain elements have to be updated at each iteration, which is 
quite computationally expensive. This motivates us to derive the following 
adaptive-// LMS algorithm.
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3.2 Derivation of the adaptive-// LMS algorithm
The cost function to be minimized is
J(n) =  <71 -  W ? P  -  P HWn +  W »R W n (7)
where <7% =  variance of the desired response d(n)
P  =  cross-correlation vector vetween the tap-input vector U(n) and the 
desire response d(n)
R — correlation matrix of the tap-input vector U(ri).
y(n) = w ” x ■ (8)
w n+1 =  Wn +  2 finX e \ (9)
where /i is a positive real value. Rewrite equation 9,
w n+i =  w n +  2 nnx (d n -  w ” x y (10)
Take derivatives of both sides of equation 10,
Ofin OUn Ofln (1 1 )
Define
7 _  dw-  &n — o
Ofin
( 12)
and approximately
7 _  dWn+,^n+1 r\
OUn
(13)
d(dn -  w " x y  d
d/J>n dfin
(14)
i.e.
d(dn - w » x y  x H „
dfin
(15)
Therefore, the recursion for Zn is
Zn+1 — Zn + 2Xne„ — 2HnX nXn Zn (16)
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Hence the gradient of adaptation gain // is
_  dJy» =  ~z— =  traceOfl
dJ  d W T
dW n d[i _ 
=  —2 • trace[e„X  • Zj]
(17)
(18)
Since // < 1 /trace(R ) must be satisfied to guarantee the convergence,we 
can not allow // to change too drastic. We can take the sign gradient ap­
proach, i.e.
t^n+l — /^ n &(rea/(VM))a6s(V/i) (19)
where a  is the parameter to control the variation of //.
This derivation can be easily extended to NLMS, since the power of input 
is not a function of the adaptation gain.
4 Simulation Results
Simulations have been performed for the nonfading channel to ensure the 
correctness of the algorithms developed. The results are shown in Fig. 4. In 
this plot, the dashed line represent the adaptive-// algorithm result. In this 
case, all three algorithms converge nicely. This is no surprise, since the SNR 
is lOdB and there is no MAI. However, the VS algorithm has 31 different 
adaptation gains, it is hard to tell that they converge to some optimal gain. 
Nonetheless, the one adaptation gain element we monitor does seem to adjust 
itself towards the right direction. The adaptive-// algorithm clearly adjusts 
the // such that it quickly converges, and it decrease the // after convergence. 
This self-tuning results in smaller misadjustment than a conventional NLMS 
with a comparable convergence rate. For the VS algorithm, the a  used is 
1.17 for all the simulations. For the adaptive-// NLMS is a  about .005. A 
larger a  can be used, but it will result in a larger misadjustment.
Having finished these simulations, we apply these three algorithms to the 
signal which passes through a Rayleigh fading channel. Fig. 5 are the results 
of this set of simulations. In the detection plot, the dashed line represent the 
NLMS algorithm result. In the adaptive // plot, the dashed line represent the 
adaptive-// algorithm result.Neither of them can track the change fast enough 
to give us a satisfactory results. Nonetheless, the adaptive-// algorithm shows
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Th« detection error«
Figure 4: Detection Error and adaptation gain for nonfading channel.
some improvement over the NLMS and VS algorithm. Comparing the error 
plot Fig.5 with the fading parameter shown in Fig. 6, we observe the failure 
is mainly due to the sign change of the real part of the fading parameter. It 
takes a certain number of iterations for the algorithm to catch up after the 
sign changes. In the fading case we simulate, the sign changes faster than 
that the algorithms could follow.
To further verify the assumption that the sign change is the underlying 
problem, another set of simulations have been performed. This time, we take 
the envelop of the fading channel and use that to modulate the signal, i.e. 
we are simulating a channel with a fading which does not have large phase 
shift such that only the envelop changes magnitude. This set of simulations 
are conducted. The results in Fig. 7 confirm our hypothesis. In this plot, 
the dashed line represent the adaptive-// algorithm result. In this set of sim­
ulations, it is clearly shown that the adaptive-// algorithm track the change 
faster than the NLMS and VS.
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Ths d«*ction mtot using VS. NLMS, Adaptiva-mu NLMS
Figure 5: Detection Error and adaptation gain for Rayleigh fading channel
Th* rsal part of fading param at* A
Figure 6: Raylegh fading channel parameter .
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Figure 7: Detection Error and adaptation gain for fading channel.
5 Conclusions and Furthur Study
These results show that an algorithm that can track fast variation of the 
system is needed for the adaptive MMSE scheme. Although the proposed 
self-tuning MMSE scheme does not perform satisfactorily when the fading 
has a large phase shift, it does give a better performance than the original 
NLMS and VS algorithm. Comparing with the NLMS, it allows us to use 
any small value as initial adaptation gain. It will self-adjust to a proper value 
and keep adjusting if necessary. Comparing with VS algorithm, the adjust-/i 
algorithm is less likely that the adaptation gain will be adjusted to be larger 
than the bound. Further work needs to be done to improve the adaptive-/i 
algorithm such that it can adjust to the changes fast enough to catch the 
fading variation.
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INTRODUCTION
In mobile radio communications many users share a common channel to communicate to each 
other. In that situation it is hard to avoid the mutual interference with unwanted signals at a specified 
receiver. The Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum technique is well known to be one of the available 
methods to overcome this problem. [1] Within both the commercial and military arenas, there is a trend 
toward the use of frequency hopped systems because of their inherent anti-jam or anti-interference and 
low-probability-of-intercept characteristics. Moreover, it combats the detrimental effects of transmitting 
through a slowly varying fading channel.
Today, GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) is established in over 50 countries in 
most parts of the world. Within GSM, new services are continuously developed and standardized in an 
evolution towards PCS (in North America GSM is often referred to as PCS 1900). By the beginning of 
1995, there were over 5 million subscribers. As the number of subscribers grow, the network operators 
may eventually get capacity constraints, since the frequency spectrum is limited. GSM incorporates slow 
frequency hopping as an optional feature, whereby successive call bursts are sent over different 
frequencies, thus mitigating the effects of fading and making transmissions less sensitive to interference.
This paper will present a description of how frequency hopping is implemented in GSM and 
provide some simulation results which corroborate the points discussed above. A brief overview of FH 
shall provide the necessary background for any untrained reader, after which the main characteristics of 
GSM may be presented. Simulations and analysis carried out previously, summarized here, will provide 
the reader with a comprehensive understanding of the issues at hand when discussing frequency hopping
in GSM.
ANALYSIS OF FREQUENCY HOPPING GSM
I. OVERVIEW OF FREQUENCY HOPPING
In a frequency hopped (FH) spread spectrum communications system the available channel 
bandwidth is subdivided into a large number of contiguous frequency slots. In any signaling interval, the 
transmitted signal occupies one or more of the available frequency slots. The selection of the frequency 
slot(s) in each signaling interval is made pseudo-randomly according to the output from a PN generator. 
[2] The hopping can be cyclic or random, depending on the specific need of the system. Both modes 
provide frequency diversity, since if a signal is currently in a deep fade, it is likely that switching to an 
alternative carrier frequency will result in a higher signal level.
The frequency-hopping rate is usually selected to be either equal to the (coded or uncoded) 
symbol rate or faster than that rate. If there are multiple hops per symbol, we have a fast-hopped signal. 
On the other hand, if the hopping is performed at the symbol rate, we have a slow-hopped signal. [2]
FH /SS signals are used primarily in digital communications systems that require anti-jamming 
protection and in CDMA. In most cases, a FH signal is preferred over a DS/SS signal because of the 
stringent synchronization requirements inherent in DS/SS signals. A block diagram of the transmitter 
and receiver for FH is shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1. Block diagram of a FH spread spectrum system
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The modulation is usually either binary or M-ary FSK. From the block diagram it is clear that 
synchronization is needed between the transmitter’s PN generator and the receiver’s PN generator. Thus, 
the pseudo-random frequency translation introduced at the transmitter is removed at the receiver by 
mixing the synthesizer output with the received signal. The resultant signal is demodulated by means of 
an FSK demodulator, in this case. A signal for maintaining synchronism of the PN generator with the 
frequency-translated received signal is usually extracted from the received signal. [2] A block diagram of 
a FH receiver is shown in Fig. 2.
FH.Rggeiver
Figure 2. Block diagram of a FH Receiver
The “near-far” problem in spread-spectrum systems relates to the problem of very strong signals 
at a receiver swamping out the effects of weaker signals. A frequency-hop system is not very susceptible 
to the near-far problem because it is an avoidance system rather than an averaging system. Interference 
results whenever there is simultaneous occupancy of a given frequency slot, and in this case it does not 
matter much if the interfering signal is much stronger than the desired signal. In summary:
A. Advantages of frequency hopping
• Great amount of spreading
• Can be programmed to avoid portions of the spectrum
• Relatively short acquisition time
• Less affected by near-far problem
B. Disadvantages of frequency hopping
• Complex frequency synthesizer
• Not useful for range and range-rate measurement.
• Error correction required [3]
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n . OVERVIEW OF GSM
In 1991 the Pan-European digital mobile radio system known as GSM was standardized and 
launched. Although standardized in Europe, GSM is not only a European standard. GSM networks are 
operational or planned in almost 60 countries in Europe, the Middle East, the Fast East, Africa, South 
America, and Australia. By the beginning of 1995, there were over 5 million subscribers. The acronym 
GSM now aptly stands for Global System for Mobile communications. [4]
A. Architecture of the GSM network
A GSM network is composed of several functional entities, whose functions and interfaces are 
specified. Figure 3 shows the layout of a generic GSM network. The network can be divided into three 
broad parts. The Mobile Station is carried by the subscriber, the Base Station Subsystem controls the 
radio link with the Mobile Station. The Network Subsystem performs the switching of calls as well as 
mobility management.
SIM Subscriber Identity Module BSC Base Station Controller MSC Mobile services Switching Center 
ME Mobile Equipment HLR Home Location Register EIR Equipment Identity Register
BTS Base Transceiver Station VLR Visitor Location Register AuC Authentication Center
Figure 3. GSM Architecture
B. Multiple access and channel structure
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) with eight users per carrier is used at a multi-user rate 
of 271 kbits/s, demanding a channel equalizer to combat dispersion. The error protected chip-rate of the 
full-rate traffic channels is 22.8 kbit/s, which in half-rate channels is 11.4 kbit/s. There are two speech 
traffic channels, five different-rate data traffic channels and 14 various control and signaling channels to
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support the system’s operation. The main GSM features are summarized in Table 1. Slow frequency 
hopping at 217 hops/s yields substantial performance gains for slowly moving pedestrians.
A Traffic Channel (TCH) is used to carry speech and data traffic. Traffic channels are defined 
using a 26-frame multiframe, or group of 26 TDMA frames. Out of the 26 frames, 24 are used for traffic, 
1 is used for the Slow Associated Control Channel (SACCH) and 1 is currently unused. TCHs for the 
uplink and downlink are separated in time by 3 burst periods, so that the mobile station does not have to 
transmit and receive simultaneously.
A physical channel in a TDMA system is defined as a timeslot with a timeslot (TN) in a sequence 
of TDMA frames. However, the GSM system employs TDMA combined with frequency hopping and 
hence the physical channel is partitioned in both time and frequency. Each carrier frequency supports 8 
physical channels mapped onto 8 timeslots within a TDMA frame. A timeslot sequence is defined by a 
time-slot number TN and TDMA frame number (FN) sequence. For a more detailed description of
channels see Appendix I.
System Feature
Uplink bandwidth 890-915=25 MHz
Downlink bandwidth 935-960=25 MHz
Total GSM bandwidth 50 MHz
Carrier Spacing 200 kHz
No. of RF carriers 125
Multiple access TDMA
No. of users/carriers 8
Total No. of channels 1000
TDMA burst rate 271 kbits/s
Modulation GMSK with BT=0.3
Bandwidth efficiency 1.35 bits/s/Hz
Channel equalizer yes
Speech coding rate 13 kbit/s
FEC coded speech rate 22.8 kbits/s
FECcoding Embedded block/convolutional
Frequency hopping 217 hops/s
DTX and VAD 1 yes
Maximum cell radius 35 km
Table 1. GSM Features
1 DTX: Discontinuous transmission, VAD: Voice Activity Detection
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C. Multipath equalization
At the 900 MHz range, radio waves bounce off everything. Thus many reflected signals, each 
with a different phase, can reach an antenna. If reliable communications is expected, the uncontrolled ISI 
introduced by the mobile channel, as well as the controlled ISI introduced in the partial modulator have to 
be removed, which requires a channel equalizer. Equalization is used to extract the desired signal from 
the unwanted reflections. It works by finding out how a known transmitted signal is modified by 
multipath fading, and constructing an inverse filter to extract the rest of the desired signal. This known 
signal is the 26-bit training sequence transmitted in the middle of every time-slot burst (see Appendix I). 
The Bit Error Rate (BER) is minimized if a MLSE is deployed to decide upon the most likely transmitted 
sequence. The Viterbi Algorithm (VA) is a well suited method for MLSE and is deployed in most 
proposed implementations of the GSM system. [5]
D. Modulation
Recall that each time-slot burst is transmitted at a gross bit rate of 271 kbps. This digital signal 
is modulated onto the analog carrier frequency using GMSK, which was selected because of its robustness 
against fading, interference and its good spectral efficiency.
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m . FREQUENCY HOPPING IN GSM
In GSM mobile stations are very frequency agile, where they can move between a transmit, 
receive, and monitor time slot within one TDMA frame (4.615ms), which normally are on different 
frequencies. GSM incorporates Slow Frequency Hopping as an optional feature, whereby successive call 
bursts are sent over different frequencies, thus mitigating the effects of fading. More precisely, the mobile 
and BTS (Base Transceiver Unit) transmit each TDMA frame on a different carrier frequency. This 
provides extra decorrelation of signal quality across each frame. SFH aids the bit interleaving mechanism 
at low mobile speeds and in doing so increases the effectiveness of the error correction process. 
Furthermore, it reduces co-channel interference by randomizing it. SFH, as will be shown later, though, 
is less effective at higher mobile speeds since bit errors are already decorrelated by the normal interleaving 
process. If the present TDMA burst happened to be in a deep fade, then the next burst most probably will 
not be, as long as hopping is carried out to a frequency outside the coherence bandwidth Bc=0.5pd of the 
dispersive channel, where d is the channel’s delay-spread. This, again, brings substantial gains in case of 
slowly moving MSs such as pedestrians.
A. Synchronization issues
< Some synchronization issues are standardized, yet, the GSM Recommendations do not specify the 
exact BS-MS synchronization algorithms; these are left to the equipment manufacturers. However, 
unique set of timebase counters is defined to ensure perfect BS-MS synchronism. The BS sends frequency 
correction bursts (FCB) and synchronization bursts (SB) on specific timeslots of the BCCH (Broadcast 
Control Channel) carrier to the MS to ensure that the MS’s frequency standard is perfectly aligned with 
that of the BS, as well as to inform the MS about the required initial state of its internal counters. The MS 
sends its uniquely numbered traffic and control bursts staggered by three timeslots with respect to those of 
the BS to prevent simultaneous MS transmission and reception, and also takes into account the required 
timing advance (TA) to cater for different BS-MS-BS round-trip delays.
It is desirable to have perfect synchronism of all the channels under the control of a BS, and 
hence all its RF carrier frequencies and timebase counter frequencies are derived from the same reference 
frequency of 13MHz. It is possible but not mandatory to synchronize different BSs together. When the
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BS detects the Access Burst sent by a MS it will notice it is asking for random access to it. The BS 
evaluates the propagation delay (using the information received), which will be the timing advance to be 
signaled to the MS. This timing advance is continuously updated and the adjustment error is less than 
half of a bit error. [6]
B. Frequency hopping algorithm
The GSM frequency hopping algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. The algorithm’s input parameters 
include the TDMA Frame Number (FN) specified in terms of the indices FN(T1), FN(T2) and FN(T3), as 
received in the synchronization burst (SB) via the Synchronization Channel (SCH) (Fig 5). FN is then 
calculated by the formula:
FN=51 [(T3-T2)mod26]+T3+51 *26*T1
A further parameter is the set of RF channels called mobile allocation(MA) assigned for use in 
the MS hopping sequence, which is limited to 1<N<64 channels out of the legitimate 124 GSM channels, 
but it is likely to be less than 32 due to a number of operators competing for frequencies. The Mobile 
Allocation Index Offset (MAIO) determines the minimum value of the Mobile Allocation Index (MAI), 
which is the output variable of the FH algorithm determining the next RF channel to which frequency 
hopping is required.
The Hopping Sequence generator Number (HSN) 0<HSN<63 is a further control parameter, 
which results in cyclic hopping if HSN =0, as seen in Fig. 4, and in pseudo-random hopping patterns if 
1<HSN<63. This is, because for HSN=0 the mobile allocation index is computed as:
MAI=[(FN+MAIO)mod N]
where (mod N) is taken to ensure that MAI remains an element of the set MA. For 1<HSN<63 we follow 
the other branch of the flow chart. The only undefined variable in the figure is NB, representing the 
number of bits required for the binary encoding of N, the number of RF channels in the set MA. The 
function RNTABLE simply assigns one out of 114 pseudo-random numbers specified by GSM according 
to its argument, the XOR operator means bit-wise exclusive OR, while the remaining operations are self- 
explanatory. The output of the process is the mobile allocation index (MAI) specifying the next RF 
channel to be used by the MS.
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Frequency hopping is not allowed on time-slot zero of the BCCH carrier, which is ensured by 
using a single RFCH in the MA (N=l and MAIO=0).
Figure 4. The GSM hopping algorithm
The Pan European Mobile Radio System Part I
PLMNcolour BScolour Tl:superframe index T2:multiframe index T3:block frame index3 bits 3 bits 11 bits 3 bits 3 bits
BSIC 5 bits RFN 19 bits
Figure 5. Synchronization channel (SCH) message format
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C. FREQUENCY HOPPING PERFORMANCE
Simulations have been run by authors trying to investigate the validity and effectiveness of 
frequency hopping in GSM. Hopping averages out the interference between all users, which becomes 
particularly advantageous when the signal is protected with error correcting codes. Voice activity 
detection also reduces interference, and this reduction is also shared around many users, making it much 
more useful in a hopping system than in one with fixed channel allocations. The result is to allow all 
users to have acceptable call quality in spite of the amount of interference they are experiencing. In 
theory, therefore, hopping can allow an increase in subscribers so long as all subscribers accept a limited 
decrease in call quality. The mathematical models indicated the potential advantages a FH, so 
simulations were needed to show it.
1. S im ula tion  I
As with any simulation, some simplifications must be made to reduce the complexity of the 
problem to a level that can be tackled successfully without the use of excessive computing resources. The 
performance of a complete GSM speech channel simulator was reported in [7] for the various GSM 
channel models using vehicular speeds ranging from 0 km/h (AWGN) through pedestrians walking at 3 
km/h to 250 km/h high-speed trains. The standardized typical urban (TU), rural area (RA), hilly terrain 
(HT) and equalizer test (EQ) GSM impulse responses were deployed, as characterized in [5]. In some 
cases also the stationary AWGN results as flat Rayleigh-fading (RAY) results are quoted. For slowly 
walking pedestrians results are portrayed both with and without frequency hopping (FH).
The concatenated coded Cl speech BER vs. E t/N o  results are reproduced in Fig. 6. When using 
the Typical Urban (TU3) channel for pedestrians, the MSs are idling in deep fades and so the interleaving 
memory is not sufficiently long to randomize error bursts before channel decoding, which yields a high 
residual BER2. This is seen effectively combated by FH, where we see approximately a 3dB gain at 2% 
BER and even more at lower BERs. Yet, looking at higher speeds, namely 50 km/h, the effect of FH is 
reduced, because, as said before the bursts get decorrelated by the normal interleaving process. The
2 BER: Bit error ratio - defined as the ratio of the number of errors detected over the frames defined as 
“good” to the number of transmitted bits in the “good” frames.
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higher residual BER of the rural area (RA250) channel is due to the higher Doppler shift and lack of 
‘diversity effect’ engendered by the sharply decaying impulse response.
The unprotected C2 bits have a high residual BER, as shown in Fig. 7, which is almost 
unaffected by FH. This shows that FH hopping works best in instances where the transmitted bits are 
coded, since we get the added protection. In fact, for this case, this residual C2 BER is higher than that of 
the Viterbi Equalizer implementations proposed by N.S. Hoult et al and R. D’Avella et al in their papers. 
Similar tendencies were noted for the Frame Error Rates (FER). Figures 8 and 9 show the same 
parameters versus the signal to interference ratio. Again, it is clear that FH has its most beneficial effect 
when the mobile is moving at low speeds. These graphs show that FH does effectively increase frequency 
diversity and reduces the effect of co-channel and multiuser interference. [5]
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2. S im u la tion  II
In a paper written at Ericsson Radio Systems in Sweden, engineers set out to try to quantify 
interference Diversity Gain in Frequency Hopping GSM. [8] The effects of interference diversity were 
evaluated by means of bit level simulations of the full rate speech channel. The simulator was used to 
measure the downlink quality for a mobile in different interference configurations. For each interference 
case, 9.3 seconds were simulated, which corresponds to transmission of 2025 speech frames. The system 
was considered limited by co-channel interference, with noise and adjacent channel interference being 
neglected. Since the number of hopping frequencies was assumed to have an impact on interference 
diversity, the number of frequencies was varied between 1 and 12 per sector. The system load, i.e. the 
average channel utilization in the system, was varied between 25 and 75%. For more details, refer to [8]. 
From this simulations the important result is that interference diversity seems to depend mainly on two 
parameters: the system load and the number of hopping frequencies.
a. System load: The results shown in Figures 10-13, clearly establish a relation between system 
load and interference diversity: as the system load decreases, the gain of interference 
diversity increases. At 2% FER3 which is used as a quality criterion, the required C/I (signal 
to interference ratio) is approximately 5-5.8dB with low system load (Figures 10 and 12), 
and around 7 dB with high system load (Figures 11 and 13). The required C/I for a system 
without diversity is 7.5 dB (the solid line in the Figures).
b. Number of hopping frequencies: Simulations were run with 3 and 12 frequencies per sector 
(Figures 10-13). The performance was compared with the performance of a system without 
interference diversity. 12 frequencies are assumed to be enough to get the full benefit from 
interference diversity, but if looking at Figure 10, one can see that already 3 frequencies give 
a significant interference diversity gain of about 1.5 dB.
3 FER: Frame Erasure Rate - defined as the ratio of the number of frames defined as “bad” to the total 
number of transmitted frames.
13
25% system load. 12 frequencies used for hopping.
Figure 10 Figure 12
75% system load. 12 frequencies used for hopping.
Figure 11 Figure 13
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CONCLUSIONS
Throughout this paper we have seen the advantages frequency hopping offers multiple user 
systems. The decision to implement it in GSM was taken without much experimental data, rather, it was 
assumed that it would produce enough gain to justify its use. In this paper I compiled some of the 
characteristics of frequency hopping systems and analyzed their applicability and implementation in the 
GSM system. Simulations ran by engineers at some of the actual developing companies of GSM were 
presented in order to viably quantify the results. They corroborated the main properties of frequency 
hopping: diversity gain, improved performance for slow moving mobiles, and the principle that the more 
frequencies (as long as you can keep enough isolation between them) the better the performance. 
Simulations also found that the advantage of hopping and the effect of changing the number of 
frequencies over which it takes place were found to be more significant on the uplink than the downlink. 
On the dowlink, changing the frequency does not alter the location from which the interference comes. 
The main advantage derives from the fact that at any time some of the downlinks will be inactive due to 
the use of VAD (Voice Activity Detection). On the uplink, each new hop will bring interference from a 
different mobile, so the averaging effect of hopping is more effective. [9]
The system load requirements give implications for frequency planning: to make the most of 
random frequency hopping, the frequency reuse should be tight, since this implies low system load and 
many frequencies per sector. For example, a capacity comparison based on system simulations shows that 
a system with 1/3 (3 sector reuse, 3 sector sites) reuse pattern has more than 3 times the capacity of a 4/12 
pattern. [8]
All in all, the main effect of frequency hopping is to make performance largely independent of 
speed, where slow mobiles are provided with decorrelation between bursts similar to that provided by 
movement. Together with the other positive effects, frequency diversity and interference averaging, the 
transmission link gain of interference diversity makes random frequency hopping a useful means for 
further increase of the capacity in GSM.
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APPENDIX I
A. Radio Link Aspects
Multiple access and channel structure
Since radio spectrum is a limited resource shared by all users, a method must be devised to divide up the 
bandwidth among as many users as possible. The method chosen by GSM is a combination of Time- and 
frequency-Division Multiple Access (TDMA/FDMA). The FDMA part involves the division by frequency 
of the (maximum) 25 MHz bandwidth into 124 carrier frequencies spaced 200 kHz apart. One or more 
carrier frequencies are assigned to each base station. Each of these carrier frequencies is then divided in 
time, using a TDMA scheme. The fundamental unit of time in this TDMA scheme is called a burst period 
and it lasts 15/26 ms (or approx. 0.577 ms). Eight burst periods are grouped into a TDMA frame (120/26 
ms, or approx. 4.615 ms), which forms the basic unit for the definition of logical channels. One physical 
channel is one burst period per TDMA frame.
Channels are defined by the number and position of their corresponding burst periods. All these 
definitions are cyclic, and the entire pattern repeats approximately every 3 hours. Channels can be divided 
into dedicated channels, which are allocated to a mobile station, and common channels, which are used by 
mobile stations in idle mode.
Traffic channels
A traffic channel (TCH) is used to carry speech and data traffic. Traffic channels are defined using a 26- 
frame multiframe, or group of 26 TDMA frames. The length of a 26-frame multiframe is 120 ms, which is 
how the length of a burst period is defined (120 ms / 26 frames / 8 burst periods per frame). Out of the 26 
frames, 24 are used for traffic, 1 is used for the Slow Associated Control Channel (SACCH) and 1 is 
currently unused (see Figure 14). TCHs for the uplink and downlink are separated in time by 3 burst 
periods, so that the mobile station does not have to transmit and receive simultaneously, thus simplifying 
the electronics.
In addition to these full-rate TCHs, there are also half-rate TCHs defined, although they are not 
yet implemented. Half-rate TCHs will effectively double the capacity of a system once half-rate speech
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coders are specified (i.e., speech coding at around 7 kbps, instead of 13 kbps). Eighth-rate TCHs are also
specified, and are used for signaling. In the recommendations, they are called Stand-alone Dedicated 
Control Channels (SDCCH).
Fiwms 0-11 : TCH Faroe 12: SACCH Fames 13-24 : TCH Fame 25 : Unused
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26-fiame miri tifarne 
Duration: 120 ms
BP BP BP BP BP BP BP BP
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7jf  .
TOMA fiame 
Duiation.: 60/13 ms
3 57 1 26 1 57 3 8.25
Tail Data bits Stealing Taining Stealing Data bits Tail Guazd 
bits bit sequence b it bits bits
Nozmalbuzst 
Duiation 15/26 ms
Figure 14. Organization of bursts, TDM A frames, and multiframes for speech and data
Control channels
Common channels can be accessed both by idle mode and dedicated mode mobiles. The common channels
are used by idle mode mobiles to exchange the signaling information required to change to dedicated 
mode. Mobiles already in dedicated mode monitor the surrounding base stations for handover and other 
information. The common channels are defined within a 51-frame multiframe, so that dedicated mobiles 
using the 26-frame multiframe TCH structure can still monitor control channels. The common channels 
include:
Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH)
Continually broadcasts, on the downlink, information including base station identity, frequency 
allocations, and frequency-hopping sequences.
Frequency Correction Channel (FCCH) and Synchronisation Channel (SCH)
Used to synchronize the mobile to the time slot structure of a cell by defining the boundaries of burst 
periods, and the time slot numbering. Every cell in a GSM network broadcasts exactly one FCCH and 
one SCH, which are by definition on time slot number 0 (within a TDMA frame).
Random Access Channel (RACH)
Slotted Aloha channel used by the mobile to request access to the network.
Paging Channel (PCH)
Used to alert the mobile station of incoming call.
Access Grant Channel (AGCH)
Used to allocate an SDCCH to a mobile for signaling (in order to obtain a dedicated channel), 
following a request on the RACH.
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Burst structure
There are four different types of bursts used for transmission in GSM. The normal burst is used to carry 
data and most signaling. It has a total length of 156.25 bits, made up of two 57 bit information bits, a 26 
bit training sequence used for equalization, 1 stealing bit for each information block (used for FACCH), 3 
tail bits at each end, and an 8.25 bit guard sequence, as shown in Figure 2. The 156.25 bits are 
transmitted in 0.577 ms, giving a gross bit rate of 270.833 kbps.
The F burst, used on the FCCH, and the S burst, used on the SCH, have the same length as a 
normal burst, but a different internal structure, which differentiates them from normal bursts (thus 
allowing synchronization). The access burst is shorter than the normal burst, and is used only on the 
RACH.
Speech coding
GSM is a digital system, so speech which is inherently analog, has to be digitized. The method employed 
by ISDN, and by current telephone systems for multiplexing voice lines over high speed trunks and optical 
fiber lines, is Pulse Coded Modulation (PCM). The output stream from PCM is 64 kbps, too high a rate to 
be feasible over a radio link. The 64 kbps signal, although simple to implement, contains much 
redundancy. The GSM group studied several speech coding algorithms on the basis of subjective speech 
quality and complexity (which is related to cost, processing delay, and power consumption once 
implemented) before arriving at the choice of a Regular Pulse Excited -  Linear Predictive Coder (RPE- 
LPC) with a Long Term Predictor loop. Basically, information from previous samples, which does not 
change very quickly, is used to predict the current sample. The coefficients of the linear combination of 
the previous samples, plus an encoded form of the residual, the difference between the predicted and 
actual sample, represent the signal. Speech is divided into 20 millisecond samples, each of which is 
encoded as 260 bits, giving a total bit rate of 13 kbps.
Channel coding and modulation
Because of natural and man-made electromagnetic interference, the encoded speech or data signal 
transmitted over the radio interface must be protected from errors. GSM uses convolutional encoding and
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block interleaving to achieve this protection. The exact algorithms used differ for speech and for different 
data rates. The method used for speech blocks will be described below.
Recall that the speech codec produces a 260 bit block for every 20 ms speech sample. From
subjective testing, it was found that some bits of this block were more important for perceived speech
quality than others. The bits are thus divided into three classes:
Class la 50 bits - most sensitive to bit errors 
Class lb 132 bits - moderately sensitive to bit errors 
Class I I78 bits - least sensitive to bit errors
Class la bits have a 3 bit Cyclic Redundancy Code added for error detection. If an error is 
detected, the frame is judged too damaged to be comprehensible and it is discarded. It is replaced by a 
slightly attenuated version of the previous correctly received frame. These 53 bits, together with the 132 
Class lb bits and a 4 bit tail sequence (a total of 189 bits), are input into a 1/2 rate convolutional encoder 
of constraint length 4. Each input bit is encoded as two output bits, based on a combination of the 
previous 4 input bits. The convolutional encoder thus outputs 378 bits, to which are added the 78 
remaining Class II bits, which are unprotected. Thus every 20 ms speech sample is encoded as 456 bits, 
giving a bit rate of 22.8 kbps. To further protect against the burst errors common to the radio interface, 
each sample is interleaved. The 456 bits output by the convolutional encoder are divided into 8 blocks of 
57 bits, and these blocks are transmitted in eight consecutive time-slot bursts. Since each time-slot burst 
can carry two 57 bit blocks, each burst carries traffic from two different speech samples.
Recall that each time-slot burst is transmitted at a gross bit rate of 270.833 kbps. This digital 
signal is modulated onto the analog carrier frequency using Gaussian-filtered Minimum Shift Keying 
(GMSK). GMSK was selected over other modulation schemes as a compromise between spectral 
efficiency, complexity of the transmitter, and limited spurious emissions. The complexity of the 
transmitter is related to power consumption, which should be minimized for the mobile station. The 
spurious radio emissions, outside of the allotted bandwidth, must be strictly controlled so as to limit 
adjacent channel interference, and allow for the co-existence of GSM and the older analog systems (at 
least for the time being). [4]
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Analysis of the Hardlimiting Matched
Filter Receiver
for BPSK Transmission Using DS/SS
Eugene Visotsky 
ECE 497 UM
1 . INTRODUCTION
This paper presents analysis for the hardlimited matched 
filter receiver using BPSK with DS/SS. Obtained results will be 
applicable to both multi-user and single user cases. The analyzed 
communication system has uncontrolled random access from several 
users on the same carrier frequency. The multiplexed carriers are 
binary-phase-coded (BPSK). In this system, each transmission 
employs a unique PN—sequence to generate its own spread—spectrum 
signaling waveform. The chip waveform whxch is used to obtain a 
signaling waveform is a rectangular pulse of length AT. We will 
assume that there are n chips comprising one bit interval. Thus, 
in this case T (bit interval)= n*AT: Also, assume that we consider 
the signal at passband and that the carrier frequency is Wo. The 
channel is shown below in Fig.l
Fig. 1— Hard-limiting correlation detector.
As could be seen in the diagram above, the channel consists of 
signal (or signals in the case of spread-spectrum) and additive 
White Gaussian noise being fed into Bandpass filter that rejects 
all of the components outside of the band of interest. Signal and 
noise are then used as the input to the hardlimiter and zonal 
filter which further removes all of the components outside of Wo 
which arise due to the nonlinear operation of the hardlimiting.
Bit decisions are made by the correlation receiver which follows
the hardlimiter. In order to simplify the analysis of the 
correlation receiver performance, we will assume that local PN 
reference sequence is assumed to be synchronized with the 
transmitted signal. Moreover, the receiver RF reference frequency 
and phase are assumed to be coherent with the desired transmitted 
signal. The correlator multiplies the received signal coherently 
at passband by the PN sequence and then integrates over a bit 
interval of T seconds. Binary data at the transmitter is encoded 
by multiplying the PN sequence generated waveform by a plus or 
minus data bit. Thus, we have a passband hardlimited binary 
symmetric channel to analyze. Since the channel is binary 
symmetric, correlator decision variable V is tested for its sign 
to detect the received bit. The hardlimiter considered in this 
problem has the following characteristic curve f(x) = +1 if x>0;
f(x)= -1 if x<0
Since only components at the frequency of Wo are passed by the 
zonal filter, hardlimiting can be thought of as an ideal bandpass, 
phase-preserving, amplitude destroying operation. Thus, if the
composite limiter input signal is A(t)e3S^ #  then the output is 
l*ejS(t) , whére £(“t)= w Qt + 0(composite phase of thé signal) .
From the above description it is apparent that hardlimiting 
is not a linear operation. Thus, although the input to the 
hardlimiter is additive White-Gaussian noise the output is 
definitely not White and not even Gaussian. However, it will be 
shown in the subsequent analysis that the decision statistic at 
the output of the correlator can be approximated as Gaussian by 
utilizing the Central Limit Theorem, provided that the correlator
integrates over enough chip intervals so that their sum tends to
normal distribution. The following sectyion will consider this
approximation in detail.
2 • The Preliminary Problem.
Before considering the effect of multiple access, we
concentrate on a single-user system. The results which will be
developed in this section will be applicable to the multiple user
case given that certain assumptions, to be outlined later,
concerning the multiple user interference are satisfied. Thus,
the model under investigation in this section is analogous to a
simple BPSK hardlimited at the input to the passband matched
filter receiver, as depicted in Fig.l. The receiver is perfectly
synchronized with the incoming signal and completely knows the
phase of the signal. The signaling waveform is a spread spectrum
waveform that is assigned to this particular user. Then, the
input to the hardlimiter can-be described by the following
expression:
n-1
s'(t)= X  b*rect(AT) (t-lAT)cos(wt+u1*pi/2) + n(t)
1=0
In this expression:
n (t) is passband White Gaussian noise with PSD=NQ/2 which can
be decomposed into in-phase and quadrature components as: 
n(t)= x(t)cos(wt)-y(t)sin(wt)
b = signal amplitude the sign of which carries the bit 
information. Signal amplitude (a) is constant over the duration 
of the bit period.
T (bit period)= nAT, where n is the processing gain and AT is 
the duration of the chip.
u -l = + /-1 a phase coding sequence which equals the PN sequence
used for this particular signaling waveform.
Then,
n-1
s(t)=s'(t) Vnòw = X  a*rect(AT) (t-lAT)cos(wt+u1*pi/2) + n(t; 
1=0
where,
s(t) is the actual input to the hardlimiter.
a=b- i--"-- VNoW
n(t) is passband noise with variance equal to one.
These relationships are true since BPF filter is assumed to have 
bandwidth equal to that of the spread spectrum signals. Thus, the
signals are passed without any distortion except the amplitude is
multiplied by —  .VNoW
Let us consider now what happens when the above signal s(t) 
passes through hardlimiter and zonal filter. As was mentioned
above, the zonal filter will reject all harmonics being generated 
due to hardlimiting nonlinearity. Thus, only components at wQ
will be passed. Also, hardlimiter will destroy any amplitude
modulation but will preserve phase. Using these assumptions, we
can write down the output of the hardlimiter (y(t))as follows: 
n-1
y(t)=sgn(a)2 a*rect(AT)(t-lAT)cos(wQt+u1*pi/2+0(t))
1=0
where :
0(t)= tan'1 y(t)a + x(t)
As we can see from this expression, only components around carrier
frequency are passed. Also, the composite instantaneous phase of 
the input signal, as given by wQt+u1*pi/2+0(t) is preserved, and,
of course, the amplitude of the input signal is hardlimited. This
somewhat non-intuitive result for the output of the hardlimiter
will be made more clear by the phasor analysis that will be
presented at the end of this report. Since the output of the
hardlimiter is determined, we are ready to obtain the decision
statistic at the output of the correlator.
It was assumed that the receiver is in perfect
synchronization with the user of interest and also completely
knows incoming phase. Thus, the correlator multiplies the output
of the hardlimiter by the local replica of the signal as follows:
V(decision statistic)=
n-1 (k+1)AT
=2*sgn( a ) — }  £  Jcos (wQt+u1*pi/2+0 (t) ) cos (wQt+u1*pi/2) dt =VnAT
k=0 kAT 
n-1 (k+1)AT
=sgn(a) _J_  X Jcos(0(t)) dt=V VnAT
k=0 kAT
The above expression corresponds to a decision statistic for the 
output of the matched filter at the sampling instant of t = 0.
The subsequent analysis will show that decision statistic V, given 
that certain assumptions about the system are satisfied, actually 
looks like Gaussian random variable. Since we are considering a 
binary symmetric channel, probability of error is given by:
Pe|+l=Pe|-l=P(V<°la>0)*
Although we have determined the decision statistic and know the 
decision rule, the performance of the hardlimited correlator is 
hard to determine given the present complicated expression vor the 
decision variable. However, we can make certain assumptions and 
considerably simplify the expression for the decision statistic. 
The first assumption is that 0(t) is statistically
independent over AT periods. This is certainly a reasonable 
assumption since 0 (t) =tan“l (riy/a+nx ) , where riy, nx are independent
in-phase and quadrature components of the White Gaussian process. 
We will also assume that 0(t) can be assumed to be constant over 
each chip interval. This is equivalent to assuming that the
processing gain (n) is large or that AT is short, and thus 
0(t)= 0k for k'th chip interval. Then, V can be rewritten as:
n-1 (k+1)AT n-1
V « sgn(a)— !—  X  cos(0v) J dt = sgn(a)£ cos ( fa) 1
VKat  * k
k=0 kAT k=0
By our assumptions above, cos(0k) are independent, identically
distributed random variables. The form of the last expression 
suggests the use of the Central Limit Theorem in order to obtain 
the distribution for V. In fact, as n tends to infinity, the 
summation will converge to a normal random variable with mean and 
variance calculated below. Of course, for the Central Limit 
Theorem to be satisfied, n (processing gain) has to be large. This
last assumption is consistent with our assumption of n being large 
in order to satisfy the condition of 0(t)= 0k for k'th chip
interval. Assuming that the Central Limit Theorem is satisfied, 
let's examine V (decision variable) more closely.
The first observation to be made is that if a=0, then 
expression for 0(t)= 0k reduces to 0(t)= 0k=tan-1(x(t)/y(t)),
which is a phase of the Rayleigh random variable and is 
distributed uniformly on (0 2 k ) . Using this fact, we can easily 
calculate the conditional mean and variance as follows: 
n-1
E(V|a=0)= E  E (cos (0k)_1_ | a=0) = 0, since 0k is uniform
Vn
k=0
n-1
E(V2 |a=0)= 1/n E  E(cos2 (0k))= 1/2 
k=0
Furthermore, it can be shown that in general case when a is not 
equal to zero, the distribution function for 0k is given by:
/<0)= J _ a  +
2 K
It is worth noting that f  (0) is a probability density function and 
is thus always greater or equal to zero. This condition bounds 
the value of a to a2/2 < 1 / n  . Thus, for our assumptions to hold, 
a is assumed to be small satisfying the bound shown above.
Given the probability density function /  (0) we can compute a 
variety of necessary quantities in order to characterize the 
performance of the hardlimiter. Define SNR at the output of the 
hardlimiter as follows: SNR (hardlimiter) = [E(V)]2/E(V2), which 
certainly agrees with the conventional definition of SNR for BPSK 
signaling. By our assumptions above, a is small. Then,
SNR (hardlimiter)« [E(V)]2/E(V2 |a=0), where E(V2 |a=0)=1/2.
— a. cos(0) for 0 < 0 < 2k
Given the probability distribution function, we can calculate the 
mean as follows:
n-1 2 K £
E(V)= 4 =  £ J —  (cos (0) + 1*V i I n V2
k=0 0
Combining the equations for the mean and variable, we get the 
following result:
SNR 2 7T = na —hardlimiter 4
To gain more insight into behavior of the hardlimited 
receiver, it is useful to compare SNR hardiimiter to the regular SNR
achieved when hardlimiter is removed from the signal path. This 
could be done as follows:
SNR=2Ej3/N0 = Tb^/No, where b is the incoming signal amplitude
a=b__L_; SNR= a^WT = na^
VNoW
Comparing equations for SNR and SNR hardlimiteri we see that
hardlimiter degrades performance by a factor of i  or 1 dB for a
4
case of a single user using BPSK signaling.
In order to analyze the performance of the hardlimited 
matched filter, we should obtain an expression for the decision
variable V using Central Limit theorem. It was already shown that 
E(V) = £ HE.  In a similar manner it can be shown that
2 V 2
E (V2) = - HHL.) •
2 4
V = N a n k
2 V 2
Then, V can be approximated to be
1 /ra2 ) - ( 1 - — ) ' '2 4
Probability of error is given by
pel+l=pel-l=p(v<°la>0)= Q  (
1
a2n n
ica24(1-— )
Using the assumption that a is small, we can approximate
7TSLa ~ )4 * 1 Q  (
a2n* ) = Q  ( I*™2 ) = Q  ( JTea2 ^
4(1” 4~)
4 / V. \ -s/
Thus, the performance of the hardlimited BPSK is governed by the 
same equation, with SNR degraded by 1 dB. Please note that a^/2 is 
the signal to noise ratio at the input to the hardlimiter. Then 
the above formula can be rewritten in its final form as:
This is a final and the most useful form of the expression for the 
hardlimited BPSK matched filter receiver. This final result will 
be used extensively in our derivation of the hardlimiter 
performance for the multi-user case.
3.Analysis of the Hardlimited Receiver with Multiple 
Users.
Let us return to the original problem. We have m number 
users arriving at the receiver at the same time and on the same 
frequency. The users are assumed to be of an approximately equal 
power and asynchronous. We will single out signal as a signal of 
interest and the rest of the m-1 signals will constitute 
interference. It is our aim to endow m-1 interfering signals with 
the properties of Gaussian noise, white over the frequencies 
passed by the BPF and of a power m-1 times that of the signal of
interest. If m is reasonably large, if the binary phase codings 
appear well distributed, if the constant RF reference phase of 
each signal is independent of all others, and if the signals are 
unsynchronized, then we are justified in making the assumption 
that m-1 interfering signals constitute a White Gaussian random 
process. Since interference is assumed to be White Gaussian, the 
formulas derived in the last section are directly applicable for 
the multiple user case. SNR at the input to the hardlimiter can 
be expressed as the ratio of the desired and interfering powers:
SNRinput P d e s ir e dm -1
I P  in terference
1
m - 1
1
The last approximate relation follows from the fact that users are 
assumed to have approximately equal power. The probability of 
error for the case of multiple user interference can be written 
down immediately as follows:
Pe = Q
1
n n P d esired
2 V p/ .  X  interference  
1
Of course, this formula is only an approximation. However, it was 
mentioned in literature [1] that this formula is successful in 
predicting performance of the hardlimited receivers with multiple 
user interference present for the case of Pe < 10“ .^
Although the above formula was derived based on the muliple
assumptions concerning mupltiple user inteference, most of them 
are justified in an asynchronous DS/SS system with a large number 
of independent users. However one of the assumptions deserves
another look. We have assumed that all of the user powers are 
approximately equal, thus disregarding a possible near-far 
problem. A natural question to ask is what happens to the 
hardlimited receiver performance if one of the interfering signal 
has much higher power than others, including the signal of 
interest.
If one of the signals passing through a hardlimiter is much 
larger than others, it can be shown [2] in this case that the 
small equal-power signals are reduced by a factor of 4 or 6 dB. 
This is equivalent to reducing the input SNR for the desired 
signal by 6 dB. Equivalently, the approximate probability of 
error for the near-far problem case can be expressed as follows:
Of course, the SNR for the strong signal would actually improve 
comparably to the equal power case.
4.Phasor Analysis for the Hardlimited Matched Filter 
Receivers.
In this section I will introduce a simple phasor analysis 
technique for the analysis of the hardlimited matched filter. In 
particular, I will provide a geometric interpetation of why the 
decision statistic V has the following form:
are in-phase and quadrature noise components. As was mentioned 
above, hardlimiter is a nonlinear operation which destroys any
desired
interference
v _ ¿cos0k; 0k= tan'l — —^  - where x(t) and y(t)
V n k=o a+x(t)
amplitude modulation but perfectly preserves phase. Vectorially 
this fact can be represented as follows, where a(t) is the input 
vector and b(t) is the output vector which is determined by
chip interval, also assume that a is less than zero (-1 is being 
transmitted). Since a<0, we will place at an angle of 180° . 
Noise n(t) will add vectorially at some angle to form an input to 
the hardlimiter s(t). Then, using the fact above, we can 
immediately determine the output of the hardlimiter as the 
intersection of the input with the unit circle. Furthermore, 
matched filter will take a projection of the output of the 
hardlimiter onto the real axis to form decision statistic V.
Since radius of the circle is one, it is apparent that
V = cos(0k) ; 0k = tan“ ^ a + x(t)
The sum of these random variables over n chip intervals 
corresponds to a complete decision statistic V. Thus, we have 
derived exactly the same expression for the decision statistic as 
given earlier in this paper, but using a more intuitively clear 
method.
5.Conclusion
In this paper I have presented analysis for the hardlimited 
matched filter receiver for BPSK using DS/SS. It was shown that 
in a single user case the probability of error is obtained by 
integrating the tail of the Gaussian distribution. One decibel 
degradation in SNR was also shown as compared to not-hardlimited 
case. Approximate formula for hardlimited matched filter receiver 
performance in the presence of multiple user interference was also 
derived. Finally, a simple phasor analysis technique was 
presented for obtaining decision statistic for the hardlimited 
matched filter receiver.
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On the Performance of a Novel Code Acquisition 
Scheme for CDMA Systems
H em an t M . C h ask a r
Abstract
General problem of timing acquisition of pseudorandom (PN) codes in Code 
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems is discussed. A recently proposed 
method [4] for fast acquisition of PN code is described. Performance of the new 
scheme is analyzed in the light of multiuser interference. Results of our analysis 
show that this scheme fails to operate in the presence of multiuser interference.
1 Introduction
In CDMA systems, it is necessary that the despreading code at the receiver be syn­
chronized to the spreading code waveform (also called as signature sequence) so as to 
enable the receiver to demodulate the received data. This process of synchronization 
is done in two steps, viz., acquisition and tracking. PN code acquisition refers to 
aligning the code phase at the receiver to that of the received code to within less than 
a chip interval. When the acquisition procedure is completed, the tracking circuitry 
takes over to accomplish fine adjustment of the receiver code phase and then to keep 
it in synchronization with the received code through a closed loop operation. In this 
paper we concentrate on the acquisition step of the synchronization procedure.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, factors 
affecting the performance of a typical acquisition scheme are described. In section 
3, we consider typical receiver implementations and evaluation of the performance 
measures of these implementations. Section 4 describes a recently proposed scheme
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[4] for fast acquisition of the PN code. Performance analysis of this scheme in the 
light of multiuser interference is presented in section 5. Results of the analysis are 
verified by simulation and simulation results are given in section 6.
2 Factors Affecting the Acquisition Procedure
A comprehensive list of the factors that contribute to the uncertainty of the acqui­
sition procedure is given in [1]. The first factor is the initial uncertainty about the 
code phase offset. For most of the analytical work initial unknown code phase is 
assumed to be uniformly distributed over the period of the code. However, it has 
been shown in [3] that performance of the acquisition scheme can be significantly 
improved if the initial timing uncertainty is small. Such a small timing uncertainty 
can be achieved by enforcing strict timing control through network protocols. Besides 
this, interference from the transmissions of other users and thermal noise are the im­
portant factors that dictate the performance of the acquisition scheme. In addition 
to these, unknown carrier phase, possible presence of random data on the code, chip 
asynchronous transmission, etc. also affect the acquisition performance.
3 Typical Receiver Implementations and the Eval­
uation of Their Performance Measures
The set up at the receiver for the PN code acquisition typically consists of two 
stages, namely the correlator/detector stage and the verification stage. The cor­
relator/detector can be implemented in two ways. In the first method, the incoming
code is correlated with the local code waveform over certain time interval. This time 
interval may vary from a fraction of the code period to multiples of the code period. 
Decision as to whether the two codes are synchronized or not is made at the end of 
the correlation time interval. If synchronization is not detected, the phase of the local 
PN code is shifted (usually by one chip) and the correlation is carried out again.
The other type of receiver [2] [6] (also called as the matched filter receiver) uses
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a tapped delay line whose taps are matched to a certain segment of the local code. 
Synchronization is said to be detected when the output of the matched filter crosses 
a predefined threshold.
When the acquisition is indicated by the output of the first stage, the received 
code is directed to the verification stage (also called as the authentication stage). 
In this stage the received code is correlated with the local code for certain duration 
to verify the decision of the first stage. If the acquisition is authenticated by the 
verification stage, the acquisition procedure is said to be completed and tracking 
circuitry takes over. Otherwise the decision of the first stage is discarded and the 
acquisition procedure starts all over again.
Typical performance metrics for any acquisition scheme are the probability of 
false alarm (Pp), the probability of successful acquisition (Pacq) and statistics of the 
acquisition time (Tacq)- Pp is defined as the probability that the first stage chooses 
wrong phase followed by incorrect authentication by the second stage. Tacq is defined 
as the time required to acquire the PN code. Pacq is defined as the probability of 
acquiring the code sucessfully in a given time. If there is an upper limit on the allowed 
time for acquisition, Pp and Pacq are the important performance measures. If there 
is no restriction on the maximum acquisition time, statistics of the random variable 
TaCq (which in turn depends on Pp) is the performance criterion of importance. The 
method of evaluating these performance measures for a general acquisition scheme is 
given in [1] and [2].
4 The Novel Technique for Fast Acquisition
In this section, we consider the novel approach proposed in [4] for fast acquisition of 
the PN code. In this technique, rather than correlating the received signal with the PN 
code for the desired user, the received signal is first correlated with an auxiliary signal 
which is derived from the PN code of the desired user in order to get the estimate 
of the phase of the received code. Once the estimate is obtained, the classical serial
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search is carried out starting from the estimated phase. If the desired user’s code is 
denoted by c(t) =  J2T=-oo C*^TC(* ~  &TC), where cjt is the kth chip of the PN sequence 
with period N  and Ptc{') ls the unit apltidute rectangular pulse of width Tc, then the 
auxiliary signal is given by
a(t)
E=12 r i v - i
. 2 |m|j c(t — mTc)
a kPTc(t — kTc) where,
oik
£L=12 r i v - i
. 2 ( i )
The crosscorrelation between the desired user’s code and the auxiliary signal 
has a triangular shape as a function of the phase shift [Fig.3,[4]] and thus distinct 
phase shifts produce distinct values of correlation.
Performance of the above acquisition scheme is analyzed in the single user 
scenario with coherent detection in [4] and with noncoherent detection in [5]. Mean 
and variance of the acquisition time for the novel scheme are shown to be much less 
than those for the conventional acquisition schemes.
5 Analysis of the Novel Scheme in the Presence of 
M ultiuser Interference
We now present the analysis of the above scheme in the presence of multiuser inter­
ference. Results of our analysis show that the pre-loop code phase estimator fails to 
operate satisfactorarily in the presence of multiuser interference.
For the purpose of analysis we assume a chip synchronous system and equal 
power levels for all the users. We also assume that the carrier phases of all the 
transmissions are synchronized.
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As in [6] spreading codes of different users are modeled as independent random 
processes. For a given code, the amplitudes of the chips are assumed to be independent 
and identically distributed Bernoulli random variables taking values -f 1 and -1 with 
equal probabilities. The results obtained using this model have been verified through 
simulation in section 6.
With these assumptions the received signal from the desired transmission can 
be written as
ro(*) =  ]C Ck-rPTc{t -  kTc), (2)
k = —oo
where {Cj} is the spreading waveform for the desired transmission, Ptc{') is the rect­
angular pulse of unit amplitude and width Tc and r is the phase shift of the received 
code with respect to the local code at the receiver. Note that 0 <  r < N  — 1 and 
r is assumed to be an integer. Similarly the received signal from the j th interfering 
transmission is denoted by
r,(t) = f) x ^ T. (3)fc= —OO
where {z |^ } is the sequence obtained after the multiplication of the data sequence 
and the spreading waveform of the j th interfering transmission and Tj is the phase
shift of the code of the j th interfering transmission with respect to the local code 
phase at the receiver.
Thus total received signal in the presence of J  interfering transmissions is given
by,
J
r(t) =  r0(i) +  E  ri ( t ) +  (4)J=1
where n(t) is additive white gaussian noise with power spectral density a2. Usually 
the interference from other users is much higher than the thermal noise and thus we 
neglect the contribution due to thermal noise in the further analysis. The receiver
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calculates the following statistics for estimating the phase of the received code,
y = 1 r(N—l)TcNTC Jo r(t)a(t)
1 TV-1 J TV—1
-  E  C k - TQ k  +  E  T f  EL- rt j=i iV Jb=0fc= 0
TV-1^ E * -  E
N —32 ri V - l
k=0 —  *5*
— m Ck—1
+ E ^ E 4 t, E£t=32 r7 V - l*  £ - — m— “f*" Cfc—T
(5)
Now we proceed to calculate the mean [4] and variance of of y under the hy­
pothesis t — To. Let,
(v \t — r0) =  S(to) +  / ,  (6)
where 5 (to) is the correlator output due to the desired code and /  is the random 
variable representing interference from the other users. Then,
E (y\r  =  r0) =  5(r0), since E (I) =  0
^ nN+3) -  ^ | r 0|, when |r0| < ^  
when ^  <  t0 <  ^- {
var(y\r  =  t0) =  var(I)
j  , TV-1
v — v  v  rAr_12^ \[2 2-ji- , Ni ^  ^  9 - lm llj = l i y  k=0  Z  J
-  M]
, £L=1j _ N-' > r i v - i
2-j
fc=0
6
J ( N -  l ) 2 J (N  — 1)(N — 2)(N  — 3) 
4N +  12
J N  JN2 . „ ,
«  —— +  ~77T smce N  »  14 12
J N 2■ since N l (7)
By expressing /  as,
7 =  E 7 iJ=1
we can see that the total interference 7 is the sum of J  independent and identically 
distributed random variables with mean 0 and variance (see eq. 7). Thus for 
large J , by central limit theorem, I  tends to gaussian random variable with mean 0 
and variance in distribution. Thus assuming I  to be gaussian random variable, 
maximum likelyhood (ML) decision rule is,
&ml(v) = argmin |y -  E(y \ r)| (8)
Under the hypothesis r =  r0; (|r0| < ^y^), the probability of correct estimate is given
by,
P(Correct E stim ate  | r =  r0) 1 - 2  Q
- 2q ( ° V ^
V j n  j (9)
where,
^ = v b / ; ^
The probability of correct estimate can be seen to be almost zero. Actually the
estimate of the phase of the incoming code lies order of (V JN )  away from the actual 
received code phase with high probability.
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6 Simulation
Simulation is run using two m-sequences, each with period (27 — 1). We note in 
passing that even though in actual practice gold codes are used as signature sequences, 
the auxiliary signal fails to maintain triangular crosscorrelation with desired user’s 
code if gold codes are used. The two m-sequences that we choose achieve the best 
crosscorrelation properties [3] for the m-sequences of period (27 — 1). Two such 
sequences are generated by the primitive polynomials [8],
P\ — (/i7 -f* h 1) and 
P2 =  (h7 +  h3 +  l).
Note that the sequence generated by the Pi is the decimation by 13 of the sequence 
generated by P2.
The auxiliary signal is derived from the sequence generated by Pi and the 
crosscorrelation values of the auxiliary signal with both the sequences are calculated 
for various values of phase shifts. Fig.l shows the comparison of the crosscorrelation 
values.
An important point to be observed from the simulation is the following. The 
crosscorrelation of the interfering code with the auxiliary signal is near linear function 
of the phase offset. Thus, assuming that the code phase uncertainty is uniformly 
distributed over the the period of the code N, the variance of the interference will be 
o(N 2). This verifies the result obtained by the analysis.
7 Discussion
As seen above, multiuser interference is detrimental to the operation of the novel 
acquisition scheme. In general, multiuser interference not only degrades the perfor­
mance of the acquisition scheme but also limits the capacity of the system. In [7], it 
has been shown that the acquisition based capacity of DS/SS system is lower than 
the bit error rate (BER) based capacity.
Thus it is instructive to study the conventional acquisition schemes like parallel
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Figure 1: Comparison of the Crosscorrelation of the Auxiliary Signal With Desired and Interfering Codes
correlators, sequential search etc. in the light multiuser interference. Multiuser inter­
ference might have significant impact on the performance measures of these schemes 
and also on the capacity of the DS/SS system. The author is studying the influence 
of multiuser interference on such systems.
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1 Introduction
In a direct-sequence code division multiple access (DS/CDMA) system, the receiver must 
synchronize itself with a particular user prior to demodulation of that user’s signal. The 
process of synchronization is divided into the two stages of acquisition and tracking. In 
the acquisition stage, the receiver generates a copy of a desired user’s spreading code and 
estimates the delay of the user’s signal with respect to this local version of the code to within 
some acceptable interval. Thereafter, a tracking loop is employed to achieve and maintain 
fine alignment of the codes. In this paper, we consider the acquisition problem.
Much work has been done on single-user acquisition strategies [1]. These strategies 
can be roughly divided into two categories: serial search and direct estimation (or parallel 
search). In a multi-user system, such as CDMA, single-user strategies may fail because of the 
“near-far” problem. When the powers of users are disparate, acquisition (using conventional 
single-user schemes) of weaker users may not be successful because of the stronger users’ in­
terference. In this paper, two simple near-far resistant acquisition schemes are presented. For 
this initial development, we consider an idealized model consisting of two chip-synchronous 
users.
2 System  Model
Let the code sequence {s*} =  ( . . . ,  Sk[0] ,  s*[l], s*[2],. . .)  denote the k - t h  user’s spreading 
sequence, with Sk[i] € { —1,1}. Assume the spreading sequence has period N. Let Sk(t) =  
E£_oo Ck[i]prc{t — iTc) denote the pulse train modulated by the spreading sequence {s*}, 
where prc is a rectangular pulse function of duration Tc centered at T J 2. This pulse train 
modulates an RF carrier to produce the spreading signal Sk(t) cos(u0t +  </>), which in turn is 
modulated by data bits. We consider a system in which the period of the spreading waveform, 
NTC, is equal to the data symbol duration. We make the assumption that the RF carrier 
has been acquired both in frequency and phase. This assumption is not always realistic, but 
the ideas in this paper can be modified for noncoherent acquisition. We furthermore assume 
that there is no data modulation. This may be justified in a system in which users do not 
transmit data until synchronization has been achieved.
1
Our received signal is thus given by
K
r{t) =  5Z AkSk(t -  Tk) +  n(t), (1)k=1
where K  is the number of users, rk =  6kTc is the unknown delay of the k-th user, and n(t) 
is additive white Gaussian noise with power spectral density a2. The acquisition problem is 
that of finding an estimate Sk of the delay 6k such that <  C, for some C corresponding
to the pull-in range of the code tracking loop. In this paper the users are assumed to be chip- 
synchronous, i.e., the value of 6k is restricted to the set { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  N  -  1}. We let £ =  1/2, so 
that the k-th. user’s signal is acquired only if 5k =  Sk. We consider the simple case of K  — 2, 
believing that the schemes can easily be extended to accommodate more users. Finally, the 
schemes that we present here are parallel search schemes. In a parallel search scheme the 
received signal is correlated (in parallel) against a number of candidate shifts of the desired 
spreading signal. The receiver then uses these observations to form an estimate of the signal 
delay.
3 Conventional Acquisition Scheme
The conventional acquisition scheme SC(mv refers to the single-user chip synchronous maxi­
mum likelihood scheme implemented without thought given to the multi-user interference. 
In our two-user case, after chip matched filtering, the discrete-time vector of N  observations 
spaced one chip apart is given by
r =  i4is^lJ +  A2s^2) +  n, (2)
where is the ¿¿-th cyclic shift of the 2-th spreading sequence and n is a vector of i.i.d. 
zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variance a2. If there were only one user, the ML 
scheme for estimation of the delay of user 1 would be to correlate r against all the possible 
shifts of si and choose the shift giving the maximum correlation value as the delay estimate. 
If this is done for each user of our two-user case, we have the scheme Sconv:
For each 0 < i <  N  — 1 and 0 < j  < N  — 1, compute the decision statistics 
Z i(i) =  £ E i l r[tfa[l -  il =  {r, S j )  and =  £ 1=0* r[l}s2[l -  j] =  <r,s“ >.
Then the estimates of £1 and S2 are given by
<5i =  argmax{Zi(2)},
i
S2 =  argmax{Z2(i)}. (3)
3
The drawback of this scheme can be seen clearly. Assume without loss of generality that 
=  0, 52 =  0. Then the statistics ^ 1(2) and Z2( j ) are Gaussian with:
^ [^ i W] =  +  A20i2(i)j
E[Z2 (j)] =  A\02\ (j) +  A2Q2(j),
Var[Zi(i)] =  Var[Z2(j)] =  N a 2,
2
Ccw[Z1(i)ì Z1(j)} =  01(i- j)< T 2ì 
Cov[Z2(i),Z 2(j)] =  e2( i - j ) a 2,
Cov[Z1W ,Z 2(j)} =  012( i - j y ì (4)
where 0i and 02 are the discrete periodic autocorrelation functions of the sequences {s i}  and 
{$2} 5 and #12 is the discrete periodic crosscorrelation function of {s i}  and {s2} [2]. Assuming 
¿1 takes on all values in { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  N  — 1} with equal probability, the probability of successful 
(or correct) acquisition for user 1 is
Pc,l[Sconv] =  P [S l =  Oft = 0]
N - l
=  P [ f |  ^ i(0)>Z i(i)|«51 = 0 ]t=l
<  P[Zi(0) > Zi (») |<Si =  0]
min Q
K i < N - 1
Q max1 l<*<iV—1
— N) +  A2(9i2(i) — fli2(0)) 
a^N- 0 M  
Ai(^i(i) — N) +  A2(9i2(i) — gi2(0)) (5)
If the argument of the Q(-) function in (5) is greater than 0, which may be likely when the 
power of user 2 is much greater than that of user 1, then Pc,i[Sconv] <  0.5. Therefore we can 
conclude that in the near-far case, the probability of acquisition error for the weaker user 
may be unacceptably large. The acquisition schemes that we investigate attempt to alleviate 
this problem.
4 Improved Acquisition Schemes
4.1 Multistage Acquisition
The first alternative acquisition scheme that we consider attempts to deal with the near-far 
problem by eliminating the stronger user’s contribution when estimating the delay of the 
weaker user, so that the two delays are estimated in different stages. In the first stage, 
the received signal is correlated against all the candidate shifts of si and against all the 
candidate shifts of s2, and the largest of these 2N  correlator outputs is assumed to belong 
to the stronger user. The location of this largest output is taken to be the delay estimate 
for that user, as in the conventional scheme. Because this user is stronger, we expect this 
estimate to be reliable. In the second stage, we decorrelate against the first user’s signal 
using the delay estimate for that user from the previous stage. We then proceed to estimate 
the weaker user’s delay from the new decorrelated statistics. So our first scheme Si is as 
follows:
For each 0 <  i < N  — 1 and 0 < j  <  N  — 1, compute the statistics Z\(i) =  (r, s^ )  
and Z2(j) =  (r ,s^ ) . If max*{Zi(i)} > maXj{Z2(j)} , then let
61 =  argmax{Zi(i)}.i
3
Then for 0 < j  <  N  — 1, compute
{r ,s20 ) - <s2ü), , ( í l )
(si'(Si) JSI)
JSI)S1
Zj(¿) -  6n(5lN  j ) Z i(ft)
and let
h  =  argmax{Z 2{j)}.
3
On the other hand, if m axj{Z2(j)}  > m axi{Zi(i)}, let
(7)
52 =  argmax{Z2(j)},3
¿i =  argmax{Zi(¿)} =  argmax{Zi(¿) -  — ^  Z2(S2)}. (8)
In the absence of noise, if the stronger user’s delay has been estimated correctly, then the 
decision statistic Z  for the weaker user will not contain any component of the stronger user’s 
signal, other that a term involving 012, the crosscorrelation between sequences {s i}  and {s2}. 
This term, however, is not dependent on the power of the stronger user. The concept of using 
decorrelation in multiuser communications is discussed in [3, 4, 5].
This method of estimating the delays in stages is relatively easy to implement. The 
receiver needs to calculate 2N  correlation values in the first stage, and then construct N  
more statistics from these correlation values in the second stage. Si can be extended to 
include K  users by estimating the K  delays in K  stages, proceeding from strongest to 
weakest user. In each stage, the strongest user and the estimate of its delay is determined 
by comparing the decision statistics for that stage, and then that user’s signal contribution 
is zeroed out for the next stage of estimation.
Intuitively, we expect Si to work when the users have disparate powers, for reasons 
that have already been mentioned. On the other hand, when the users have comparable 
powers, an error in estimating the delay of the first user may be more likely because of the 
corrupting influence of the only slightly weaker second user. Using this possibly unreliable 
estimate in the second stage may degrade the quality of the second delay estimate because 
the decorrelation will take place against the wrong shift of the first user’s signal, and this 
will actually add interference to the second stage decision statistics. Therefore we might 
reasonably expect this scheme to perform worse than the conventional acquisition scheme in 
the case of comparable user powers.
Let us derive an approximation to the probability of acquisition error for user 1 when 
scheme Si is used. Assume, as before, that <$i takes on all values in { 0 ,1 , . . . ,  N  -  1} with 
equal probability. If we define B  to be the event that maXj{Zi(i)} >  maXj{Z2(j)} , then we 
have
PeASi] =  P [ó i¿ 0 \ó i= 0 ]
=  P [Ó I¿0 ,B ] +  P [Ó I¿ 0 ,B C]
=  P[argmax{Zi(í)} /  0|B]P[B] +  P[argmax{Zi(z)} ^  0|B C]P[BC] (9)í 2
4
«  P[argmax{Zi(i)} ^  0]P[max{Zi(i)} >  max{Z2(j)}]i i j
+P[argm ax{Zi(i)} ^  0]P[max{Zi(i)} < max{Z2(j)}], (10)* i j
where we have assumed that the probabilities conditioned on B  and B c in (9) can be approx­
imated by the corresponding unconditional probabilities as in (10). Now each of the four 
terms in (10) can be upper bounded as follows (keeping in mind that these are all conditioned 
on =  0):
P[m ax{Zi(i)} >  max{Z 2(j)}} =  P [f|{m axZ i(i) >  Z2(j)}\
< min P[max Z\ W > z 2(j)\j *
=  m m P [[ j{Z i( i)>  Z2(j)}\J i
< m m f ^ P [ Z 1( i ) - Z 2(j )>0]  3 <=o
1  £o V
P lm ^ Z ^ i ) }  <  max{Z2(j)}] < m i n ^ Q  ( A i^  2^1 (j)) +  A2(912(i) & (j)A  (12)
* J ' it s  V a\J2(N  -  0l2(i -  j ) )  J
P[argmax{Zj(i)} *  0] < £  Q ) - M O )
' ST V a^/2 ( N - 9 1(i))
and finally
PlargmajciZ^j)} #  0] < £  £  «(*> *)?(*)>1 ¿=1 fc=0
where
g(i,k) =  P[Z,(t) > ^ (0 )|5 2 =  k\
' M n -  9y(i) +  e12(i -  k)e21(k )/N  -  e l(k ) /N )= Q V <Tv/2(iV -  0 ,(0) -  (912(i - 0 ^ {k )y /N  
A2(912(0) -  g12(t) +  912(i -  k)62(k )/N  -  92l(k)92(k ) /N ) \  
a ^ 2 (N  -  9 ^ ) )  -  (912(i - k ) -  92i(k))2/N ) )
and
p(k) =  P[S2 =  k] — min Q ^ 1(^21 (j) ~  @2i(k)) +  A2(92(j) — 02(k))
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
<V 2(AT -  W  -  *))
These expressions (11)—(16) may be substituted into (10) in order to approximate the prob­
ability of unsuccessful acquisition for each user. Furthermore, we may use equation (15) to
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demonstrate that under certain conditions there may not be significant error propagation 
from one stage to another in S\. Equation (15) gives an expression for the probability that 
an error is made in the second stage of estimation, given that the value of the delay estimate 
made in the first stage is some k (regardless of whether the first estimate took place for 
the stronger or weaker user). If we assume that our crosscorrelation values are uniformly 
low, then the right hand side of (15) is approximately the same for any value of k, i.e., the 
probability of making an error in the second stage is essentially independent of whether an 
error was made in the first estimate.
4.2 Simultaneous Acquisition
In order to avoid the possible problem of error propagation in the multistage scheme, we 
consider a second scheme in which the delays of the two users are estimated simultaneously. 
The principle is the same as that used in developing Si. The received signal consists of the 
contribution of users 1 and 2 and noise. If we project r orthogonal to the space spanned 
by both signal contributions, then we will just have noise terms remaining. Therefore, if we 
project r orthogonal to the space spanned by and for every pair of (i, j), then the 
projection with the minimum norm should correspond to the i and j  representing the correct 
delay values. We now have the scheme <S2:
For every 0 < i < N  — 1, 0 < j  < N  — 1, compute
N Z i(i) -  0u (i -  j )Z 2(j) _a) N Z t (j) ~  0i2(i -  j)Z i{ i)  u) .
w - e U i - j )  1 w - e \ 2( i - j )  82 '  ( )= r  -
Then let
{ ¿ l .M  =  argmin ||iyT ||2
N Z }(i) ~  2M i  -  j)Z i( i)Z ,( j)  +
N 2■=  arg max
This scheme can also be extended to more users. However, the complexity increases by a 
factor of N  for every additional user. Unlike «Si, which involved Gaussian statistics, S2 has 
decision statistics which are quadratic forms of Gaussian random variables. A union bound 
on the error probability for this 2iV-ary hypothesis testing problem can be derived using 
results on the distribution of Hermitian quadratic forms [6]. This will no doubt provide 
complicated looking integral expressions which nonetheless can be calculated if one is so 
inclined.
5 Performance Analysis Based on Simulation Results
All three of the acquisition schemes discussed in this paper were simulated in order to evaluate 
the error probabilities of the two new schemes and compare them to that of the conventional 
single-user scheme. The probability of error for each of the two users was simulated for 
various values of SNR and A2/A i . Two sets of simulations were performed. In the first
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set, two length 7 Gold sequences with max|0i2(¿)| =  5 were used. This is a rather poor 
choice of sequences, since the maximum crosscorrelation value is almost as large as the peak 
autocorrelation value of 7. In the second set of simulations, two length 15 PN (maximal 
length shift register) sequences with max|0i2(i)| =  7 were used. The conclusions that one 
might come to after examining each of these cases are somewhat different.
Figure 1 shows the performance of the three schemes for the length 7 sequences when 
A2/A i =  0.1. The error probabilities of both users are plotted as a function of the first 
user’s SNR. In this case, Sconv and S\ perform equally well for the first user (which is to be 
expected, because of the second user’s low power), whereas S2 performs somewhat worse. 
For the second user, however, both of the new schemes outperform SC(mv, which basically 
does not work at all for the weaker user in this case. Si still outperforms S2 for the second 
user. The same trends are evident in Figure 2, in which the same curves are plotted for the 
length 15 sequences.
Figures 3 and 4 show the performance of the three schemes for the length 7 and length 
15 sequences respectively, when A2/A \ =  1.0. In this case the two users have more or 
less the same error probabilities, as expected. However, Figure 3 shows that when the 
length 7 sequences are used, both Sconv and Si have error probabilities that do not decrease 
with increasing SNR, whereas the error probability for S2 does decrease with increasing 
SNR. When the length 15 sequences are used, however, all error probabilities decrease with 
increasing SNR. This may be explained by considering the poor crosscorrelation values for 
the length 7 sequences. When the users have equal powers, the high crosscorrelation value 
evidently corrupts the statistics enough to cause errors in both stages of Si as well as in Sconv. 
This demonstrates the importance of having spreading sequences with good crosscorrelation 
properties.
Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the “near-far resistance” (which is used here in a qualitative 
sense rather than the strict technical sense as in [7]) of the schemes by showing the error 
probability of user 1 for each of the three schemes as a function of A2/A \ at a fixed user 1 
SNR value. As we can see, both in the length 7 case and the length 15 case, the conventional 
single user scheme fails for user 1 when user 2 has much greater power that user 1. (In 
Figure 5, even A2/A \ =  2.0 causes total failure.) For the length 7 sequences, Si performs 
well when the users have disparate powers but not when the powers are comparable. As 
explained in the previous paragraph, however, this may be due to the poor sequence choice. 
For the length 7 sequences, S2 does not perform as well as Si for disparate user powers, but 
does not suffer from the deterioration at comparable user powers that Si displays. On the 
other hand, Figure 6 shows that when the sequences have better crosscorrelation properties, 
Si always outperforms S2. This is a somewhat surprising result and does not yet have a 
satisfactory explanation.
Figure 7 shows how the approximation to the error probability for Si as calculated in sec­
tion 4.1 compares to the simulated results. As is typical for union bounds, the approximation 
fares better at higher SNR values.
The final figure attempts to answer the question of whether there is significant error 
propagation from one stage of estimation to the next in S i. For the length 7 sequences, 
when A2/A i =  0.9, the error probabilities of both users are plotted for Si along with the 
error probabilities that would result if the first stage always provided the correct estimate 
(although the stronger user may not be estimated first). The value of 0.9 for A2/A x is chosen
7
because this is a case in which we may expect the second user’s signal to corrupt the estimate 
of the first user’s delay. The curves in Figure 8 are all closely spaced, however, which on the 
surface indicates that an error in the first estimate may not significantly affect the second 
estimate. One might explain this by noting that for “ideal” sequences (with uniformly low 
crosscorrelation), decorrelating against the wrong shift of the first signal will have the same 
effect on all of the statistics used to make the estimate in the second stage, as was explained 
in the latter part of section 4.1. (Of course, this does not really explain Figure 8, since 
that plot is for the length 7 sequences, which certainly do not have ideal crosscorrelation 
properties).
6 Conclusions
From the simulation results, we may conclude that both of the two new acquisition schemes 
discussed here outperform the conventional single-user acquisition scheme in the sense that 
the weaker user is acquired more reliably. The crosscorrelation values of the spreading 
sequences play a large part in determining the relative efficacy of the new schemes. The first 
scheme that was presented, 5 i, outperforms the second scheme, S2, when the sequences have 
good crosscorrelation properties. When the crosscorrelation values are not very good, then 
Si has problems when both users have comparable powers, and in that case is outperformed 
by S2. When the users have disparate powers Si still performs better than S2.
Both new schemes can be extended to accommodate more than two users. Si is less 
computationally intensive than <S2. When there are K  users, Si requires on the order of N K  
calculations, where N  is the uncertainty region, or number of phases that one has to test. 
S2, on the other hand, requires on the order of N K calculations. Based on the simulation 
results, it would appear that Si is the better scheme in all aspects, provided that sequences 
are chosen wisely.
One method of combining Si and S2 in the case of high crosscorrelation (in order to have 
one scheme that performs well for any value of A2/A i) might be to retain the M  largest 
correlation values from the first stage of Si (where M  is the number of high crosscorrelation 
values), and then perform the second stage of estimation for each of these M  candidates. 
This is equivalent to minimizing ||i^jr||2 as in S2 with M  possible values of i and N  values 
of j .  In order to keep the complexity from growing too much as more users are added, we 
could make a decision about the first delay in the second stage, and then carry M  possible 
values of the second delay to the third stage, etc.
In reality, all of these techniques are somewhat impractical, because when N  is large, the 
complexity may be too high to implement strict parallel search of phases. It would be desir­
able to implement the Si type of multistage acquisition using serial search techniques, which 
are less costly. Furthermore, in practice the transmissions will not be chip-synchronous, and 
there will also be data modulation from other users that may have already been acquired. 
Results from work on chip-asynchronous single-user schemes [8, 9, 10] may be applicable for 
addressing the first concern. Finally, interference due to data-modulated interfering signals 
must be considered. However, if these interferes have already been acquired it is straight­
forward (in principle) to decorrelate against these signals and then apply the acquisition 
methods proposed here.
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Figure 1: Error probabilities for A2/A i =  0.1, sequence length 7
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Figure 2: Error probabilities for A2/A \ =  0.1, sequence length 15
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Figure 3: Error probabilities for A2/A 1 =  1.0, sequence length 7
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Figure 5: Pe,i when user 1 SNR =  8.0 dB, sequence length 7
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Figure 6: Pe>i when user 1 SNR =  7.0 dB, sequence length 15
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Figure 7: Pe,i[S\\, sequence length 7. Simulated error probabilities vs. approximation
Figure 8: S\ error probabilities, sequence length 7. (E) denotes the result when the estimate 
of the first delay is used and carried through to second stage; (T) denotes the result when the 
true value of the first delay is used in second stage of estimation.
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I. Introduction
The fast development of the Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple 
Access (DS-CDMA) systems forced people to take on the problems connected 
with such systems. In particular, there is some interest toward the 
problems involving the dimensionality of the signal and noise subspaces 
for estimates of a channel [2], or a signal acquisition time. For these 
problems it is necessary to know the number of users, which is presumed 
to be given.
However, the assumption that the number of users is readily 
available may not always be correct. In practice, this number may be 
estimated using the Information Theoretic Criteria (ITC) [1] . In this 
particular project, we have tried to implement the algorithms described 
in [1] with application to a DS-CDMA system. The description of a 
general DS-CDMA model and ITC will be presented in Part II, the results 
of numerical simulations and the discussion of obtained results will be 
given in Part III.
II. DS-CDMA. Model and ITC Algorithms Description
Let us first consider a general model of a DS-CDMA system that may 
support up to K users. The spreading waveformS.(t) of j-th user, in its
real baseband representation, is given by
s j ( t )  = i X p T( t - nTc) ( 1 )n*0
where, { } is the signature sequence for j-th user, p T( t - n T c) is
the rectangular pulse of duration Tc, and N is the length of the 
signature sequence. Note that j  changes between 0 and K.
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The information bit stream { }  modulates the pertinent spreading
sequence, and this complete signal is sent over the channel that adds 
the white Gaussian noise n(t) to the transmitted signal. Also, due to 
multipath effects, the signal from each user will possess a delay X. 
and a phase shift (pj. Combining all these effects, the received
continuous time signal can be written as
y(t) =  Y ,  EbiSjft - T j  - mT)e'*‘ + n(t) ( 2 )
m = —oo j = 0
For simplicity, we will assume that the delays and phase shifts are 
known.
However, one problem arises at this point. The majority of the 
data processing algorithms assume that random processes are wide-sense 
stationary. The signal in (2) does not possess this property, although
it is a cyclo-stationary process [2]. If one combines the observations 
of y(t) into the vectors of length N one would obtain a wide-sense
stationary sequence of random vectors. Thus each observation is a random 
vector of length N, which is written as
y„(t) = X bLsj(t)+nni(t) <3)
j = o
Note that so far the number of users K was assumed known. However, 
this is our task to estimate it, using a finite number of observations 
M. In theory, if one knows the covariance matrix R of ym(t), then, by
finding its eigenvalues and counting the K largest ones, one is able to 
determine the number of users K [1]. Practically, when estimated from 
the finite number of samples, the covariance matrix R looses its nice 
eigenstructure, and it is no longer possible to estimate the number of 
users by simply counting its largest eigenvalues.
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To e ffe c tiv e ly  solve th is  problem two algorithms were proposed
[3], [4], and [5]. The basic idea behind both of the algorithms i s  to  
minimize the log-likelihood of the maximum likelihood estimator of the 
parameters of the model that describes the set of observations Y.
In th is  project we follow ed the d erivation s made by Wax and 
Kailath in [1]. They have discussed the algorithms originally developed 
in  [3 ], [4 ], and [5] and applied them to  several t e s t  ca ses. A ll 
formulas below are taken from [1].
The f i r s t  algorithm (orig in a lly  proposed by [3]) s e le c ts  the 
model, which minimizes
AIC = -2 1 o g /(Y |0 )  + 2k <4)
where, k i s  the number of free adjustable parameters in  the model- A A/(Y |© ) param eterized by 0 .  The second algorithm  (o r ig in a lly  
developed in [4] and [5]) minimizes
MDL = -  log / (Y |0 )  + i-k lo g M  (5)
where th e  l a s t  term comes from th e  assignm ent o f  a p r i o r i  
probabilities to each observation.
Suppose, that we observed the randan vector ym(t) M times. We can
treat these observations as identica l and s ta t is t ic a l ly  independent 
random Gaussian vectors , whose s t a t i s t i c a l  p rop erties are fu l ly  
described by the covariance matrix. Now, according to  the spectral 
representation theorem the covariance matrix of rank k
R (k) _  \J/(k) +  a 2j (6)
where 'F*10 i s  a positive semidefinite matrix of rank k , and O is  an 
unknown scalar, can be represented as
R ^ t a . - o W + o ’I (7)
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Note that the rank k takes on the set of values {0, 1, ... , N-l}. The
parameter vector of the model now can be written as 
0 (k) = [^1»...»^k, 0 2,V1T,.. . ,V kT]T/ where \ l9 . . , 9X k a n d  V1T,. . . ,V j  are the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of R (k), respectively. The joint Gaussian 
density (the model regulating the observations) is given by
(8)
Taking logarithm of (8) and omitting the terms which do not depend 
on k one obtains the expression for the log likelihood function of 0 (k)
1
L(© <k>) =  -M  log det (R (k>) - t r ( [ R (k)]''R ) (9>
M
where R = —  Y y my* is the sample covariance matrix. The estimates M  m=l
o f ^ ' s  , G 2, and VT,s that maximize the expression in  (9) are 
obtained as follows
K = l i ,  i =  l ,k  
1 N XAÔ2 =
(10a)
(10b)N ki=k+i
Vj = C ., i = l ,k  (10c)
where i i and C. are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors o f the sample
a
covariance matrix R. Note that the eigenvalues are sorted in the 
descending order.
With these parameters the estimate of the log likelihood function 
(9) may be obtained after some algebraic manipulations as
/  N \ (N -k )Mn * r k)L (0 ) =  log i=k+l
V J
(11)
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The number of free adjustable parameters in 0  may be counted by 
observing that it has k degrees of freedom due to eigenvalues and AN 
degrees of freedom due to its eigenvectors. However, because the 
eigenvectors must be mutually orthogonal and normalized to have a unit 
norm, the number of degrees of freedom is decreased by k and 0 .5 k ( k - l ) . 
This gives the number of free parameters as k (N -0 .5k-0 .5 ).
Now we can write the equations (4) and (5) in our problem context
The number of signals K will be estimated as the value of 
k  e { 0 , . . . ,N  — 1} that minimizes either (12) or (13).
A word must be said regarding the consistency of the algorithms 
(12) and (13). It was shown in [1], that the algorithm (12) yields an 
inconsistent estimate, or, in other words, it would overestimate the 
number of users for a large sample pool. The algorithm (13), on the 
other hand, is a consistent estimator, which asymptotically yields the 
correct results as the number of samples increases. The simulation 
results in the following part will confirm this statement.
The numerical simulations were conducted using the Matlab 
language. The functions used in simulations are presented in Part IV. 
The function gen_estimate() performs all necessary calls to other 
functions which generate spreading waveforms (random sequences for
as
(13)
( 12 )
III. Numerical Results and Discussion
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modeling purposes), data bit streams, compute the received signal (3), 
and compute the sample covariance matrix, which is then decomposed and 
used in (12) and (13) to estimate the number of users. The noise was 
modeled using randn() function. Noise variance G was calculated from 
the desired Signal-to-Noise Patio (SNR).
Intuitively, the performance of the algorithms should improve as 
one increases the sample size M and the SNR. The issue of interest, 
however, is how the algorithms would perform in difficult conditions, 
i.e., when the sample size is limited and the SNR is conparatively low.
Figures 1 and 2 show the performance (the algorithm output versus 
the supposed number of users) of algorithms (12) and (13). In 
particular, the SNR was chosen to be 10 dB, the number of users was 8, 
and the length of the signature sequence was 20. The plots in Fig. 1 
show that although MDL estimated the number of users correctly, AIC 
failed to give a correct estimate. The probable cause for this failure 
was that the sample size was too large. The plots in Fig. 2 show the 
performance of the algorithms given a smaller sairple size (which was 20 
for that particular realization). Note that both algorithms incorrectly 
estimated the number of users as 18.
Although the performance of the algorithms was far from perfect 
even for the large sairple size, there is one interesting common detail 
in their behavior. Note that there is a sharp transition in the value 
that is the output of the algorithm as the supposed number of users goes 
beyond the real number of users. This feature can be exploited and the 
results will be shown later in this section.
Figures 3 and 4 show the estimate of the noise variance. The value 
on the graphs corresponding to 8 users is the noise estimate. The plot
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in Fig. 3 shows that when the SNR was 10 dB and the sample size was 100, 
the variance was estimated correctly as 0.1. On the other hand, the 
variance was underestimated when the sample size decreased to 20. 
Apparently, the sample size was insufficient for the correct estimate of 
the noise variance.
The performance of the algorithms can be improved dramatically if 
one considers the differential output of the algorithms rather than the 
output itself. Figures 5 and 6 show the first, difference taken of the 
equations (12) and (13) for SNR = 10 dB, and the sanple size 100 and 
20, respectively. Note that the minima appear exactly at the point that 
corresponds to the number of users in the system, even for the small 
sample size and low SNR situation (Fig. 6). It would be easier to track 
these sharp transitions in a real system than rely upon the tracking of 
the minima of algorithms' outputs.
A word must be said about the computational complexity of the 
algorithms. The most expensive part of computations is the estimate of 
equation (10) and (11) for each k . Obviously, this part will take more 
time as the potential number of users increases.
The approach discused in [1] was tested with respect to a DS-CDMA 
system for the purpose of determining the number of users in the system. 
It was shown that the direct application of the algorithms (12) and (13) 
may prove unreliable for low SNR and small sanple size situations. An 
alternative approach may be to take the first difference of algorithms' 
outputs and look for the minima of it as the indication of the number of 
users in the system. The further simulations and/or theoretical 
development may be necessary to prove or disprove this point.
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Figure 1: Comparison of AIC and MDL algorithms. SNR=10, sample size 100, 
number of users is 8.
1
Figure 2: Comparison of AIC and MDL algorithms. SNR=10, sample size 20, 
number of users is 8.
Figure 3: Estimate of noise variance. SNR=10, sample size 100, number of users 
is 8.
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Figure 4: Estimate of noise variance. SNR=10, sample size 20, number of users 
is 8.
Figure 5: Differential output of AIC and MDL algorithms. SNR=10, sample 
size 100, number of users is 8.
Figure 6: Differential output of AIC and MDL algorithms. SNR=10, sample 
size 20. number of users is IS.
V. Appendix: MATLAB Program Listings
% Function to generate random data sequences takes the number of data bits and the number of required % 
sequences as the input arguments, returns the N_bits x N_sequences matrix which contains the signature % 
sequences. The sequences are generated randomly from the Gaussian N(0,1) distribution where +1 is % assigned to the data bit value if r.v > 0, otherwise it is assumed to be -1
function [data] = gen_data (N_bits,N_sequences)
%  generate the random sequence
rand_seq = [ 1 :N_bits*N_sequences]; rand_seq = r a n d n  (s iz e  (rand_seq));
% assign the chip values for i = l:N_bits 
for j = l:N_sequences 
if rand_seq((j-l)*N_bits + i) <= 0 data(ij) = 1; 
else
data(ij) = -1; 
end end end return
% Function to generate random spreading sequences takes the number of chips in the signature sequence 
% and the numb«’ of required sequences as the input arguments returns the N_chips x N_sequences matrix 
% which contains the signature sequences. The sequences are generated randomly from the Gaussian 
% N(0,1) distribution where +1 is assigned to the chip value if r.v > 0, otherwise it is assumed to be -1
function [sequen] = gen_spread(N_chips,N_sequences)
% generate the random sequence
rand_seq = [ 1 :N_chips*N_sequences]; 
rand_seq= randn (size (rand_seq));
% assign the chip values
for i = l:N_chips 
for j = l:N_sequences 
if rand_seq((j-l)*N_chips + i) <= 0 sequen(ij) = 1; 
elsesequen(ij) = -1; 
end 
end 
end return
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% Function to generate the correlator output takes the data bits for each user, the required spreading 
% sequences, and the SNR as the input arguments; returns the N.chips x 1 vector which contains the 
% received signal plus additive Gaussian noise.
function [signal] = gen_signal(data_bits .sequences,Sig_Noise)
% generate the random sequence for AWGN
rand_seq= [l: length (sequences’)];rand_seq = j^ri(l/Sig_Noise) * randn (s ize (rand_seq));
% generate the signal
signal = sequences * data_bits' + rand_seq'; 
return
% Function to generate sample covariance matrix takes the number of samples, SNR, number of users, and % the number of chips as the input arguments and returns the sample covariance matrix
function [samp_cov] = sample_covariance(...
N_samples,...Sig_Noise,...N_users,...
N_chips)
% generate the signature sequences
seq= gen_spread(N_chips, N_users);
% generate data streams
data = gen_data(N_samples, N_users);
% generate the sample covariance
samp_cov = zeros( 1 :N_chips, 1 :N_chips); for i = 1 : N_samples
signal = gen_signal(data(i,:),seq,Sig_Noise); samp_cov = samp_cov + signal * signal'; 
endsamp_cov = samp_cov/N_samples; 
return
% function to generate sample covariance matrix takes the number of samples, SNR, nummber of users, 
% and the number of chips as the input arguments and returns the sample covariance matrix
function [index_user,aic,mdl,sig_2] = gen_estimate(„. 
N_samples,...
Sig_Noise,...
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N_users,...
N_chips)
% generate the sample covariance
R = sample_covariance(N_samples, Sig_Noise, N_users, N_chips);
% find eigen values and sort them in descending order
eig_v = eig(R); 
in = [l:N_chips];
eig_val(N_chips + 1 - in) = eig_v(in); clear eig_v; clear in;
% look through the possible # of users index_user = [0: N_chips -1]; 
for k = 0 : N_chips -1
1 = eig_val(k + 1; N_chips); % the smallest eigen values sig_2(k+l) = jum(l)/(N_chips - k); % estimate of the noise variance num_free = N_chips * k ...
- .5 * k * (k -1 ) +1; % # of free adjustable parameters 1 = l.A(l/(N_chips - k>); 
common_term = (k - N_chips) * N_samples...* log(prod(l)/sig_2(k+l)); % common term in both estimators aic(k+l) = 2 * commonjerm + 2*num_free; 
mdl(k+l) = common_term + 0.5 * num_free * log(N_samples); end 
return
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Suppression of Multiple-Access 
Interference and Narrowband Jamming for 
Direct-Sequence CDMA
M an oj A ggarw al
Abstract
The presence of jamming and multi-access interference seriously 
corrupts the received signals in CDMA system. It has already been 
shown that use of a transform based excision of the narrow band inter­
ference is able to suppress jamming. However if multiple-access inter­
ference is also present the excision technique alone is insufficient. We 
have considered here a joint problem of suppression of jamming and 
multi-access interference. A LMMSE demodulator which has been 
adapted to time weighting, excision processing and suppression of 
multi-access interference has been formulated. The performance of 
the transform domain LMMSE detector has been compared with that 
of transform domain post-excision matched filter detector. The joint 
excision process and LMMSE demodulator has been found to be effec­
tive in suppressing both multiple-access interference and narrowband 
jamming.
1 Introduction
There are two important sources of interference in CDMA communications: 
first being the interference due to the other users called Multi-access Inter­
ference and the second one is the narrow band interference called jamming. 
Jamming of CDMA signals has its roots in military communications, where 
the enemy delibrately puts a high energy narrow band signal into the on­
going communication, to disrupt it. The inherent ability of direct-sequence
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spread spectrum (DS/SS) communications to suppress narrowband interfer­
ence is significantly enhanced when a complementary interference rejection 
technique is incorporated. It has been previously shown that multiuser in­
terference can be significantly reduced by using an adaptive LMMSE re­
ceiver [6, 5, 3]. However in the presence of jamming the LMMSE receiver 
alone is not effective, primarily because it may not be possible to adapt the 
receiver to take of jamming (or during the adaption stage jamming may not 
be existing). In the recent literature a Transform Domain Interference rejec­
tion technique has been proposed [7]. This technique takes advantage of the 
fact that jamming is narrowband by nature and it is relatively convenient to 
detect and later excise this type of interference, in the frequency domain.
In the present report we consider a joint interference rejection technique 
which can effectively remove both multiuser interference and jamming. A 
spectral representation for the received signal is first generated and the spec­
tral regions which are judged to contain excessive narrowband interference 
are excised before further demodulation is done. After the excision process a 
LMMSE detector is applied in the frequency domain to cancel out multiuser 
interference and demodulate the required signal.
In order to demodulate the signal in real time, the received signal has to 
be made time limited before any processing is carried out. As a consequence 
the narrow-band interference that initially occupies a small region of the fre­
quency spectrum, is dispersed in a relatively larger spectral region. Excision 
of a band having a width substantially larger than the band initially occu­
pied by the interference is thus required, and the DS/SS processing gain is 
effectively reduced by a corresponding amount. The frequency dispersion of 
the interference can be nearly eliminated by weighting the received signal in 
the time domain with a nonrectangular weighting function prior to evaluat­
ing the transform. In doing so, the levels of the side lobes of the interference 
frequency spectrum are made very low at the expense of slightly broadening 
the main lobe. The use of time-weighting for DS/SS communications which 
incorporate interference excision has been considered in [1]. In [1], it was 
found that time weighting enhances the performance of the receiver.
The main contribution of this report is development of a frequency domain 
LMMSE detector which can remove multiuser interference effectively from 
a CDMA signal from which a narrow band interference has already been 
excised.
The rest of the report is organized as follows. In Section 2, the processing
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which is performed by the receiver to suppress the narrowband interference 
using the DFT-based transform-domain excision has been described. The 
aforementioned demodulation and multiuser interference rejection LMMSE 
detector is introduced in Section 3. Analysis of the probability of error for 
the demodulator described is presented in Section 4. Numerical results which 
show that the demodulator which is adapted to time weighting, excision and 
multiuser interference, gives significantly smaller probability of error than a 
conventional matched filter, have been presented in Section 5. Concluding 
remarks are given in Section 6.
2 Transform-Domain Excision
A DS/SS system which employs Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) for both 
chip and data modulation is considered. The composite signal present at 
the DS/SS receiver input is r(t) =  J2i=i si(t) +  n(t) +  e(t), where e(t) is the 
narrow band interference, S{(t) is the signal for the ith user, J is the number 
of users, and n(t) is AWGN with variance a 2. The DS/SS signal Si(t) has 
the form
oo
«St(t) =  Ai ^2 K k ^ k i t  -  kT)cos(27rfct +  </>), (1)
k = — oo
where M—1
= 22 ci,iP(t -  lTc) (2)
1=0
We note that a synchronous model has been assumed, that is there is no delay 
among signals of different users. f c and <f> are the DS/SS carrier frequency 
and phase respectively, T~l is the data (bit) rate, and T~l is the chip rate. 
The integer M  =  T/Tc is the number of chips per bit is often refered to 
as the processing gain. The sequence { b i i k } k = - o o , - , 0, i , - , o o  represents the data 
sequence for user i, while {cf/}/=o,...,M-i represents the chip sequence for data 
bit k and user i; 6^ and cfj takes values in {±1} for —oo < k < oo, 0 < i < J, 
and 0 < / <  M  — 1.
Transform domain suppression can be used to combat a wide variety 
of narrow band interference effectively. For illustration, the performance is 
analyzed for single tone interference, for which
e(t) =  y/P cos(2ir f at +  © 0) ( 3 )
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where P, / a, and 0 O are the tone power, frequency, and phase, respectively.
As depicted in Fig 1., the receiver converts r(t) into base-band in-phase
(I) and quadrature (Q) components, and filters the components with a filter 
matched to the chip pulse. The filter output is sampled at the chip rate to 
produce a sequence of complex valued samples. A sequence { r ^ }  of vectors 
is formed by partitioning the sequence of samples into blocks of size M. Thus 
the model of signal after the preliminary processing is
j
r =  J2  si +  n +  e (4)
i=i
where s i denote the signal component, and n, e and Si denote the noise, 
narrowband interference and multiuser interference respectively. The noise 
vector n is a zero-mean complex gaussian random vector with covariance 
matrix cr2I. The interference vector takes the form e =  \/P e J0v, where 
vm =  exp(j27r/om/M), 0  =  0 O — <?i>, and fo is the normalized frequency for 
the tone i.e / 0 =  T (fa — f c). Note that / 0 can take only those values which 
are passed by the chip matched filter. The phase 0  is modelled as a random 
variable uniformly distributed on [0,27r].
Let D represent a diagonal matrix containing on its diagonal a particu­
lar real valued weighting function. The elements of r are weighted via the 
multiplication Dr, and the DFT of the resultant vector is evaluated. Let R  
denote this weighted DFT of r and note that R  can be written of the form 
R  =  Zr where Z =  W D  and W  is the DFT matrix. Let Si =  Zsi, N  =  Zn, 
E =  Ze represent the weighted DFT of S i,n ,e, respectively.
We now intend to remove all the elements in R  which have been cor­
rupted by the narrowband interferer. Let us assume we have determined the 
frequency components which have been affected. Let the set of index of the 
components affected be x. We construct a matrix X  which is obtained by 
removing all rows which belongs to set x. Let A be the cardinality of x. Thus 
the dimension of the matrix X  is (M  — A) x M. Using the notation A =  X A  
and the above discussion we obtain the following synchronous frequency do­
main model for the received signal from which narrowband interference has 
been excised j
R  =  Zr =  Y ,  Si +  N  +  E (5)
t=i
Note that the bit sequence of various users has been absorbed in Sp We
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may like to seperate the bit sequence and the chip sequence for clarity. We 
rewrite (5) as jR = X > S i + N + E (6)
1=1
so that now Sj only represents the signature and amplitude of user i in the 
transformed domain. &i represents the current bit of user 1, while the set 
{bi}2<i<J =  bj denote the current bits of other users or in other words the 
interference bits. We shall be using this model and developing the LMMSE 
demodulator for suppressing the multiuser interference and estimating the 
desired bit sequence.
3 D ata Dem odulation
Without loss of generality, let us assume that the data sequence we want 
to demodulate is corresponding to i= l . let b\ be the current bit we are 
demodulating and 6/ be the interfereing bits of other users. To demodulate 
the data bit, the receiver chooses between two hypotheses
Ho : bi =  —1
H, : bi =  l  (7)
based on the observation R. The demodulation rule can be written in the 
form [4]1
¿i = ¿^ (^ (C ^ R )) (8)
Under the assumption that there is no residual interference due to the 
jamming after excision i.e. E =  0, the LMMSE detector C can be shown to 
be as [5]
C =  K ^ S i  (9)
where
k r  =  E sV sì +  £ *
1=1
Tiff is the covariance matrix of N  and it can be shown that [7]
Tfj = (T2ZtZ
(10)
(11)
1(.)t represent the conjugate transpose of (.)
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Thus we have a demodulation rule which suppresses the multiuser inter­
ference.
Another demodulation rule with which we shall be comparing our re­
sults is the conventional matched filter. We note that this rule would not 
give minimum mean square error since it neglects the presence of multiuser 
interference.
Ci = Si (12)
4 Performance Analysis
The probability of error has been derived for the rules (9) and (12). For these 
rules the error is same under both the hypotheses.
Again assuming that there is no residual energy left after excision due to 
jamming, the conditional probability of error given bi =  1 and the interfer­
ence bits 6/, can be shown to be [5]
Pe(bl) = P(&W &#! = !,&/)
^ R e f t n C ^ + E L  bjCtSj),
■  (CtS^C)1'2 } ( '
where Q(x) =  0.5er/c(a;). In order to find the actual probability of a bit 
error we need to average out the interference bits in (13). For example the 
average probability of error for the case of one interférer would be
Pavg =  0.5<2( Re(CtS'i + C+Sz)T p ~ )  + 0.5Q( Re(Cts'i -  Cts"2)(C t£*C )'
The MMSE also can be shown to be equal to
(CtSftC) 1/2
) (14)
M M SE  =  1 -  C ls'i (15)
The same performance expressions hold for the rule (12) with C replaced by 
C i.
5 Num erical Results
Numerical results have been obtained by using the derived expression for 
performance and the demodulation schemes of LMMSE and conventional
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matched filter coupled with excision process, have been presented. The ex­
cision process incorporates a BH (Blackman-Harris) time-weighting func­
tion [2], the diagonal elements of matrix D are given by:
D (m ,m ) =  0.35875—0.48829 cos(27rm/M)+0.14128 cos(47rm/M)—0.01168 cos(67rm/M)
(16)The BH weighting function has a side lobe suppression ratio of 91db and 
has been shown to reduce frequency dispersion significantly. The processing 
gain considered for illustration is M=64 and all the results presented are for 
length 64 chip sequence.
Also in all the presented results fo has been assumed to be 12.5. Figure 2, 
illustrates Pavg as function of narrowband interference to signal power under 
the case when multi access interference is absent A signal to noise ratio of 
8db has been assumed. It was also found that if no time weighting is assumed 
the results are significantly bad. In Figure 3, Pavg is plotted across signal 
to noise ratio for a fixed narrowband interference to signal ratio =  13db. In 
this illustration as well, multiaccess interference was absent. We find that 
the results we get are similar to results obtained earlier as in [7].
Now we present results where multi-access interference is assumed to be 
present. Figure 4, illustrates Pavg as function of multiaccess interference 
to signal ratio for a fixed jamming to signal level of lOdb and signal to 
noise ratio of 14db. Results for both the conventional matched filter (12) 
and the LMMSE detector have been presented in the Figure 4. We find 
that a matched filter performs better for low multi access interference levels 
and its performance degrades rapidly as the interference level increases. In 
other words, the matched filter is very sensitive to interference amplitude 
and is doesn’t have good near-far resistance property [4]. On the other 
hand transform domain LMMSE detector has significantly better near-far 
resistance. These results demonstrates the efficacy of the LMMSE detector 
even in the frequency domain when some of the frequency components have 
been excised.
In Figure 5, Pavg has been plotted across signal to noise ratio for a fixed 
jamming to signal ratio and fixed multiaccess interference to signal ratio of 
lOdb and Odb respectively. In Figure 6, variation of Pavg with jamming to 
signal ratio has been shown with the signal to noise and multiaccess inter­
ference to signal ratio fixed at 14db and Odb respectively. We find that both 
the matched filter demodulator and the LMMSE detector gives good per-
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formance in terms of resistance to increase in amplitude of jamming signal. 
This result was not unexpected since the jamming suppression is taken care 
of by frequency excision and the demodulators do not play much role in 
suppressing jamming.
6 Conclusion
It has been observed that a DS/SS receiver which employs transform domain 
excision of narrowband interference and a LMMSE filter to remove multiac­
cess interference gives quite good results and specifically if the multiaccess 
interference is high, LMMSE detector is always better compared to the con­
ventional matched filter.
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Figure 2: Probability of error v/s narrowband interference power ratio, for 
signal to noise ratio =8db and / 0 =  12.5. Multi access interference is absent
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Figure 3: Probability of error v /s signal to noise ratio, for narrow band inter­
ference power to signal ratio =  13db and / 0 =  12.5. Multiaccess interference 
is absent
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Figure 4: Probability of error v/s multiaccess interference to signal ratio, for 
jamming to signal ratio =  lOdb and Signal to noise ratio=14db
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Figure 5. Probability of bit error v/s signal to noise ratio, for fixed jamming 
to signal ratio =  lOdb and fixed multiaccess interference to signal ratio =  Odb
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MMSE interference suppression for direct sequence 
CDMA using antenna diversity
Julian Waldby
Dec 11,1995
Abstract
I constructed a model of the use of the LMS algorithm on a CDMA system with antenna diversi­
ty, via Matlab. By varying system parameters in this model, I was able to gain some insight into 
the effects of different variables upon a CDMA system with antenna diversity. Also, compari­
sons were made of how antenna diversity affects acquisition time for a “good” demodulator coef­
ficient o f the signal, and level of performance for this “good” coefficient
System Model
Random Synchronous CDMA
A CDMA system generally has asynchronous data signals. In an effort to include this aspect of 
CDMA in my model, I generated all signals randomly, and used a synchronous model. This 
method is pictured in Figure 1. Asynchronous CDMA systems can be represented in terms of 
an equivalent synchronous model. Hence we can check the concepts for an asynchronous system 
using a synchronous model.
Antenna Diversity
A sample antenna is displayed in Figure 2. The antenna diversity is modeled by a phase shift 
in each of the signals. This phase shift, 9, is determined by the angle, ex, that represents the ap­
proach angle with respect to the antenna normal vector. This transformation is according to the 
equation:
0 = 2% * d sin ( a ) / X
The a  for each signal is uniformly random over [-71/2, n/2]. Then, each successive antenna read­
ing due to a particular signal is offset by 0 from the previous one, so that the complex angle of 
each signal is Exp[k 9 j], where k is the antenna number (k = [0..M -1]), so that an antenna signal 
is given by:
s^nt = Si [1 e10j e20j -  e(M- 1)0j ]
The received signal is then described on an MXN array for each iteration as the sum of the K 
signals, with additive white Gaussian discrete noise on each element of the array.
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LMS Adaptive Algorithm
The LMS algorithm is a real time stochastic approximation to the descent algorithm for J(c), the 
MSE of the coefficient c. The descent algorithm is a means of minimizing MSE, by moving c 
along the steepest descent of J(c):
Cn+1 =  Cji — |-l [ Ve x 7(c) ] Ic  =  cn
Then, Vc x 7(c) Ic = c„ = E[ (cT rn* -  an*) rn], which can be approximated using at each iteration 
by using the current rn value, giving the final result, the LMS algorithm:
Cn+1 = Cn “  ^[ (cT Fn* rn ]
If JLL is reasonably large (such that cn does not converge as n - >  infinity), this algorithm will
eventually produce c with E[c] = copt , the MMSE solution.. If JJ, does not converge to zero, cn 
never converges to any particular vector over time because the Gaussian noise causes random 
fluctuations in the LMS coefficients. In my program, I used a JJ, proportional to 1/Pn, where 
Pn is a measure of the power of the signal rn over time.
Results
Comparisons of antenna diversity
In the Figure 3 group, the same signals are used when possible (new signals must be created 
when moving from K = 7 to K = 20), so that the SIR values and signal acquisition times can be 
compared between the different cases.
Figure 3a: M = 1. N = 10. K = 7
This demonstrates the LMS algorithm applied to a basic CDMA system, with seven randomly 
generated signals. It is seen that the system has attained “steady bounce” after 100 iterations, 
in the sense that it has come to the general maximum of its SIR range. It achieves about 6 dB 
at its best.
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Figure 3b: M = 4. N = 1 0 .  K = 20
In this case, an attempt is made to equally load the antenna-diversified system, with respect to 
the increased “capacity”. The number of signals is increased to 20. This system requires about 
200 iterations to attain “steady bounce”, and has a maximum SIR of about 5 dB (which means 
it was overloaded by comparison).
Bottom line: Antenna diversity allows a greater number of signals, but this requires a longer 
training sequence to obtain coefficients of similar quality.
Figure 3c: M = 4. N = 1 0 .  K = 7
Here, the number of signals is the same as in the original case. This will give an example of the 
effect of increasing antenna diversity while leaving everything else unchanged. The LMS algo­
rithm attains steady bounce after around 70 iterations, with an SIR of close to 12 dB.
Bottom line: For the same number of signals, antenna diversity reduces acquisition time and in­
creases eventual SIR.
Figure 3d: M = l .  N = 40. K = 7
This model has the same dimensionality as the M = 4, N = 10 system, without using an antenna 
array. Again, seven signals are used for comparison. Steady bounce occurs around 50 iterations, 
and maximum SIR is near 14 dB.
Bottom line: Antenna diversity gives performance reasonably close to the CDMA system with 
the same dimensionality.
Discussion of antenna diversity
The optimal receiver for a given situation would depend on the cost of a number of parameters. 
A cost function would need to be constructed, and the values chosen which minimized it. For 
example, one cost function might look like:
C( M, Ta, SIR*, K) = kl MA2 + k2 Ta -  k3 SIR* -  k4 K
with Ta time o f acquisition o f coefficients attaining a benchmark SIR, and SIRss the steady state 
SIR. This particular cost function takes into account the expense of antennae and length of train­
ing sequence, and the value of greater SIR and number of signals which can be transmitted on 
the channel. This function would be minimized, possibly according to certain restrictions. This 
could be done through either simulation such as was used in this report, or in the case of further 
understanding through mathematical modeling.
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Figure 4 group: The variable graphs
In each graph of SIR (dB) vs. system parameter, four statistics have been plotted: SIR (dB) of 
c at 1000,5000, and 10000 iterations, and the SIR (dB) of the mean c over the last 5000 iterations 
(between 5000 and 10000). Often the mean performs better than the other three statistics, how­
ever, it can be seen in the graphs that there are cases where n = 1 0 0 0 0  performs better.
Variables:
M
d
E sj/E si
K
SNR
N
The number o f antenna inputs
The distance between antenna elements. X is the wavelength of the source
The energy of interferers relative to the desired signal
The number o f signals present on the system
Signal to noise ratio
Channel gain
Figure 4a subgroup: Varying interference amplitude
Figure 4a i: SNR = 16dB
We see that although the steady state SIR (dB) appears to be leveling out with increasing interfer­
ence amplitude (as it should with a near-far resistant demodulator like the MMSE), it is taking 
longer and longer to achieve the steady state coefficient. Notably, the n = 1000 statistic is steadily 
dropping.
Figure 4a ii: Without noise
This again shows the increasing difficulty of acquiring the desired signal amongst large interfer­
ers.
Eigurc 4b; SIR vs SNR
This graph demonstrates that as the SNR increases, acquisition takes longer, because the noise 
is not inhibiting the signal as greatly. This means that steady bounce regions with higher SIR 
can be attained.
Figure 4c: SIR vs antenna spacing (d)
Although the intermittent values of c have fairly varying SIR, it is shown that the value o f d has 
little effect on the steady state SIR.
4
F igure 4d: SIR vs K
SIR is reduced with the addition of further signals. Presumably the sharp drops in SIR are due 
to the addition o f signals with large correlation to the desired signal, and the horizontal changes 
are from the addition of less correlated signals.
Conclusion
The addition of antenna diversity to standard CDMA systems is an interesting variation, and de­
pending on the particular cost function, may be effective to implement. It was shown that a sys­
tem with diversity and the same number of signals converges slightly faster, and has greater re­
sultant SIR. Also, the particular CDMA system with antenna diversity which was modeled for 
this analysis performed comparably to a standard CDMA system with equivalent dimensionali­
ty.
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Blind Demodulation of Direct-Sequence CDMA Signals
Using an Antenna Array
V ijay  G . S u b ram a n ian
Abstract
Recent work on Direct-Sequence (DS) Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) has 
shown that blind adaptive interference suppression techniques can be used for reliable 
demodulation, provided that the timing of the desired signal is known. The blind 
demodulator has since been used as a building block for a scheme for joint timing 
acquisition and demodulation. In this paper, we consider a blind adaptive demodulator 
that uses spatial diversity in the form of an antenna array in addition to the inherent 
time diversity of the DS signals exploited in previous work. While the use of an antenna 
array leads to a substantial increase in system capacity, the increase in the number of 
adaptive taps leads to a slower rate of the convergence for the adaptation mechanism.
The tradeoff of capacity versus complexity and adaptation speed is the focus of this 
study. Topics for further research include devising faster, lower complexity adaptive 
mechanisms, addressing the issue of mismatch in the receiver’s knowledge of the desired 
signal’s timing and direction of arrival (DoA), and obtaining adaptive schemes for 
acquisition of timing and DoA.
1 Introduction
The conventional CDMA receiver(refer to Viterbi[18]) is a matched filter for the user of 
interest. This is in many ways, the simplest receiver. It assumes the knowledge of the 
signature waveform of the desired user and the complete timing knowledge of the desired user. 
The performance of this receiver, measured in terms of the bit-error rate, is severely limited 
by the near-far problem and it is necessary to resort to stringent power control mechanisms to
1
deal with this problem. At the other end of the spectrum is the extremely complex optimum 
multiuser receiver(refer to Verdu[13]-[14]) which, in addition to the information required 
by the matched filter receiver, needs the signature waveforms of the interfering users, their 
timing and their amplitudes relative to the desired user. Recent work has concentrated on 
developing near-far resistant methods which lie in between these two extremes. Many of these 
methods can be understood by invoking the analogy between multiple-access interference 
(MAI) and ISI. For example, the decorrelating detector, which is the multi-user equivalent of 
the zero-forcing equalizer, was shown in Lupas and Verdu[4]-[5] to exhibit optimum near-far 
resistance (for high signal-to- background-noise ratios). The decorrelating detector avoids 
the exponential complexity of the optimum multi-user detector but yields a higher bit- 
error probability (because it reduces the effective signal-to-background noise ratio). The 
decorrelating detector does not require knowledge of the relative amplitudes of the interferers. 
We refer the reader to Verdu[15] for a survey on multiuser detection. Another approach is 
to use the Minimum Mean-Square-Error (MMSE) criterion for minimizing the mean-square 
error between the outputs and the data. This is easily mapped to an adaptive implementation 
(refer to Madhow, et al.[6], Rapajic, et al.[ll], Abdulrahman, et al.[l] and Miller[9]). We 
refer the reader to Verdu[16] for a survey on adaptive multiuser detection.
The adaptive MMSE detectors mentioned above transcend the need for knowledge of 
the interference parameters by using training sequences for initial adaptation. In a rapidly 
changing environment like in cellular mobile communications, however, this could result in 
poor utilization of the channel because any drastic change like a deep fade or a new user 
could entail the initiation of another training phase. Thus, it is imperative to devise a blind 
technique which would adapt to changes without any additional information. In Honig, et 
al.[2] a blind adaptive multiuser detection scheme was proposed. The detector derived is 
related to the philosophy of beam-forming (refer to Johnson and Dudgeon[3]) in array signal 
processing and the anchored minimum-energy adaptive equalizer of Verdu[17]. The basic 
idea is to decompose the receive filter into two components - one along the desired signal 
and another orthogonal to it (in a suitable Hilbert space). Thereafter, the output energy is 
minimized over all the possible receive filters which are in the form described above. The 
component along the desired user’s signal is kept a constant and the orthogonal component is
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adapted. The receiver that is obtained from the minimization of the output energy called the 
Minimum Output Energy (MOE) detector, was shown to be the MMSE multiuser detector. 
The blind adaptation rule derived assumes the knowledge of the desired user’s signature 
waveform and complete timing. Thus, it was shown that it is possible to have optimum near- 
far resistance with a demodulator that assumes only as much knowledge as the conventional 
detector. Imperfect knowledge of the desired user’s signal, as in the exact signal due to 
multipath or the timing, was also considered and methods to reliably demodulate the signals 
in a blind manner, were proposed. These ideas were then used for joint timing acquisition 
and demodulation of CDMA signals in Madhow[8]-[7]. The approach was to run several of 
the blind adaptive detectors in parallel with different hypotheses regarding the timing of 
the desired user. The detector with the maximum energy at the end of certain number of 
iterations and a substantially high output energy adjacent hypothesis are chosen to obtain 
the timing estimate and a near-far resistant demodulator.
The techniques proposed in [2] are applicable in a general Hilbert space setting, 
although the ideas have thus far been applied to using the time- diversity of CDMA signals for 
interference suppression. In this work, we evaluate the performance gain achievable by using, 
in addition, spatial diversity in the form of an antenna array. It is worth mentioning that 
spatial diversity has been shown to improve capacity even when used with the conventional 
matched-filter receiver Suard, et al.[12], and Naguib, et al.[10]. In Section 2 we describe the 
model, the blind demodulator for our scheme and also develop a stochastic gradient-descent 
adaptation rule for our specific model. Section 3 is devoted to the simulation results that are 
obtained for various scenarios - number of users and directions. Comparisons with the single 
element case (in other words the case where the spatial diversity is ignored) are presented to 
show the amount of improvement obtained by taking into account the spatial diversity. We 
also briefly address the case of imperfect knowledge of the desired user’s signature sequence 
and direction of arrival. Section 4 contains our conclusions and a discussion on topics for 
further study.
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2 Background
In this section we first describe the model. Thereafter, we present the blind demodulator 
for the model and also present a stochastic gradient-descent adaptation rule for the blind 
demodulator. For a detailed development and analysis of the scheme the reader is referred 
to [2].
2.1 Model Description
The antipodal K-user, L-antenna element asynchronous CDMA white Gaussian channel is
oo K
y M  =  £  E  Akbk [i ]sk (t -  i T  -  r*)afc +  a n ( t ) (1)
» = —oo i = l
where n(t) is a complex-valued White Gaussian L element noise vector with independent 
components and unit spectral density, the data ¿>*[1] are independent and equally likely to 
be -1 or + 1 , sjt(f) is the kth user’s signature waveform which is assumed to have unit energy, 
i.e., | H |  =  1 , Ak is the received amplitude of the A;th user, t* are the relative offsets of 
the received asynchronous signals at the receiver and is the L element vector of antenna 
responses for the kth user. For a linear array (depicted in Figure 1 ), the /th component of 
this array response is given by
ak[l] =  exp(J- ^ - ( l  -
where d is the interelement spacing, A the received wavelength and Ok the kth user’s direction 
of arrived. It is assumed that the spacing d is small enough that the time-offsets at different 
array elements are negligible.
For simplicity of exposition, we concentrate on the synchronous case. Any asyn­
chronous model can be viewed in terms of an equivalent synchronous model. We assume 
that perfect knowledge of the desired user’s signature sequence, timing and DoA is available
to the receiver. Under these conditions it suffices to consider the one-shot version of the 
model, viz.,
K
y ( i ) =  Y i Akbksk(t)ak ^ a n (t), t € [0,T] (2)Jt=l
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Figure 1 : The antenna array with the defining parameters.
The signature sequence for the kth user’s waveform is given by
«*(<) =  Y ,  sjfcb'M* -  ) (3)j=0
where Tc is the chip period, N  is the processing gain (also equal to T/Tc), s* is the spreading 
sequence of the A;th user, and ^(t) is the spreading waveform.
At the receiver chip-matched filterng followed by chip-rate sampling to yields the 
following discrete-time model for the received matrix R„ € CL x CN used for the deciding 
on the nth bit of the desired user &i[n]:
K
R(ri) =  £ ^ M S *  +  W n, (4)
k=i
where Sjji,,;] =  afcfzJspjJ.;] and W n is matrix of independent complex-valued Gaussian 
random variables with mean 0 and variance a 2.
2.2 Blind Demodulation
The blind demodulator used is exactly that of [2], to which we refer the reader for all 
the details. The received signal (after chip-matched filtering and chip-rate sampling) is a 
matrix and our detector is also a matrix. Therefore, we consider the following inner-product 
(denoted by < , >)
< A , B > =  trace(B*A)
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where B* is the adjoint of B , i.e., complex conjugate and transpose. We consider the 
following canonical linear detector of user 1 :
Ci =  Si +  Xj, (5)
where <  S i , X i  > =  0
We consider the linear detector of the form above, which minimizes the output energy
£ [ | < R , C > | 2]
when the input R  is given by (4). It is important to restrict C to be of the type given in 
(5), else C =  0 trivially minimizes the output energy. It was shown in [2] that the canonical 
linear detector which minimizes the output energy is the MMSE detector as well. They 
also showed that the MOE cost function is strictly convex and thus, has a unique global 
minimum.
We also give an expression for the near-far resistance of the desired user’s signal, i.e., 
Si, with respect to the interference space (refer to [6] or [2] for the derivations) denoted by 
*7-
11 =  1 -  PIR7 V 1 (6)
where p\ =  (/>2, . . . , Pk )T is the cross-correlation vector of Si with the interfering signals, 
and R / is the (K  — 1) x (K  — 1 ) matrix of cross-correlations for the interfering signals.
2.3 Blind Adaptation Rule
A simple stochastic gradient-descent adaptation rule for the MOE cost criterion was derived 
in [2]. We present an adaptation of the same algorithm for our problem. Let the ¿th output 
of the matched filter (here it means correlation of R  with Si) be the random variable
Zm f [i\ = <  R[*],Si > (7)
Also, let the tth output of the canonical linear detector be
Z[i\ = <  R[t], Si +  X i > (8)
The actual operation is shown in Figure 2.
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The decision rule for demodulating the desired user’s transmitted symbol is
6i[i] =  sgn(real(Z[z])) (9)
The stochastic gradient adaptation rule is
X,[*1 =  X t[z -  1] -  /z conj(Z[z])(R[z] -  ZMF[i]SO (10)
where conj(°) refers to the complex conjugate. In an actual implementation we may need to 
make X i [z] exactly orthogonal to Si while updating Xi[z].
The Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) for a linear detector in the canonical form is 
given by
SIR =  ^ i l  <  C !,S i >  |2
^ l |C i | |J +  E f=2^ l < C l , S t > P
Since the linear MMSE detector achieves the maximum SIR (denoted by MSIR) over all 
linear detectors, it is convenient to bound its SIR by that of the decorrelating detector as 
follows
M S IR  >  S N R  4- rjdB (11)
where rjdB =  10 * log10(?7). The exact expression for MSIR is derived in [6] but for our dis­
cussions it is sufficient to consider the bound given above. One more performance parameter 
which is important is the effort x , given by
x =  | |X , | |7 | |S 1||2 (12)
This is a measure of the amount of work the adaptive algorithm has to do.
3 Simulation Results
In this section we present simulation results showing the comparison between the single 
element antenna and a four element antenna array. For all our simulation results we use a 
normalized version of the stochastic gradient-descent algorithm. The direction of arrival of 
the desired user is arbitrarily fixed at 45 degrees as measured in Figure 1 . As mentioned later, 
the best performance is obtained if this angle is close to 0 degrees. The signature sequences
7
Figure 2: The blind multiuser detector with X i[i — 1] governed by stochastic gradient adap­tation rule.
and DoAs for all the other users axe chosen randomly. In all simulations the desired signal 
to background-noise ratio is 20dB. The amplitudes of the interfering signals is chosen to be 
20 times the amplitude of the desired signal, representing an extreme near-far situation. As 
mentioned earlier, we assume perfect knowledge of the desired user’s signature waveform, 
direction of arrival and timing. We would also like to emphasize that we axe considering a 
synchronous situation. All the graphs for the Signal-to-Interference-Ratio (SIR) are averaged 
over 50 runs. Error probability curves are not shown because in all cases, the probability of bit 
error matches almost exactly with Q (V SIR ) where (?(•) is the complementary distribution 
function of an N (0 ,1 ) Gaussian random variable. In all the plots shown we also specify the 
corresponding near-far resistance of the desired user’s signal with respect to the interference 
space. This is an important parameter in all our discussions. In all our simulations, we 
initialize our algorithm with the matched filter, i.e., with X i =  0 . All simulations are for a 
four-element antenna array (L=4) and an inter-element spacing of d =  A/8.
Figure 3 is shows the performance for a system with a single element antenna and 
6 interferers. The blind algorithm is able to separate the signals and is able to take push 
the SIR to about 8dB at which point a decision-directed MMSE adaptation can be used to 
obtain faster convergence and better demodulation performance. Note that the convergence 
is extremely slow taking about 300-400 iterations to get a reasonable SIR, and the final SIR 
value (approx. 8.25dB) falls well below the MSIR, which is bounded below by 15.23dB using 
(1 1 ). Figure 4 shows results for the same system using a 4-element array. The final SIR 
is about 7.6dB which is again much less than the MSIR of at least 16dB, which is again a 
large shortfall in performance. It is illustrative to compare the effort (refer to (12)) for the
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Figure 3: The single element case with 6 strong interferers, 77 =  .3333.
Figure 4: The four element case with 6 strong interferes, 77 =  .3970.
two cases. The effort for the single element case is 2.0253 and for the four-element case is 
1.4991. This is explained by two observations:
1 . the near-far resistance is higher in the four-element case (.397 versus .3333).
2 . the matched-filter is "more” orthogonal to the interferers in the four-element case.
These two observations also account for the faster convergence of the four-element case.
The convergence of the algorithms depends on the number of users, i.e., K , and on 
the near-far resistance 77. To illustrate this fact we display a case in Figure 5 where we have 
6 interferers and a single antenna element (as earlier) but 77 =  0.1444. We find that even 
after 600 iterations we do not have convergence. The same case with the four-element array 
has a much better picture (refer to Figure 6 ). The near-far resistance now is 77 =  0.3209 
and the final SIR is 8.5dB (MSIR is at least 15dB). The effort for the single element case is 
4.8150 and for the four-element case is 2.1027.
So far we have discussed the case where the near-far resistance for a single-element
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Figure 5: The single element case with 6 strong interferes, rj =  .1444.
Figure 6: The four element case with 6 strong interferes, rj =  .3209.
antennais nonzero, so that interference suppression should be achievable if the adaptation 
is run for long enough. With more than 10 users we can expect the desired signal to be 
spanned by the interfers signals with high probability, in which case the near-far resistance 
would be zero. The MOE criterion would in this case suppress both signal and interference, 
as illustrated in Figure 7. The four-element array in the same case gives a final SIR of approx. 
8dB (MSIR is at least 16.71dB) and the effort is 1.1457 (refer to Figure 8 ). The near-far 
resistance in this case is 77 =  .4688. The convergence is slower than with fewer interfering 
signals.
We have seen that the single-element case cannot support a number of users larger 
than the processing gain in a near-far resistant manner. We would now like to investigate 
the limits on capacity when a four-element antenna-array is used. Figure 9 displays results 
for a system with 14 interferers. The SIR after a large number of iterations is approximately 
6.5dB (MSIR is at least 15.8dB). The effort used is 1.4727 and rj =  0.3810. The convergence 
is extremely slow. In fact, the SIR curve is yet to show any convergence! In Figure 10 we
m
Figure 7: The single element case with 11 strong interferes, 77 =  0.
Figure 8: The four element case with 11 strong interferes, 77 =  .4688.
consider a system with 21 interferes. Here we have even slower convergence. The near-far 
resistance is 77 =  0.2681. The effort the algorithm has put in so far amounts to 1.9119. 
The MSIR is at least 14.283dB. Figure 11 has a slightly different situation. We have the 
same number of users but 77 =  0.0934 which is significantly lower. As expected from our 
discussions above, the SIR curve does not show any convergence even for 8000 iterations. 
The effort used so far is given by 7.1826 and the MSIR is at least 9.7dB. It is evident that we 
are operating close to the capacity of the system, i.e., the point at which the desired user’s 
signal is spanned by the interferers with high probability.
3.1 Imperfect knowledge of Si and timing
So far we have assumed that we know Si, i.e., we have exact knowledge about the desired 
user’s signature sequence, direction of arrival and timing; the asynchronous CDMA case is 
not a problem because we can consider the equivalent synchronous model [8], [7]. In this 
subsection we would like to briefly address the issue of imperfect knowledge of any of these
11
Figure 9: The four element case with 14 strong interferers, rj =  .3810.
Figure 10: The four element case with 21  strong interferers, rj =  .2681.
Figure 1 1 : The four element case with 21  strong interferers, 77 =  .0934.
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Figure 12: The absolute value squared of the correlation between two users due to spatial diversity alone.
quantities. A modification of the blind demodulator in [2] can be used for timing acquisition
[8], [7]). The basic idea is to run many parallel adaptive algorithms which assume different 
timing hypotheses for the desired user and to choose the detector with the maximum output 
energy. The viability of such a scheme and the correct way to choose the various parameters 
is discussed in [8], [7]. We will be concentrating on the imperfect knowledge of the direction 
of arrival. We cannot readily use the ideas used in [8] and [7] because the correlation does 
not decay rapidly if the direction of arrival is changed by small amounts and therefore, it 
would not be possible to get fine estimates of the direction of arrival. This is evident from 
Figure 12 which shows the absolute value squared of the correlation between the antenna 
responses (4-element case) for various directions of arrival for two users. Another view of 
this is that even for reasonably large change (varies from 30 degrees around the edges to 
about 5 to 6 degrees about the center) of direction the real Sx is quite close to the nominal
Si. This is shown in Figure 13. Thus, we expect that running parallel adaptive algorithms 
based on multiple hypothesized sectors each with an array response corresponding to a fixed 
direction of arrival, and then choosing that hypothesis which gives the largest minimum 
output energy, can give reasonable performance.
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Figure 13: The absolute value squared of the correlation between two users due to spatial diversity alone hard-limited to 0.90.
4 Conclusions
We have seen that the use of antenna arrays can yield substantial capacity gains at expense 
of higher complexity, and slower adaptation. Our study points to the need for simpler and 
faster algorithm for blind adaptation. The convergence should be fast even when rj is low and 
the number of users is high. The algorithm should also aim towards achieving the maximum 
signal-to-interference ratio. Another direction for further study is to consider the issue of 
mismatch in the receiver’s knowledge of the desired signal’s timing and direction of arrival 
and to obtain adaptive schemes for acquisition of timing and direction of arrival. This would 
encompass the situation of tracking a mobile user’s direction of arrival. Extension of these 
methods to multipath fading channels is also a topic for further study.
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Abstract
This project investigates the feasibility of pipelining techniques in the design of equal­
izers fo r direct sequence spread spectrum code-division multiple-access(DSSS CDM A) 
channels. Two types of pipelined equalizers based on least mean square (LM S) and recur­
sive least square (RLS) algorithms are developed by using relaxed look-ahead techniques. 
Numerial results show that both types of the pipelined equalizers offer competitive per­
formance compared to their serial counterparts.
* 1. Introduction
Conventionally, the demodulation of direct-sequence spread spectrum CDMA signals 
uses matched filter receivers. However, their performance can be easily degraded by 
nearby strong interference. One interference suppression scheme proposed by U. Mad- 
how and M. Honig is to use minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalization techniques 
[1]. In their paper, it is shown that MMSE equalizers offer a significant performance 
improvement over matched filter receivers, especially in the presence of strong interfer­
ence. However, in the situations when the processing gain and the number of active 
users in the system are large, the performance of MMSE equalizers may be degraded 
by slow convergence rate, due to the large number of equalization taps. One solution 
proposed by the same authors is to use simpler schemes with fewer number of taps, such 
as cyclically shifted filter banks and over-sampling schemes. However, their performance 
degrades if a large number of strong interference presents.
This project proposes a different approach to solve the slow convergence problem 
associated with MMSE equalizers. It is the pipelined adaptive filter design techniques 
introduced in the papers by N. Shanbhag and K. Parhi [ 2]. The authors have shown that 
pipelining can effectively increase the throughput of a system and have applied them to 
many signal processing algorithms, such as adaptive filter designs. In this project, two 
types of equalizers, namely, least mean square(LMS) and recursive least square(RLS)
1
equalizers, are designed by using relaxed look ahead pipelining techniques for an asyn­
chronous direct sequence spread spectrum CDMA system. Numerical results show that 
pipelined equalizers offer competitive performance compared to their serial counterparts 
while achieving higher throughput.
The next section describes the pipelining techniques and shows how they can be ap­
plied to the implementation of digital filters. Section 3 first describes the system model 
and then show how to develop pipelined LMS and RLS equalizers. The results of con­
vergence analysis for the pipelined LMS equalizer are also presented in section 3. Then 
section 4 presents the numerical results on the performance of the pipelined equalizers.
2. Pipelining
In this section, we first describe how pipelining works, then show how it can be applied 
to increase the throughput of recursive filters while keeping the hardware implementation 
simple, by using relaxed look-ahead techniques.
A. Pipelining to Achieve High Throughput
Pipelining is commonly known to computer designers as an effective way to improve 
the performance of a computer. It achieves speedup by overlapping different stages of 
operations to save the total computation time. The same concept can also be applied 
to digital signal processing algorithms such as adaptive filters. For example, consider a 
system that consists of two computational blocks A and B, whose propagation delays 
are Ta and Tb, respectively(see Figure l.(a)). The propagation delay between the input
Input O utput
(a)
Input H  d h O utput
(b)
Figure 1: (a) a serial system; (b) equivalent pipelined system
and output is thus Ta +  Tbl so that the maximum throughput of the system is . 
Now if we add a data latch between A and B, then the delay becomes m ax(Ta,T b), and 
hence the maximum throughput becomes —  (ya>Tfc). For the cases in which Ta and Tb
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are close, the speedup is approximately two. Obviously, the longer the pipeline is, the 
larger the speedup can be achieved.
B. Pipelining Recursive Filters
Consider a general first-order recursive filter described by
x(n  +  1 ) =  a x(n )  +  u(n), (1 )
whose implementation requires one data latch, one adder and one multiplier (see Fig­
ure 2 .(a)).
Now we apply M-step look-ahead to ( 1), which is equivalent to expressing x (n +  M )  
in terms of x(n). This yields
M—1
x(n +  M )  =  aMx(n) +  alu{n -f M  — i — 1 ) (2)
t=0
Figure 2.(b) shows the block diagram implementation of ( 2). The extra M-l data latches 
introduced in the recursive loop at right can be used to pipeline the multipication and 
addition in the loop. However, this implementation is much more hardware expensive, 
mainly due to the summation term  in ( 2)(corresponding to the left portion of Fig­
ure 2.(b)). For algorithms that do not require point-to-point mapping, one solution is 
to use some approximations to reduce the hardware complexity. In [ 2], two types of 
approximations, called sum and product relaxations, are introduced.
x(n-t-l)
(b)
Figure 2 : Pipelining a first-order recursive filter
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1. Sum relaxation
In ( 1), if a is a constant close to unity, and the input u(n) varies slowly over 
M cycles, then we can replace the summation in ( 2) by Mu(n ) .  This leads to
x(n  +  M )  «  aMx(n)  +  M  u(n)
2. Product relaxation
In ( 1 ), if a is time varying(i.e., a(n) instead of a), but its magnitude is close 
to unity, then we can replace a(n)  by (1 -  a '(n)), where a'(n) is close to zero, and 
approximate ( 2) as
M - 1
x(n  +  M )  «  [1 — Ma(n)\ x(n)  +  Y  alu(n +  M  — i — 1 )
i'=0
Sum and product relaxations can be applied individually or in combination. For 
example, the application of both M-step sum and product relaxation to ( 1 ) results in
x(n  +  M )  ~  [1 — Ma' (n ) ]x (n )  +  M u (n )
3. Pipelined Equalizers For Direct Sequence CD M A Channels
In this section, we first describe the system model for a DSSS CDMA channel. Then 
we apply the relaxed look-ahead techniques decribed in the previous section to develop 
two types of pipelined equalizers, namely, least mean square(LMS) and recursive least 
square (RLS) adaptive equalizers.
A. System Model
Consider an asynchronous CDMA system with K active users. The received signal 
r ( t )  is given by
K  ___  oo
r ( t )  ~ Y \ r ^ j  Y  h j s j ( t  ~  -  V j ) c o s ( u j ct +  0 j )  +  n ( t )
j  =  1 1 = —oo
where bitj =  ± 1  is the zth bit of the j th  user, T is the bit interval, Pj,Vj, and 0, are 
the power, delay, and the carrier phase of the j th  user, respectively. ujc is the carrier 
frequency, n(t)  is white Gaussian'noise with power spectral density N0/2. S j ( t )  is the 
spreading waveform of j th  user, given by
N - 1
sj{ t )  =  Y ,  aAkW t  -  kTc)
k = 0
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where dj [k] — ± 1  is the kth. element of the spreading sequence for user j ,  ip(t) is the 
chip waveform, N is the processing gain, and Tc =  T/N.  Assume the power and delay of 
the desired signal are, respectively, Pi =  1 and V\ =  0, and the carrier phase dj =  0 for 
each user. The relative delay of user j ,  2 <  j  < K ,  is Vj =  (t3 +  Sj)Tc, where r3 and 6j 
is the integer and fraction part of the delay, respectively. Sampling at chip rate, it can 
be shown (see [1] for details) that the vector of the samples at the output of the chip 
matched filter r  is
r  =  &0)iOi +  ^ 2  \J~Pj{bo,jao,j +  f r - i ja - i j )  +  n 
j = 2
where
a0,j[ ]^ =  < t * l ja j [ k  — Tj \ I k > T j  +  4 >2 , j a j [ k  — Tj  — 1 ]Ik>Tj+i
a-1 A k\ =  +  N  -  Tj)Ik<Tj_x + (j>2tjaj[k + N  -  Tj -  1 ]/*<T>
for 0 < k < N  — 1 and 2 < j  <  K ,  where Ia is the indicator function for the set A, 
(f>i,j =  Jqc +  SjTc)dt, and =  Jqc ip(t)ip[t +  (1 — Sj)Tc]dt. The N-dimensional
noise vector n is Gaussian with zero mean and covariance m atrix cr2/jv, where In  denotes 
the N  x N  identity matrix, and a 2 =  No/2.
Since doj and a_ltj are linearly independent and are modulated by different bits, the 
j th  interfererer in fact contributes two inference vectors during a single symbol interval. 
Therefore, we can treat the above asynchronous system as a synchronous system with 
the received signal vector r  given by
L
r =  +  n
3-1
where vector pi is the desired signal vector, and pj, j  =  2 , • • •, L, is the set of interference 
vectors.
B. Pipelined LMS equalizer.
A serial N-tap LMS adaptive filter with coefficients C  minimizes the cost function
3 =  E[\C{n)Trn — 6„tl|2].
Based on the stochastic gradient algorithm, the update equation for C  is given by
C(n +  l )  =  C ( n ) - - ^ - ( C { n ) Trn -  bnA)rn* n
=  ~ - ^ - r nr [ ) C ( n )  + - ~ b nAf n (3 )■ *n * n
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Where Pn =  |rn |2 is the power estimator for rn.
Now define Rn =  rnr^ , and apply M-step look-ahead to ( 3), we have
n + M - 1 m -  i i
C (n +  M ) =  I t  ( 7 -  4 ^ ) ‘'C(n) +  ^ p ( i -  | - f l <)6n+M -,-1,,rn+M_,_1 (4)t=n ■ ** t=0 1 1
If fi is small enough so that is small as compared to / ,  and the variation of 7rn over■* n
M symbol intervals is relatively small, we can apply the product relaxation to the first 
term in ( 4):
M - l
n + M —1
I I  (7 — 4-fti) a (I — -£-Rn)M -■ 1/ -n.-”*/ v- n ni * •'n
and apply the sum relaxation to the second term  in ( 4):
M - l
7^1 7
/  y p  \* p  H-i)  ^ n + M —i —1,1 ^ n + M —t—1 ~  p  Cn ^\Tn ¿=0 1 -* i -* n
Therefore, the combination of the above two approximations yield the pipelined equiv­
alent of ( 3):
C(n +  M )  =  ( I - ^ - R n)C(n) +  ^ - b n,i rn (5 )
-* n * n
It needs to be determined that whether C(n) still converges with the above applied 
approximations. In the following, we derive a convergence bound on fi for C(n) to 
converge in the mean, and a bound on its convergence speed.
1 . Convergence bound on \l.
Define C(n) =  Copt +  S„, where Copt is the optimum value of C. Substitute it 
into ( 5), we have
Cop, + S„+M = (/ -  ^ R n )  S„) +
-* n * n
C  4- V —  R y—  ^  opt i j-y
* n
where the second equality holds by the fact that the error is orthogonal to the 
received signal. Hence, we have
RnS n+M =  ( /  — p M R n )En, where Rn =  
£[En+Af] = (/ -  ^ME(Rn])E[J:n] P n (6)
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For £ n to converge in the mean, the magnitude of the eigenvalues of E[Rn\ must 
satisfy the following inequality:
— 1 < 1 — gMeig(E[Rn]) < 1
or
" M  ma.x{eig(E[Rn])}
Compare it with the convergence bound on g for a serial LMS adaptive equalizer, 
which is given by
ma x{eig(E[Rn])Y
we can see that the pipelined equalizer requires a smaller g by a factor of M, which 
is the number of the pipeline stage.
2. A bound on convergence speed
Let At- =  zth eigenvalue of E[Rn], and V is a matrix whose zth column is E[Rn\s  
zth eigenvector. By spectral decomposition, assuming E[Rn] is diagonalizable,
E[Rn\ =  V • diag[Xi] • V"1,
where diag[At] is a diagonal matrix with At- as its zth diagonal element. Rewrite 
( 6), we have
£ n+M =  S n -  [iM • V • diag[At-] • V~1En (7)
Now define T,'n =  V"-1£ n, and substitute it into ( 7) to result in
K + m =  d i a g [ l  ~  P>M\i]L'n
Hence, the convergence of and En is bounded by
e'j(n +  M)  =  [1 -  g M Amax]e'(n) (8)
where e' (n) is the j th  element of E¿, and j  =  arg The characteristic
equation of ( 8) is
7M-(l-/iM A maI) =  0 (9)
Therefore, the convergence rate of En is bounded by the magnitude of the root of 
( 9), which is
(1 gMXmax) M.
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By using the same derivation, it can be shown that the convergence rate for the 
serial LMS equalizer is 1 — ^Amax. Therefore, if Amax is small, and the value of 
M is moderate, the convergence rates for the serial and pipelined LMS equalizer 
are very close.
C. Pipelined RLS equalizers
A serial N-tap recursive least square(RLS) equalizer minimizes the cost function
J  =  E  A"-*! C(n)Tn-  M 2, o < A <  1 .
k=0
by recursively solving the following equations
'dn =  Aun_ !  -j- bn^ r n
Rn = \Rn-i  + rnr£
C{n) =  R-nl un
Again, if we assume rn varies slowly over M cycles, we may apply M-step look-ahead 
with sum relaxation to both Rn and and un, to have a pipelined RLS equalizer:
un+M =  \ Mun +  Mbn^rn (10)
Rn+M =  A MRn +  M rnrTn 
C(n +  M)  =  Sn+M un+M
In order to reduce computation, we can also pipeline Sn =  R~l by the rank-update 
equation [3] as the following:
>n+M = \-1sn- \ -1 M SnrnrTnSn 1 +  M r l S nrn
Therefore, the pipelined RLS equalizer is
C(n +  M)  =  Sn+M Un + M
where Su+m and un+M are given in ( 11) and ( 10), respectively.
4. Numerical Results
( 11)
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We now numerically compare the performance of the serial and pipelined adaptive 
equalizers developed in the previous section. All of the following results assume the 
interferes are asynchronous but have the same signature sequence, which is different 
from that of the desired user. The desired and interference signature sequences are a 
prefered pair of Gold sequences taken from [ 4], with processing gain N  =  31. The delays 
of intereferers relative to the desired signal are drawn from a random variable uniformly 
distributed on (0,N). The number of active users K  — 11, and all the interferers have 
the same power P  relative to the desired user. The signal-to-noise ratio(SNR) for the 
desired user is fixed at 20 dB. The performance measure used is signal-to-interference 
ratio(SIR), which is defined as the ratio of the desired signal power to the sum of noise 
and multiple-access interference power. That is,
SIR = (crPi)2
cTT c + Z f=2(cTPjy
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the plots of SIR vs. relative power of interferers for LMS 
and RLS equalizers, respectively. In the figure, M  is the number of the pipeline stages. 
Hence, M — 1 corresponds to the serial equalizers.
First of all, these plots show that for both LMS and RLS algorithms the pipelined 
equalizers offer competitive performance compared to the serial ones, especially when the 
relative interference power is low. For example, in case of LMS equalizer, the maximum 
performance degradation due to the increase of pipeline length is 7.88% at P -  0 dB, 
and 9.59% at P  =  2dB  for LMS equalizers; 2.98% at P  =  0 dB, and 4.07% at P  =  2dB  
for RLS equalizers. However, the performance degradation increases as the relative 
interefence power increases. The worst case occurs for the LMS equalizer with M=9, in 
which the curve drops considerably at the end, and the loss of SIR is 26.53%.
These plots also show that the RLS equalizer is more suitable for pipelining design, 
demonstrated by its higher SIR values and its smaller performance degradation. For 
example, for M=9, the loss of SIR by the RLS equalizer is 12.49%, as compared to 
26.53% loss by the LMS equalizer. An explanation is that the pipelined LMS equalizer 
has more crude approximations than the RLS equalizer does when the relaxed look 
ahead is applied. Therefore, as the number of the pipeline stage increases, more errors 
are introduced by the crude approximations of the pipelined LMS equalizer, resulting a 
greater performance degradation.
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5. Conclusion
In this project, two types of pipelined adaptive equalizers based LMS and RLS al­
gorithms are developed for an asynchronous direct-sequence spread spectrum CDMA 
system by using relaxed look-ahead techniques. Numerical results show both types of 
equalizers offer competitive performance compared to the serial ones while achieving 
higher throughput in the implementation. Therefore, we can conclude that pipelining 
is a practical way to solve the slow convergence problem associated with the MMSE 
equalization techniques.
Since the pipelining techniques employed in the design use approximations to the 
serial algorithm, a convergence analysis for the pipelined LMS equalizer is also given. 
The results show that the pipelined LMS equalizer has a convergence rate close to that 
of its serial countpart, but requires a smaller update weight.
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pipelined LMS algorithm
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Figure 3: SIR vs. relative power of strong inteference for the N-tap LMS equalizers
pipelined RLS algorithm
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Figure 4: SIR vs. relative power of strong inteference for the N-tap RLS equalizer
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